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Severe brain injury can lead to disorders of consciousness
(DOCs). Since DOC patients cannot communicate functionally or behave purposefully, most remain bedridden
and require laborious care. The medical community is
often confronted with the expectations of the families of
chronic DOC patients, and the social, economic, and
ethical consequences are tremendous. Research on DOCs is
attracting increasing attention from scientists and physicians in various fields. With the development of modern
neuroimaging and neuromodulation techniques, much
progress has been made in the diagnosis, prognosis,
treatment, and rehabilitation of DOCs in the last decade.
This issue aims to summarize the progress in studies of
DOCs in China. Zhao reviews the present status of DOC
studies in China, specifically concerning diagnosis, prognosis, therapy, and rehabilitation. He also introduces the
development of DOC-related scientific organizations and
activities in China [1]. This provides a clear picture of the
role China is playing in DOC research.
The Brainnetome, based on neuroimaging, has opened
new opportunities to study the neural correlates of consciousness, and provides additional information concerning
the diagnosis, prognosis, and therapeutic interventions in
patients with DOCs. It provides a promising framework in
which to integrate different techniques at various
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spatiotemporal scales, and to merge fragmented findings
into a uniform research framework [2]. In this issue, Song
et al. present a comprehensive review of brain network
studies in chronic DOCs with positron emission tomography, functional magnetic resonance imaging (fMRI),
functional near-infrared spectroscopy (fNIRS), electrophysiology, and diffusion magnetic resonance imaging
(dMRI). An informative perspective on future research
directions is also introduced [3]. The Brainnetome can be
divided into anatomical and functional components. Diffusion tensor imaging (DTI) is an in-vivo dMRI technique
for studying the anatomical Brainnetome on the macroscale. Wu et al. studied white-matter deficits underlying the
consciousness level in patients with DOCs using DTI and
discuss the relationship between DTI metrics and clinical
measures of the level of consciousness [4]. The functional
Brainnetome can be studied with functional brain imaging
techniques such as fMRI, EEG/MEG, and fNIRS. Chen
et al. discuss how the effective connections between
various regions differ between individuals with fMRI and a
spectral dynamic causal model, and the performance of
effective connections in predicting the clinical scores of
DOC patients with the Brainnetome-based predictive
model [5].
The current diagnosis of DOCs is based on the
behavioral responses to commands. It is a major challenge
to develop quantitative biomarkers based on neuroimaging
and other techniques. In this issue, Tang et al. explore the
proteomic profile of tears from patients in a traumatic
vegetative state and identify potential diagnostic markers
using tears – a body fluid that can be collected noninvasively [6]. Zou et al. present information on this line of
research [7]. The task paradigms are important for the
assessment of DOCs. Zhou et al. demonstrate that a light is
more effective than a finger to trigger a startle blink in
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DOC patients [8]. Prognostication is a fundamental concern
for DOC patients, as treatment, rehabilitation therapy, and
even ethical decisions depend on this information. It is urgent
to develop objective and quantitative measures for the
prognosis of DOCs. In this issue, You et al. evaluate the
predictive value of amplitude-integrated electroencephalography for neurological outcomes in coma patients [9].
So far, evidence-based guidelines on the treatment of
DOC patients are rare. Neuromodulation techniques are a
potential treatment. In this issue, Xia et al. review the
current state of neuromodulation therapies that could be
used to treat DOC patients [10]. Li et al. investigate the
effectiveness of habit stimulation in DOC patients with
electroencephalography [11]. Wang et al. use an oddball
paradigm with two types of frequency-deviant stimuli to
elicit mismatch negativity in DOC patients diagnosed using
the JFK Coma Recovery Scale-Revised [12]. On the one
hand, it is very important to quantitatively assess the
effectiveness of a neuromodulation method. For example,
spinal cord stimulation (SCS) is a promising technique for
treating DOCs, but the differences between the effects of
different SCS frequencies are unclear. To address this
issue, Si and co-authors use functional near-infrared
spectroscopy to measure the hemodynamic responses of
DOC patients to different SCS frequencies and develop a
new quantitative method to evaluate the outcomes of using
different SCS frequencies [13].
Brain-computer interfaces (BCIs) have been used for the
clinical assessment of DOCs and other disorders of neural
systems because they directly detect the responses of such
systems to an external stimulus in the absence of behavioral expression. Xiao et al. present an electroencephalography-based BCI system to assist the assessment of visual
fixation in DOC patients, an item in the visual function
subscale of the Coma Recovery Scale-Revised. They also
demonstrate the effective performance of the system on 15
patients with DOCs [14].
Despite many advances in the last decade, many
challenges for the diagnosis, prognosis, treatment, and
rehabilitation of DOCs need to be addressed. For instance,
progressive brain atrophy may occur in DOC patients, so
techniques for the accurate registration and localization of
brain regions are required, given that local information is
indispensable for the analysis of this disorder. Second, finer
and individualized brain parcellation and the brainnetome
atlas generated on the basis of fiber orientation may be
essential for the identification of consciousness-related
subdivisions and for the development of more accurate
interventions for DOC patients [15]. In addition, diagnostic
and prognostic models must be validated in independent
clinical centers with larger numbers of patients to enable
generalization in clinical environments. It should also be
noted that biomarker standards based on the physiological
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disturbances and the circuit/network differences in DOC
studies are urgently needed. This issue contains two
reviews that discuss future research directions of DOC
studies [1, 3]. In parallel, new neuromodulation therapies
are required for further validation in a much larger cohort.
Consciousness comes from the brain. The human brain
can be studied as a hierarchy of distinct but tightlyintegrated levels of organization: from gene, protein,
synapse, neuron, and neural circuit, to brain area, pathway,
and the whole brain. More and more evidence suggests that
combinations of different technologies and the integration
of information from different levels can generate more than
simply pooling the findings from a single technology or
level. We believe that the convergence of diverse disciplines, especially biology, medicine, and informatics, will
deepen basic research on DOCs and finally lead to changes
in clinical practice.
Acknowledgements I thank the authors and reviewers for their
efforts and time. I also thank Jianghong He, Ming Song, Yujin Zhang,
and Yi Yang for their help with organizing this issue.
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Abstract Neuroimaging has opened new opportunities to
study the neural correlates of consciousness, and provided
additional information concerning diagnosis, prognosis, and
therapeutic interventions in patients with disorders of
consciousness. Here, we aim to review neuroimaging studies
in chronic disorders of consciousness from the viewpoint of
the brain network, focusing on positron emission tomography, functional MRI, functional near-infrared spectroscopy,
electrophysiology, and diffusion MRI. To accelerate basic
research on disorders of consciousness and provide a
panoramic view of unconsciousness, we propose that it is
urgent to integrate different techniques at various spatiotemporal scales, and to merge fragmented findings into a uniform
‘‘Brainnetome’’ (Brain-net-ome) research framework.
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Introduction
Recent progress in intensive care has increased the survival
of patients with severe brain damage. Some can recover
consciousness from an acute brain insult, while some can
tragically fall into chronic disorders of consciousness
(DOCs). These DOC patients are stable but disabled and
bedridden, unable to speak or signal their thoughts and
intentions. Their lives need laborious care. With proper
nursing care to avoid bedsores and infections, these
patients can survive for years. Therefore, the social,
economic, and ethical consequences associated with
chronic DOCs are tremendous [1].
Management of a chronic DOC patient requires carefully
reaching the correct diagnosis, pronouncing an evidencebased prognosis, and thoughtfully evaluating any medical
interference. To date, these clinical assessments still depend
on expert observation of the patient’s behavior over a
sufficient period of time. Taking the diagnosis as an
example, DOC patients can be classified into distinct
diagnostic entities according to the surviving consciousness
level [2]. Specifically, patients in a vegetative state or
unresponsive wakefulness syndrome (VS/UWS) can retain
an irregular but cyclic state of circadian sleeping and
waking unaccompanied by any behaviorally detectable expression of awareness of themselves or recognition of
external stimuli. When patients show fluctuating but
reproducible behavioral signs of awareness but remain
unable to functionally communicate or use objects, they are
considered to be in a minimally conscious state (MCS). The
Coma Recovery Scale - Revised (CRS-R) is now the gold
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standard for diagnosis to distinguish VS/UWS from MCS
and conscious (exit-MCS) patients. In spite of its unquestionable value, an increasingly popular proposal is challenging this paradigm based solely on behavior [3]. On the
one hand, a patient’s motor impairment, sensory deficit,
cognitive damage, fluctuation of vigilance, and medical
complications can give rise to misjudgments; on the other
hand, for the assessor, a lack of knowledge regarding DOCs,
poor training, and non-use of adequate behavioral scales are
additional elements that contribute to a high possibility of
mistakes. Consequently, careful and repeated behavioral
assessments are considered to be particularly important for
a precise diagnostic and prognostic judgment [4]. However,
behavioral assessments are inevitably subjective and vulnerable to a variety of personal influences [5]. Physicians
and scientists have therefore been seeking accurate and
objective markers for assessing the level of consciousness
of a DOC patient [6, 7].
The human brain comprises about one hundred billion
neurons, with thousands of trillions of connections between
them. Its complexity is not only reflected in the numbers of
neurons and connections, but also by how the brain is wired
on different scales and how such patterns of connections
produce functions, including consciousness. More and
more studies suggest that the human brain can be studied as
hierarchical complex networks on different temporal and
spatial scales [8]. Depending on the technique employed,
neuroimaging can investigate the human brain’s functional
and anatomical networks. Specifically, by use of positron
emission tomography (PET) or functional MRI (fMRI),
one can elucidate the neurophysiological dynamics of
human brain networks; and using diffusion MRI, one can
track the white-matter fibers passing through brain regions.
This functional and anatomical information about brain
networks has opened new opportunities to study the neural
correlates of consciousness, and provided additional information concerning diagnosis, prognosis, and therapeutic
effects in DOC patients.
Some excellent papers have reviewed the applications of
neuroimaging in chronic DOCs from different points of
view, for example, the clinical syndromes and pathophysiological mechanisms of DOCs [2] or various neuroimaging modalities [9, 10]. Here, we focus on brain network
studies in chronic DOCs, including functional networks
and anatomical networks. We also highlight some challenges and provide some perspectives on future work.

Functional Brain Networks
Functional neuroimaging can measure the brain’s metabolic activity (for example, using PET), hemodynamic
activity (for example, using fMRI or functional near-
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infrared spectroscopy (fNIRS)), and electrical activity
(such as electroencephalography (EEG) or magnetoencephalography (MEG)). Brain functions in DOC patients
can be investigated in the passive (i.e. after sensory
stimulation), active (i.e. probing motor-independent signs
of command-following), and task-free resting state. These
elicited and spontaneous brain activities have provided
informative windows to measure the impaired brain
networks in DOC patients.
Brain Network Studies of DOCs with PET
PET was one of the earliest functional neuroimaging
methods to investigate DOCs, and it records brain
metabolic processes via the emission of positrons from
radioactively-labeled molecules. 18F-fluorodeoxyglucose
(FDG) and H15
2 O are among the most widely-used labeled
molecules in clinical practice and research. When the
chosen molecule is FDG, the concentration of tracer
indicates glucose uptake, indirectly representing local
neural activity in a resting or task state; whereas H15
2 O,
the density of which reflects blood flow, is usually used to
detect activation during active and passive paradigms.
From the viewpoint of the total amount of metabolism
within the brain, although DOC patients show a reduction
of global metabolism to 40%–50% of normal values in the
resting state [11], recovery of consciousness does not
necessarily coincide with resumption of global metabolic
activity [12]. This observation suggests that global brain
metabolism is not a sensitive marker to trace the level of
consciousness.
Voxel-based PET studies have indicated that the activities in particular brain regions or brain networks are more
likely to reflect the level of consciousness. On the one
hand, resting-state studies have demonstrated that DOC
patients show decreased glucose uptake in a large-scale
frontoparietal network, and the connections between the
areas within the frontoparietal network and thalamic nuclei
decline [13]. On the other hand, PET studies using passive
auditory and noxious stimulation (i.e. electrical stimulation
of the median nerve at the wrist) significantly activate the
midbrain, contralateral thalamus, and primary sensory
cortex; however, this cannot be processed by the association cortices in VS/UWS patients [14]. More importantly,
a study with H15
2 O PET found that restoration of consciousness appears to be paralleled by the resumption of
the functional relationship between the thalami and association cortices in VS/UWS patients [15]. In comparison,
MCS patients show more metabolic preservation of the
frontoparietal network. For example, auditory stimuli with
emotional valence (i.e. the patient’s own name) induce a
widespread activation, the pattern of which is comparable
to that previously obtained in controls [16]; passive
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noxious stimuli elicit the activation of association areas
related to pain-processing similarly to normal controls [17].
Together, these studies suggest the importance of the
association cortices, rather than the primary sensory
cortices, in the emergence of consciousness. The widespread frontoparietal network and its connections to
thalamic nuclei are thought to be important for
consciousness.
Recent studies have used machine-learning classifiers
for the analysis of PET data, permitting calculation of the
probability that individual patients are in VS/UWS or
MCS, or have good outcome or not. These pilot studies at
the single-patient level complement bedside examinations.
Although PET activation studies recently appear to have
been largely superseded by non-ionizing fMRI techniques,
one study has suggested that cerebral PET, in comparison
to task-activation fMRI, achieves higher accuracy in
predicting the outcome for DOC patients [18].
Brain Network Studies of DOCs with fMRI
fMRI measures brain activity by detecting the associated
changes in blood flow. The primary form of fMRI uses
blood-oxygen-level-dependent (BOLD) contrast [19]. Typically, it has the capacity to scan the entire brain with a
spatial resolution of 2 mm–5 mm within 2 s–3 s. Therefore,
fMRI can not only reveal the location of activity (functional segregation), but also probe the interactions between
regions (functional integration). In short, the advantages of
BOLD fMRI lie in its noninvasive nature, ever-increasing
availability, relatively high spatiotemporal resolution, and
capacity to demonstrate the entire network of areas, which
have made it the mainstay of neuroimaging for functional
brain network research [20]. A brief introduction to the
principles of BOLD fMRI, and a review of various analysis
methods, including functional connectivity, effective connectivity, and brain network construction and analysis, can
be found in one paper [21].
Brain Network Studies of DOCs with Resting-State fMRI
Resting-state fMRI is particularly suitable for DOC
patients because their interaction and/or application of
possibly difficult experimental set-ups are not required.
The method of functional connectivity estimates neural
connectivity using the temporal correlation of pairs of
voxels (or brain regions) in BOLD fMRI [22, 23]. It
assumes that the more similar the time series between any
given pair of voxels (or brain regions), the more likely it is
that a functional connection exists between them. In
addition, the functional connectivity is fast to compute,
and does not require the scope of possible network models
to be pre-specified or constrained. In the absence of a full
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understanding of the neural correlates of consciousness,
functional connectivity analysis has computational advantages for network discovery and search.
Much progress has been made describing the damaged
functional networks in DOC patients. The best-studied
network is the default mode network (DMN), which
includes the medial prefrontal cortex, the posterior midbrain regions, the medial temporal lobes, and the lateral
parietal cortex. In healthy individuals, the DMN shows
high levels of activity when no explicit task is performed
[24, 25]. Although there are debates about the cognitive
functions of the DMN [26–28], some investigators suggest
that it directly contributes to internal awareness that is
largely detached from the external world, including selfreflective thoughts and judgments, conceiving the mental
states of others, and envisioning the future to make
alternative decisions [29]. In particular, recent studies have
found that the activity of the DMN is closely associated
with specific states of consciousness, such as anesthesia
[30] and sleep [31–33]. In DOCs, studies have shown that
the resting-state functional connectivity within the DMN is
decreased and proportional to the degree of consciousness
impairment, from locked-in syndrome to MCS, VS, and
coma patients [34]. Moreover, the reduced functional
connectivity within the DMN, specifically between the
medial prefrontal cortex and the posterior cingulate cortex,
may predict the outcome for DOC patients [35].
Recently, more resting-state networks have been investigated in DOCs, such as executive control [36, 37],
salience [38, 39], sensorimotor [40], auditory [41], visual
[42], and subcortical networks [43]. It has been found that
these networks or systems are also significantly impaired in
DOC patients, and VS/UWS patients show more severe
damage than MCS patients. Furthermore, studies based on
machine-learning classification have found that these
resting-state functional networks have a high capacity for
separating patients into MCS and VS/UWS [41], and
predicting their outcomes [37]. Notably, studies have
suggested that the anti-correlation between the two diametrically opposed networks (i.e. DMN and executive
control network) is one of the most crucial imaging
features for predicting the outcomes of DOC patients [44].
Brain Network Studies of DOCs with Task-Activated fMRI
Sensory perceptions are related to consciousness. Although
DOC patients cannot behaviorally respond to sensory
stimuli, it is possible that stimuli can be perceived. In
addition, ‘‘active’’ fMRI paradigms have been developed to
probe for possible motor-independent signs of commandfollowing. By detecting cortical responses to specific
stimuli or commands, one can infer the level of consciousness of an individual DOC patient.

M. Song et al.: Brain Network Studies in Chronic DOC

Many task-activated fMRI studies have reported nearnormal high-level cortical activation in MCS and low-level
activation in VS/UWS during auditory [45–48], visual
[49, 50], noxious somatosensory [51, 52] and thermal [53]
stimulation. Further, stimuli with emotional valence (i.e.
the patient’s own name or a familiar picture) involve more
brain areas than those responding to neutral stimuli
[45, 50]. These studies have also reported that patients in
MCS, compared to VS/UWS, have much more distributed
activity and cortico-cortical connectivity in response to
stimuli [45, 48, 54]. Patients, including MCS and VS/
UWS, who exhibit high-level activation often show clinical
signs of recovery at long-term follow-up [55].
The ‘‘active’’ fMRI paradigms require patients to follow
commands and perform tasks, for example, motor (‘‘imagine playing tennis’’) [56], visuospatial (‘‘imagine walking
around in your house’’) [56], or visual (‘‘look at the face’’)
[49] domains. The presence of near-normal activity has
been proposed as a marker for the recovery of consciousness [56]. This paradigm has been adapted into a yes/no
answer communication system, allowing the DOC patient
to communicate without using the traditional communication channels (motor or language) [11]. However, it is
difficult to say whether this absence of brain activity
following commands is the result of unconsciousness, so
the ‘‘active’’ fMRI paradigms suffer from a high level of
false-negative results.
Together, the resting-state and task-activated fMRI
studies have confirmed previous PET results, and more
importantly, they have suggested more complex and
multifaceted alterations of the functional networks in
DOC patients.
Brain Network Studies of DOCs with fNIRS
fNIRS noninvasively monitors activity by measuring the
absorption of near-infrared light through brain tissues [57].
Specifically, since the absorption spectra of oxyhemoglobin (HbO) and deoxyhemoglobin (HbR) in the
650–950 nm wavelength are different, it is possible for
fNIRS to determine the relative concentration changes of
HbO and HbR from diffusely-scattered light measurements, and then infer the brain activity [58–61]. fNIRS has
a relatively superior spatial resolution (on the order of 1–2
cm) compared to EEG/MEG [62], and a relatively better
temporal resolution (on the order of ms) compared to fMRI
[63]. Most importantly, fNIRS is portable, silent, relatively
low cost, easy to handle, and tolerant of movement artifacts
and the measurement environment, making it possible to
record long-time continuous and/or repeated measurements
at the bedside of patients with DOCs [62]. fNIRS is not
sensitive to metal implants such as deep brain or spinal
cord stimulators, which makes it suitable for assessing real-
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time activity changes during neuromodulation therapy for
patients with DOCs.
Researchers have used fNIRS to record activity in the
bilateral motor cortex of DOC patients during a motor
imagery task [64]. DOC patients had clearly lower HbO
and HbR activity in the motor cortices during the task
compared with the controls. Consistent with the controls,
the evoked-HbO activity of the patients was significantly
lateralized to the ipsilateral motor area. Although there was
no significant difference between VS/UWS and MCS
patients, this preliminary study demonstrated the feasibility
of fNIRS for measuring brain activity in DOC patients.
More interestingly, by using a self-developed fNIRS
system, researchers have measured real-time blood volume
fluctuations in the prefrontal and occipital cortices during
spinal cord stimulation (SCS) [65, 66]. They found that
SCS induces significant cerebral blood volume changes,
especially in the prefrontal cortex, even though the
stimulation discharge period was very brief (30 s).
Compared with long inter-stimulus intervals (3 or 5 min),
a shorter interval (2 min) evoked more blood volume and
had a long-term potential effect in the prefrontal cortex.
This phenomenon was more evident in DOC patients with
a favorable outcome.
Although fNIRS studies in DOCs are on the horizon,
fNIRS has demonstrated potential and unique value for
evaluating the activity of brain networks and therapeutic
effects in DOCs.
Brain Network Studies of DOC
with Electrophysiology
The EEG records electrical activity by measuring voltage
fluctuations resulting from ionic current within the neuron
populations of the brain. Typically, it is noninvasive, with the
electrodes placed on the scalp, while sometimes, invasive
electrodes are used, as in electrocorticography (ECoG).
Despite limited spatial resolution (a few centimeters), the
EEG offers millisecond-range temporal resolution and
directly reflects neuronal activity. In addition, it is one of
the few mobile techniques available, so EEG continues to be
a valuable tool for research and clinically. In DOCs, its
applications generally focus either on the spectral content of
the EEG or event-related potentials (ERPs). The former
analyzes the type of neural oscillations that occur in the
frequency domain of EEG signals. The latter investigates
potential fluctuations time-locked to a stimulus onset.
Recently, researchers have explored concurrent EEG
responses to brain stimulation or manipulation, such as
transcranial magnetic stimulation (TMS).
Based on recording ongoing EEG fluctuations, many
types of information can be extracted including the power
of fluctuations (local synchronization), functional and
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effective connectivity (interactions between areas), and
topological characteristics of the brain network graphs
(complexity measures in a network). Accumulating evidence has shown that these types of electrical activity in
patients with DOCs are associated with behavioral consciousness [67–73], the metabolic demand of the brain
[72], and clinical outcomes [71, 72, 74]. For example,
compared with healthy participants, patients with DOC
have increased delta power (0.1–3 Hz) [70, 72, 75] but
decreased theta (4–7 Hz) and alpha (8–15 Hz) power
[68–71, 76]. Furthermore, such changes in patients in VS/
UWS are much more important than those for the patients
in MCS. The EEG-derived functional and effective connectivity, as well as relevant network topography, are
important for the diagnosis and prognosis of DOCs. In the
alpha frequency band, patients with DOCs have consistently demonstrated decreased global-mean connectivity
over the whole brain, reduced local and global network
efficiency, and fewer hubs compared with healthy individuals [70, 76]. Studies have also found that the alpha-band
connectivity for patients in VS/UWS is significantly lower
than those in MCS, especially for the connectivity across
distant sites [68, 72, 77, 78]. A recent remarkable brain
networks study also reported that the participation coefficient (i.e. a metric indexing the presence of denselyinterconnected central hubs) of the alpha-band network is
strongly positively correlated with behavioral consciousness and brain metabolism [72]. In contrast, there is a
consistently negative link between the functional brain
network in the delta band and the level of consciousness
[70, 72, 75] and clinical outcome of individual patients
[72]. Gamma (32 Hz–100 Hz) synchrony has been demonstrated to be important for visual consciousness in healthy
individuals [79]. Synchronization in the gamma-band
frequency range is reportedly maintained in DOCs when
top-down synchronization appears to be lost [80]. But it is
rarely found to be correlated with the consciousness level
of DOC patients, maybe due to the drastically reduced
power of high-frequency neural activity in DOCs, including MCS and VS/UWS. Combining several EEG parameters may be a future direction of development. An
automatic classification of patients’ state of consciousness
has been proposed based on the combination of EEG
parameters of low-frequency power, EEG complexity, and
functional connectivity [71].
ERPs are time- and phase-locked activation components
in response to particular events, which are extracted by
averaging repeated stimulus-evoked EEG time series. For
patients with DOCs, several passive (such as the auditory
regularities violation task [71, 78, 81] and the local-global
paradigm [82, 83]) and active (such as count names [67])
paradigms) have been used. Compared to the early ERP
components such as N1 and P2, the late components like
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mismatch negativity, P300 or P3, and N400 are much more
dependent on the participant’s consciousness state [84].
Some EPR components, especially P3, have been found to
be specific potential markers of consciousness in individual
patients [82, 83, 85, 86]. However, their diagnostic power
in differentiating VS/UWS from MCS is suspected, due to
a lack of sensitivity [87, 88].
Notably, a series of studies has recorded EEG data
synchronously with both non-invasive brain stimulation
(TMS [89], tDCS [90], and tACS [76]) and invasive brain
stimulation (DBS [91] and SCS [92, 93]). In particular,
TMS-EEG stimulates a specific brain area with a single
TMS pulse, and monitors the local cortical reactivity as
well as the rapid causal interactions among multiple groups
of neurons thereafter [94, 95]. An index called the
perturbational complexity index (PCI) has been proposed
to quantify the complexity of local and distant brain
responses to a TMS pulse [89]. It was demonstrated that
PCI has a reliable ability to discriminate the level of
consciousness in single individuals during wakefulness,
sleep, and anesthesia, as well as in patients with DOCs
(from VS/UWS to MCS to exit-MCS) [89, 96]. Its
sensitivity in identifying patients with MCS is high, up to
94.7%. And 9 of 43 unresponsive VS/UWS patients with
high values of PCI had a favorable clinical outcome at six
months. Therefore, the complexity of TMS-EEG responses
is a very attractive index for the diagnosis and prognosis of
patients with DOC. In addition to TMS-EEG, synchronous
recordings of EEG with other stimulation techniques have
started to be used. Preliminary studies are mainly aimed to
evaluate the feasibility of these neuromodulation protocols.
For example, researchers found that oscillatory tDCS at 5
Hz on the cerebellum of patients with DOCs induced
changes in cerebral frontoparietal networks [90]. In only
MCS patients, these changes were positively correlated
with a transient CRS-R amelioration after stimulation.
Therefore, they proposed that tDCS cerebellar-cerebral
connectivity modulation may be a useful approach in
diagnosing chronic DOCs and ameliorating the level of
consciousness.
Collectively, EEG-derived low-frequency power, ERPs,
and functional connectivity/network analyses have demonstrated diagnostic and prognostic capabilities. In particular,
the techniques of concurrent brain manipulation, including
TMS and tDCS, and EEG imaging, show greatly encouraging clinical potential.

Anatomical Brain Networks
To date, diffusion MRI (dMRI) is a unique non-invasive
method for revealing the micro-geometry of nervous
tissues and to explore white-matter fiber connectivity in
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the human brain. In DOCs, dMRI offers an opportunity to
detect the damage to white matter and fiber tractography.
White-matter abnormalities can be quantified by measures
such as fractional anisotropy (FA), mean diffusivity (MD),
or the apparent diffusion coefficient (ADC) in regions of
interest or in a voxel-wise manner. In addition, using fibertracking techniques, one can carry out fiber tractography,
and then investigate characteristics within fiber tracts or
even in anatomical networks.
Numerous studies have identified white-matter abnormalities in DOCs using group-level analyses comparing
varying levels of patients and healthy controls. Traumatic
brain injury (TBI) is one of the etiologies of DOCs and has
been investigated extensively using dMRI. The studies
found that the corpus callosum [97–101] and internal
capsule [97, 98] are the structures most vulnerable to TBI.
In addition, the thalamus [97, 102] and whole-brain white
matter [98, 99, 103] are also implicated in TBI. A metaanalysis demonstrated that the corpus callosum, and
especially the splenium and body divisions, reliably reflect
levels of consciousness, and FA measures correlate better
with consciousness levels than MD (or ADC) in TBI [104].
Compared with a traumatic etiology, relatively few studies
have explored the white-matter alterations in patients with
anoxic brain injury. The findings include more distributed
changes in white-matter bundles in anoxia [105, 106],
including the cerebral peduncles, corpus callosum, thalamus, and brainstem. Studies have used fiber tractography to
investigate white-matter abnormalities in DOCs. For
example, researchers have investigated pathways connecting cortical regions within the DMN and pathways between
DMN regions and the thalamus, and demonstrated impairments in these pathways correlated with various levels of
consciousness [107].
In addition to identifying white-matter damage using
group-level statistical analysis, there has been a recent
interest in using machine-learning methods to automatically discriminate individuals with DOCs or predict the
clinical outcome based on dMRI. Studies have reported
95% accuracy in discriminating between MCS and VS/
UWS among 25 patients using MD maps of subcortical
white matter and thalamic regions [108], and 81%–84%
accuracy to correctly classify individuals across various
levels of consciousness (VS, MCS–, and MCS?) using
thalamocortical connectivity [109]. Personalized predictions of outcome have also been investigated. For example,
a study examined 20 preselected white-matter tracts in 105
TBI patients from multiple centers and obtained an
accuracy of 84% (95% sensitivity, 64% specificity) when
identifying patients with a favorable outcome at 1 year
follow-up [110]. Another study evaluated whole-brain
voxel-wise FA in TBI patients and achieved an accuracy
of 86% (86% sensitivity, 86% specificity) for early 1-year
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follow-up prognosis. In addition, FAs in the posterior
corpus callosum, posterior limb of the internal capsule,
inferior longitudinal fasciculus, and cerebral peduncle were
specifically decreased in the unfavorable outcome group
compared with the favorable outcome group [111].
Recently, a prediction analysis of TBI and non-TBI
patients found that the radial diffusivity of the left superior
cerebellar peduncle reached an accuracy of 87.5% at 3
months of follow-up [112].
As the only non-invasive and in vivo method available
to study the integrity of white matter and anatomical
networks, the dMRI has advanced our understanding of the
neural substrate for the functional deficits identified in
DOC patients, and shows potential for improving the
diagnosis and prognosis at an individual patient level.

Perspective
Taken together, brain imaging studies have suggested
complex and multifaceted alterations of brain anatomical
and functional networks in DOC patients. In particular, the
connectivities within the DMN and thalamus, and the anticorrelations between the DMN and the executive control
network could be crucial for tracing the level of consciousness in the DOC (Fig. 1). These brain areas and their
connections have shown potential for informing the
diagnosis and prognosis in DOC.
Despite many advances, the physiological disturbances
and the circuit/network differences in DOC studies have
fallen short of biomarker standards. The diagnosis and

Fig. 1 Brain networks and structures closely related to DOCs. The
default mode network consists of medial prefrontal cortex, posterior
midbrain regions, bilateral medial temporal lobes, and bilateral
parietal cortex. The executive control network includes dorsal medial
prefrontal cortex, bilateral anterior prefrontal cortex and bilateral
superior parietal cortex. The double-sided arrows represent the
reciprocating functional links between the relevant cortical networks
and thalamus and brainstem.
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prognosis for DOCs remain restricted to subjective symptoms and observable signs. Researchers still use behaviorbased assessments alone as the gold standard for dividing
DOC patients into different groups, or classifying DOC
patients with different clinical categories. The regular
research paradigm is shown in Fig. 2A. In fact, DOCs are a
heterogeneous mixture of different diseases. The DOC
patients share impaired consciousness in common, but this
can have many different causes, be associated with several
neuropathological processes, and show different severities.
For example, the CRS-R is composed of 23 items
distributed in six subscales assessing different functions
(auditory, visual, motor, oromotor/verbal, communication,
and arousal). Patients are diagnosed as MCS when they
demonstrate at least one of the eleven items (consistent
movement to command; reproducible movement to command; object recognition; object localization: reaching;
visual pursuit; fixation; automatic motor response; object
manipulation; localization to noxious stimulation; intelligible verbalization; nonfunctional: intentional); emergence
from MCS is signaled by at least one of the two items:
functional communication and object use. That allows for
several hundred unique combinations of changes in the
remaining brain functions. The association between clinical
symptoms and the underlying biological substrates is
inconsistent and variable at the individual level even when
diagnosed as MCS. Therefore, it is increasingly necessary
to deconstruct current DOC groups into biologically
validated subgroups, that is ‘‘subtypes’’, for understanding
the various aspects of dysfunction and improving the

accuracy with which patients are categorized and treated
(Fig. 2B).
Consciousness comes from the brain. The human brain
can be studied as a hierarchy of distinct but tightlyintegrated levels of organization: from gene, protein,
synapse, neuron, and neural circuit, to brain area, pathway,
and the whole brain. Although advances have been made,
the findings mostly focus on a single level, which can only
reflect limited aspects of how the brain is formed and how
it works. There is no doubt that any single technique has its
own advantages and limitations, and cannot address all
issues concerning DOCs. Table 1 lists some typical brain
imaging/ manipulating techniques and the relevant findings
in DOC. More and more evidence suggests that combinations of different technologies could generate more data
than simply pooling the findings from a single technology.
For example, equipment that combines fNIRS and EEG
technology can detect neurophysiological activity and
oxygen fluctuations simultaneously, which has great
potential for finding unpredictable results in patients with
DOCs. Therefore, to understand how the brain contributes
to consciousness and unravel the neuropathology of
unconsciousness, it is urgent to integrate a variety of
techniques, methods, and models, and to merge fragmented
findings into a uniform research framework or platform.
Here, we propose that the ‘‘Brainnetome’’ (Brain-net-ome)
is a notable framework to comprehensively explore the
brain’s anatomical and functional networks at various
spatiotemporal scales [113]. In particular, the ‘‘Brainnetome’’ atlas [114] is an in vivo brain map, with fine-

Fig. 2 Regular (A) and proposed (B) research tracks for DOCs. In
the regular research paradigm (A), researchers have used only
behavior-based assessments as the gold standard for dividing DOC
patients into different groups and then making comparisons between
groups, or classifying DOC patients with different clinical categories.
The studies are separated and thus the findings are not converging. In

our proposal as in (B), the diagnosis and prognosis of DOCs integrate
behavioral evidence with biological substrates that come from
approaches such as genetics, molecular biology, and brain imaging.
More importantly, it is necessary to deconstruct the mixed DOC
populations into biologically validated subgroups, that is ‘‘subtypes’’,
and then seek discriminatory biomarkers for DOCs.
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Table 1 Some typical brain imaging/manipulating techniques and relevant findings in DOC.
Techniques

Usages

Characteristics

Findings in DOC

1. Temporal resolution: seconds/minutes

1. Global brain metabolism could not be
a sensitive marker to trace the level of
consciousness

Imaging techniques
PET

To detect local metabolic processes or blood
flow changes in brain during the resting or
task state

2. Spatial resolution: millimeters

2. Frontoparietal network and their connections to thalamus nuclei are
important for emergence of
consciousness
fMRI

To detect brain activity by measuring BOLD
change, and explore functional connections
between brain areas

1. Temporal resolution: seconds
2. Spatial resolution: millimeters
3. Utilize the synchronization of BOLD signals as functional connectivity or effective
connectivity to represent connections
4. Carry on brain functional network analysis
based on multiple regions of interest within
the whole brain

fNIRS

To detect brain activity by measuring changes
of attenuation of near-infrared through one’s
cortex, and explore functional connections

1. Temporal resolution: 1/10 second
2. Spatial resolution: centimeters
3. Carry on brain functional network analysis
based on signals of optodes

1. Several resting state networks are
disrupted in DOC
2. Functional connections within the
DMN and between the DMN and ECN
may be crucial for diagnosis and
prognosis in the DOC

1. fNIRS has unique value for evaluating
the activity of brain network and
therapeutic effects in the DOC

4. Utilize the synchronization of changes of
concentrations of oxyhemoglobin or deoxyhemoglobin as functional connectivity or
effective connectivity to represent
connections
EEG

To record electrical activity in the brain, and
explore neural oscillations/interactions in
the frequency domain or potential fluctuations time locked to a stimulus onset

1. Temporal resolution: milliseconds
2. Spatial resolution: centimeters
3. Carry on brain functional network analysis
based on either signals of electrodes or
inverse mapped signals on the brain
4. Utilize the synchronization of fluctuations
of electrical fields as functional connectivity
or effective connectivity to represent
connections

dMRI

To measure the diffusion of water along axon,
and estimate the major fiber tracts between
the brain areas

1. The only noninvasive method for quantifying the white matter connectivity in vivo
2. Spatial resolution: millimeters
3. Utilize some characteristics of fiber tracts to
represent connections
4. Carry on brain anatomical network analysis
based on multiple regions of interest within
the whole brain

1. Increased delta power but decreased
theta and alpha power in the DOC
2. Several functional brain network
indexes in delta and alpha bands show
correlations with the level of
consciousness.
3. MMN, P3, and N400 can provide
useful information about level of consciousness in the DOC
1. The DOCs with different etiologies
demonstrate distinct distributions of
impaired white matters
2. Fibers connecting cortical regions
within DMN and between DMN
regions and thalamus are correlated to
levels of consciousness

Concurrent manipulating and imaging techniques
TMS-EEG

To explore the changes of brain network
dynamics, and to further probe the degree of
complex brain activity supporting
consciousness

1. Utilize TMS to send a single pulse of
magnetic energy to brain
2. Monitor the induced electrical activity in
the underlying cortex by a high-density EEG

1. The perturbation complexity index is
proposed to differentiate if patients are
conscious or unconscious

3. Estimate the complexity of the induced
EEGs
tDCS/
tACSEEG

To establish the causal link between different
brain areas, and to explore the changes of
brain network dynamics

1. Stimulate the particular brain areas
2. Monitor the induced electrical activity in
the underlying cortex by EEG

1. The tDCS/tACS may be a useful
approach to improving diagnosis and
ameliorating the level of consciousness

3. Analyze EEG-derived functional and
effective connectivity, as well as relevant
brain network dynamics
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Table 1 continued
Techniques

Usages

Characteristics

Findings in DOC

TMS-fMRI

To establish the causal link between different
brain regions and even the dynamics of the
whole brain, including the subcortical areas

1. Special non-ferrous TMS coils are used to
stimulate the brain

1. The TMS-evoked regional activity
and network connectivity are disrupted
in DOC

To evaluate the dynamics of brain network
and therapeutic effects

1. Electrical stimulation on brain deep nuclei
or spinal cord

DBS/SCSfNIRS

2. fMRI is typically acquired continuously,
with a need to avoid coincidences with the
TMS pulse

2. fNIRS assesses real-time brain activity
changes during DBS or SCS

1. DBS/SCS could induce significant
cerebral blood volume changes in the
cortex

DOC, disorders of consciousness; PET, positron emission tomography; MRI, magnetic resonance imaging; fMRI, functional MRI; BOLD, bloodoxygen-level-dependent contrast; DMN, default mode network; ECN, executive control network; fNIRS, functional near-infrared spectroscopy;
EEG, electroencephalography; MMN, mismatch negativity; dMRI, diffusion MRI; TMS, transcranial magnetic stimulation; tDCS, transcranial
direct current stimulation; tACS, transcranial alternating current stimulation; DBS, deep brain stimulation; SCS, spinal cord stimulation

grained functional subregions and detailed anatomical and
functional connection patterns for each area, which can
help researchers to more accurately locate impaired brain
activity and connectivity in DOCs.
Further, techniques for neuroscience can be roughly
divided into two classes based on their functions. One class
is techniques that measure brain structure and/or function
while individuals are in particular states or diseases. The
above reviewed PET, fMRI, fNIRS, EEG, and dMRI fall
into this category. Another class is manipulation techniques
that cause the brain structure and/or function to change and
consequently influence behavior, for example, DBS, SCS,
nerve stimulation, TMS, tDCS/tACS, and transcranial
focused ultrasound stimulation. By combining the manipulation techniques and brain imaging, one can measure the
brain activity driven by stimulated neurons in local brain
areas or even across the whole brain. These methods
complement each other and provide different views of
brain networks. More importantly, they allow mapping of
the causal functional connectivity between brain areas and
further probing of the dynamics of functional networks in
DOCs. For example, TMS-EEG can establish a perturbation complex index of brain networks for DOCs [115, 116].
SCS-fNIRS reflects real-time blood volume fluctuations in
the cortex during SCS [66]. Recently, some more compatible (for example, MRI-compatible) techniques have been
developed. We believe that this kind of ‘‘concurrent
manipulation ? observation’’ technique will reveal more
basic findings and clinical applications [117, 118].
The convergence of diverse disciplines, especially
biology, medicine, and informatics, is dramatically changing brain research. The development of new imaging and
data analysis technologies has revolutionized our ability to
measure and understand the brain and its diseases. The
advances in imaging technology have made it possible to
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noninvasively and in vivo image the human brain at
unprecedented spatiotemporal resolution, including manifesting the shapes and sizes of brain areas, mapping the
fibers linking different brain areas, and elucidating the
networks and pathways responsible for specific functions.
The deluge of these complex and heterogeneous biological
and medical data poses significant challenges for the
informatics community. Novel data modeling and analysis
techniques, especially artificial intelligence techniques,
have demonstrated great improvements in extracting,
comparing, searching, and managing biological and medical data. Therefore, how to organize so many researchers
with diverse disciplines is a major challenge for the future
of DOC research.
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Abstract With the development of modern international
medicine, the subject of disorders of consciousness (DOCs)
has begun to be raised in mainland China. Much progress
has been made to date in several specialties related to the
management of chronic DOC patients in China. In this
article, we briefly review the present status of DOC studies
in China, specifically concerning diagnosis, prognosis,
therapy, and rehabilitation. The development of DOCrelated scientific organizations and activities in China are
introduced. Some weaknesses that need improvement are
also noted. The current program provides a good foundation for future development.
Keywords China · Disorders of consciousness · Diagnosis · Therapy

Introduction
Five decades or so ago, several states of disorders of
consciousness (DOCs), such as the vegetative state/unresponsive wakefulness syndrome (VS/UWS), minimally-conscious state (MCS), and locked-in syndrome (LIS), were
specifically described and gradually named [1–3]. Since then,
a long and intense debate has been provoked among clinical
scientists, health professionals, and even moral philosophers
and lawyers, because there is an apparent dissociation
between awareness and wakefulness – two cardinal elements
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of consciousness. For example, patients in a VS appear to be
awake with eye-opening but lack any sign of a working mind
dealing with either themselves or the environment, while
patients in MCS exhibit signs of awareness with some
fluctuating but reproducible behavior while remaining unable
to functionally communicate or use objects.
Patients with DOCs face major challenges in diagnosis,
prognosis, treatment, and rehabilitation. In the clinic, since
it is not always easy to detect meaningful mental activity
related to consciousness, the diagnosis of DOCs is
currently based on the observed behavior. However,
misdiagnosis often occurs because the behavior is frequently temporary and voluntary behaviors are limited in
severely brain-damaged patients. For example, one important retrospective clinical study has demonstrated that 40%
of patients with a diagnosis of VS may be misdiagnosed,
retaining some level of consciousness [4]. In the last few
years, as a result of rapid technical developments, several
state-of-the-art neuroimaging methods have greatly
improved the investigation of consciousness-related neural
activity. Researchers have generally agreed that consciousness depends on the integrity of sufficient thalamocortical
and intercortical connections [5]. Therefore, evaluating the
remaining extent of the structural and functional integrity
of the brain by neuroimaging techniques, as well as by
some neuromodulation techniques, can provide additional
information on the diagnosis, prognosis, and therapeutic
interventions in patients with DOCs [5–7].
Since the early stage in the 1990s, the term persistent VS
(PVS), as well as other terms related to DOCs such as MCS
and LIS, have been gradually introduced into China, and
increasing numbers of Chinese investigators have realized
the importance of this subject. Now, a Chinese version of
the diagnostic criteria for PVS has been proposed, and
DOC-related neuroimaging research has been carried out
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by increasing numbers of Chinese researchers. Complex
treatments with traditional Chinese Medicine (TCM) and
Western medicine have also been gradually developed. To
further accelerate the understanding of DOCs in China,
some Chinese scientific organizations and activities have
emerged in the last few years. Therefore, the field of DOCs
in China has begun to develop a sound momentum.
In this article, we review the present status of DOC
studies in China against the background of developments in
modern international medicine, specifically concerning
diagnosis, prognosis, therapy, and rehabilitation.

Diagnosis and Prognosis
Diagnosis
The diagnosis of DOCs is largely based on behavioral
responses to commands. Numerous clinical scales have
been developed in Europe and the USA to help assess the
levels of wakefulness and awareness before a diagnosis can
be confirmed, including the Coma Recovery Scale-Revised
(CRS-R) [8], Glasgow Coma Scale [9], Sensory Modality
Assessment and Rehabilitation Technique [10], Wessex
Head Injury Matrix [11], Reuth DOC Response Assessment [12], Sensory Tool to Assess Responsiveness [13],
and Motor Behavior Tool [14]. Among these, the CRS-R is
the most widely used standardized tool that includes the
diagnostic criteria for coma, VS/UWS, and MCS and is
based on the presence or absence of behavioral responses
to specific sensory stimuli. It includes six subscales that
address auditory, visual, motor, oromotor, communication,
and arousal functions, which are summed to yield a total
score ranging from 0 to 23. Nevertheless, the diagnosis of
VS/UWS and MCS is particularly challenging because the
behavioral responses may be very low, inconsistent, and
unreliable; for instance in cases where the sensory or
cognitive systems are impaired by brain injury [5].
Evidence has shown that the CRS-R should be administered to patients several times over a short period, such as
five times a week, in order to avoid misdiagnosis due to
fluctuations of arousal [15].
Going back to the history of China, although there was no
concept of DOCs in ancient China, TCM has recorded
several relevant expositions for diagnosis, such as shenhun
(神昏“mental confusion”), hunkui (昏愦“dote”), and hunmi
(昏迷“coma”). The Neijing (内经), the earliest Chinese
medical classic written during the time of the warring states
2,200 years ago, describes relevant symptoms (Fig. 1).
Later, more enriched descriptions can be found in WenbingTiaobian (温病条辨) and LeizhengZhicai (类证治裁).
In modern times, according to TCM theory, Xi et al. [16]
also classified DOCs into two categories: Shi and Xu
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Fig. 1 Neijing, Song Dynasty version.

syndrome (excess and deficient syndrome), and five subtypes (phlegm and static blood blocking orifices, phlegm
heat obstructing lung, wind phlegm blocking orifices,
deficiency of Qi and blood, and kidney blight orifices).
After the initial diagnostic criteria for PVS were reported by
the US Multi-Society Task Force in 1994 [17], the first
definition of the diagnostic criteria and scale for PVS in
China was developed in 1996 [18]. This scale included six
subscales: command following, language, limb movement,
eye movement, swallowing, and emotional response [19],
and was revised in 2001 and 2011, under the name Chinese
Nanjing PVS scale (CNPVSS), with the integrated electroencephalography (EEG) and somatosensory evoked
potentials [20]. However, the CNPVSS is not yet widely
used. Actually, in Chinese clinical situations, a diagnosis of
DOC still mainly relies on scales developed in other
countries. For example, Di et al. have completed a Chinese
translation of the CRS-R [21]. Other hospitals, like the PLA
Army General Hospital, uses the CRS-R translated by
themselves. Nowadays, CRS-R is widely recognized as the
standard criteria in China.
Although bedside behavioral assessments remain the
gold standard for the diagnosis of DOCs, neuroimaging and
other techniques have the potential to characterize levels of
consciousness [22, 23] and automatically differentiate VS/
UWS from MCS [24], and these could benefit clinical
diagnosis (see reviews [6, 7, 25] for details). Particularly,
the Perturbational Complexity Index has been proposed to
quantify the complexity of brain responses to transcranial
magnetic stimulation (TMS) pulses using EEG, and has
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proved to be a reliable tool to discriminate various levels of
consciousness at an individual level, including VS/UWS,
MCS, and LIS [26, 27].
Chinese clinical and research centers have made great
efforts to use neuroimaging techniques to assist accurate
diagnosis of DOCs. The advances in diagnostic techniques
using functional magnetic resonance imaging (fMRI),
diffusion MRI (dMRI), and EEG are reviewed below.
fMRI
Qin and colleagues recruited 56 UWS/VS and 29 MCS
patients from Huashan Hospital, Fudan University, Shanghai and evaluated the strength of functional connectivity in
their salience network (i.e., connectivity between the
supragenual anterior cingulate cortex and left anterior
insula). They found that the functional connectivity in the
salience network was lower in the UWS/VS than in the
MCS patients, showing that connectivity in the salience
network correlates with behavioral signs of consciousness
[28]. Another study, recruited 14 coma, 18 VS/UWS, 27
MCS and 40 controls from Huashan Hospital, and found
decreased strength of functional connectivity with loss of
consciousness, mainly distributed in the posterior cingulate
cortex/precuneus, medial prefrontal cortex, and lateral
parietal cortex. However, they did not find any significant
difference between VS/UWS and MCS patients [29]. In
addition, a study that combined VS/UWS and MCS
patients found disrupted functional connectivity between
the default mode network and the thalamus [30].
dMRI
dMRI offers a unique opportunity to detect subtle structural
damage in white matter, one of characteristics of DOCs. A
recent study recruited 30 DOC patients (8 comatose, 8 VS/
UWS, and 14 MCS) from Huashan Hospital and compared
the dMRI parameters of 48 key white matter regions of
interest across groups using analysis of covariance. The
authors found the fractional anisotropy of the right
corticospinal tract was significantly lower in VS/UWS
patients than in MCS patients, and this tract was also
significantly correlated with CRS-R scores [31]. Cui and
colleagues recruited 21 VS/UWS and 29 MCS from the
PLA Army General Hospital in Beijing, and found that the
thalamus was represented mainly in the dorsal and
posterior portions of the posteromedial cortex, and the
white matter tracts connecting these subdivisions to the
thalamus had less integrity in VS/UWS patients than in
MCS patients and healthy controls [32]. In addition, a
study that combined VS/UWS and MCS patients found
white matter alterations in connections between the basal
ganglia, thalamus, and frontal cortex [33].
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EEG
The EEG records electrical activity of the brain by
measuring voltage fluctuations resulting from ionic currents within the neuronal populations. Researchers from
Xuanwu Hospital quantified the degree of suppression in
DOC patients using nonlinear EEG analysis. Specifically,
they calculated several nonlinear EEG indices (Lempel-Ziv
complexity, approximate entropy, and cross-approximate
entropy) and found that the VS/UWS patients had the
lowest indices followed by the MCS patients, while the
controls had the highest [34]. This research suggested that
EEG can be an indicator of the level of consciousness of
patients with DOCs. In addition, a brain-computer interface
(BCI) combining P300 and steady-state evoked potential
responses has been proposed by researchers from South
China University of Technology to assess awareness. They
found command-following in all four healthy controls, two
of 7 DOC patients, and one LIS patient, suggesting that the
hybrid BCI system can be used as a supportive bedside tool
to detect awareness in patients with DOCs [35].
Prognosis
The prognosis is a fundamental concern for DOC patients,
as medical treatment, rehabilitation therapy, and even
ethical decisions depend on this information [36]. A DOC
patient’s prognosis can be considered according to three
dimensions: survival/mortality, recovery of consciousness,
and functional recovery [37, 38]. Several pioneering
studies have suggested that the etiology, incidence age,
and duration of DOCs are important indicators for the
prognosis [17]. Specifically, patients with non-traumatic
brain injury are expected to have a higher mortality rate
and worse functional recovery than those with traumatic
brain injury, and young patients are considered more likely
to have a favorable outcome than older ones. In addition,
several factors are associated with the outcome of DOC
patients, including medical complications and nutrition.
Physicians and scientists have been seeking more
accurate and objective prognostic markers for DOC
patients [39, 40]. Some pilot models have been explored
based on features of neurological examination [41–43],
abnormalities detected with EEG and evoked potentials
[44–46], anatomical and functional changes identified
using computed tomography, positron emission tomography (PET), and magnetic resonance imaging (MRI)
[47–51], and physiological and biochemical disturbances
at both the brain and body levels [52, 53].
In China, researchers have investigated the predictive
value of brain imaging for the prognosis of DOC patients,
including structural MRI [54] and resting-state fMRI
[29, 55]. The study [54] suggested that lesions in the
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thalamus, tegmentum, and tectum are factors of the greatest
adverse prognostic significance in DOC patients after
severe traumatic brain injury. Multivariate support vector
machine discrimination analysis revealed that the functional connectivity strength patterns from the resting-state
fMRI predict whether patients with VS/UWS and coma
regain consciousness with an accuracy of 81.25% [29].
Another resting-state fMRI study showed that the functional connectivity between posterior cingulate cortex and
left lateral parietal cortex in the default mode network
predicts recovery of consciousness [55]. Since DOCs have
many different causes, are associated with several neuropathological processes, and differ in severity, any
method used alone carries a risk of false prediction
[56, 57], so hybrid prognostic models have been proposed
[58, 59]. For example, motor response, type of brain injury,
EEG reactivity, sleep spindles, and N20 were integrated to
predict the recovery of awareness [58]. Recently, a
combination of resting-state fMRI and clinical predicators
has been reported to discriminate between patients who
would later recover consciousness and those who would
not with an accuracy of 90% on multiple independent
datasets [59].

Therapy and Rehabilitation
The primary goal of DOC treatment programs is to
promote arousal while preventing secondary medical
complications. Many different pharmacological and nonpharmacological interventions have been used to date;
however, most of the available evidence for their effectiveness is limited by small sample sizes, uncontrolled
study designs, or other methodological weaknesses. Consequently, there are no established standards of care to help
guide clinical management [60].
Treatment of DOCs has a long history in China. TCM
has many kinds of approaches, which are totally different
from those of Western medicine, such as many Chinese
medicinal herbs and acupuncture physiotherapy. The most
famous prescription is AngongNiuhuangWan (安功牛黄
丸) invented in the Qin Dynasty recorded in WenbingTiaobian. It is manufactured by Tongrentang (同仁堂), a timehonored pharmaceutical factory in Beijing. AngongNiuhuangWan has saved millions of people with acute and
chronic cerebral diseases, including DOCs [61]. Clinically,
TCM methods, as well as hyperbaric oxygen, have been
carried out as traditional schemes [62], but their efficacy is
not good. In recent years, Chinese investigators have done
a lot of useful work in tracking the latest international
research trends and the application of new technologies.
Neuromodulation therapies using electrophysiological
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techniques have contributed to the latest promising and
growing field of therapeutic trials for DOC patients.
Neuromodulation
Deep Brain Stimulation
Deep brain stimulation (DBS) is an invasive technique that
requires the surgical implantation of a stimulator. Thalamic
and brainstem control of forebrain arousal is not a novel
concept. This neurophysiological concept has led to the
consideration of thalamic electrical stimulation to promote
consciousness in DOC patients [63].
The operation of DBS for DOCs in China started in
2011, carried out by the team of Director He Jianghong. In
2013, they reported 53 patients diagnosed with PVS from
July 2011 to December 2012 [64]. After selection, 42
patients were enrolled (27 males and 15 females, mean age
42.9 ± 5.47 years). Patients in the surgical group received
DBS (n=5) or spinal cord stimulation (SCS) (n=17), while
patients in the control group (n=20) underwent routine
rehabilitation. Behavioral assessments were repeatedly
performed using CRS-R. Seven patients in the surgical
group emerged from PVS to achieve consistent behavioral
evidence of consciousness, giving a recovery rate of 35%,
while only one from the control group did so, giving a
recovery rate of 5.9%. Improvement in behavioral assessments (CRS-R scores) in the surgical group was significantly better than that in the control group. However, no
significant difference in CRS-R scores was noted between
patients receiving DBS and SCS. So far, 22 DBS operations have been performed by their team.
Spinal Cord Stimulation
Yamamoto et al. have reported SCS for DOCs from 1997
to 2017 [65]. Cervical SCS at 5 Hz caused increased
cerebral blood flow (CBF) and induced muscle twitches of
the upper extremities, and MCS patients showed remarkable recovery of consciousness and motor function in the
upper extremities compared with the lower extremities.
This SCS method could be a new neuromodulation and
neurorehabilitation technique, and MCS patients may be
good candidates for SCS therapy.
According to the literature, the earliest SCS for DOCs in
China was carried out by Pei Baifeng in 1991 using dorsal
column stimulation to treat one patient with VS [66]. In
June 2011, Dong et al. from Tianjin Armed Police Hospital
reported one case of VS with high cervical SCS [67], a 46
year-old male who had been unconscious for 2 months
after a car accident. The recovery time, EEG, evoked
potential, cerebral blood perfusion after cervical SCS were
investigated. The patient emerged from coma 2 months
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after SCS. The EEG gradually returned to normal (rhythm
and evoked potential latency improved, and cerebral blood
perfusion increased significantly). In 2014, Zhang et al.
from Tianjin Huanhu Hospital also reported on a prolonged
coma patient with SCS treatment. That was a case of a
30-year-old male who was unconscious for 3 months after
a head injury. But there was no systematic behavioral score
and objective evaluation index in this report [68]. At
present, the largest number of SCS reports in China are
from He and colleagues. Since 2011, this team has
performed SCS operations for 113 cases. They have also
evaluated the different effects of distinct SCS parameters
on cerebral activity using neuroimaging and neurophysiological techniques, and optimized the SCS protocol. Bai
et al. [69] and Si et al. [70] have evaluated the frequencyspecific effects of SCS using EEG and functional nearinfrared spectroscopy (fNIRS), respectively. They found
that, SCS at 70 Hz and 100 Hz significantly increased
hemodynamic responses in the prefrontal cortex [70], and
altered the relative power and synchronization in the delta
and gamma bands [69]. SCS at 70 Hz also induced
significant improvement in the functional connectivity
between prefrontal and occipital areas [70] and significantly decreased the bicoherence within the delta band
[69]. In addition, Zhang et al. evaluated the influence of the
inter-stimulus interval (ISI) of SCS using fNIRS recording.
They found that, even with a short stimulus duration (30 s),
SCS induced significant cerebral blood volume changes in
the prefrontal cortex, and the improvement was more
marked with a shorter ISI [71]. This work, for the first time,
implied that the ISI is an important factor for SCS.
Median Nerve Stimulation
Median nerve stimulation (MNS) began in China in 1997,
by the Second People’s Hospital of Suzhou [72]. They
reported 7 cases of PVS treated with low-frequency, pulsed
electrotherapy to stimulate the palms of both hands. Before
and after treatment, the EEG and brainstem auditory
evoked potential were measured. There were 3 cases with
unconsciousness recovered while 4 remained unchanged.
At present, MNS is also applied in acute-subacute DOCs
by Gao and colleagues at Shanghai Huashan Hospital [73].
During 2005–2011, they enrolled a total of 456 patients, of
whom 437 completed the treatment. They were randomly
divided into control (216 patients receiving routine management) and treatment (221 patients receiving routine
management plus right MNS) groups. The treatment lasted
for [ 2 weeks [73]. CBF imaging and brainstem evoked
potentials demonstrated significant improvement in the
treatment group. A total of 386 patients were followed up
for 6 months postoperatively. The patients in the treatment
group showed a higher ratio of regained consciousness and
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a lower ratio of VS compared with the control group, but
the ratio of MCS showed no statistical difference from the
other two groups. They have now launched a multicenter
randomized-controlled study of right MNS in Asia, covering more than 200 centers, which are being widely
carried out in grass-roots hospitals throughout the country.
Transcranial Magnetic Stimulation
TMS provides neuromodulation by the application of
rapidly-changing magnetic fields to the scalp via a copper
coil connected to a magnetic stimulator. TMS is less
invasive and more suitable for routine treatment than DBS,
and may prove to be useful for identifying DOC patients
who might benefit from a permanently implanted DBS
device [74]. A case report has implied that TMS can
mediate neurobehavioral gains in coma recovery [75].
Significant improvements have been found in both EEG
power spectra and CRS-R scores by repetitive TMS
(rTMS) but not peripheral nerve stimulation. Specifically,
the patients demonstrated improved arousal, command
following, and functional object use.
TMS was first applied in China in 1990. It has been
widely used for the treatment of DOCs in the last 10 years.
First was the team of Zhou et al. from Xuanwu Hospital.
Recently, in a sham-controlled study [76] at the First
Affiliated Hospital of Zhejiang University, 20-Hz and sham
rTMS were applied over the left primary motor cortex of 5
patients in VS and 5 patients in MCS. The clinical behavior
and CBF velocity in the bilateral middle cerebral artery
(MCA) were evaluated before and after rTMS. Compared
with the VS group, the MCS group exhibited significant
increases in peak systolic velocity and mean flow velocity
in the left MCA which were temporally related to the
rTMS. In cooperation with Li et al. from Beijing Normal
University, non-invasive neuromodulation therapies
(mainly rTMS and transcranial direct current stimulation
[tDCS]) have been carried out by He and colleagues at a
relatively large scale of patient group in the Coma Center
of the PLA Army General Hospital. They found that
treatment with 10-Hz multisession rTMS applied to the left
dorsolateral prefrontal cortex was promising for the
rehabilitation of DOC patients in their latest study [77].
Vagus Nerve Stimulation
Vagus nerve stimulation is another technique that can
modulate functional brain activity. In the past year, it has
been piloted in some domestic centers, such as Beijing
Rehabilitation Hospital and the PLA Army General
Hospital. At present, there are several surgical patients,
but no specific report in the literature as there has not yet
been enough time. In addition, at the PLA Army General
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Hospital and in collaboration with the China Academy of
Chinese Medical Sciences, a patient with hypoxic-ischemic
encephalopathy after cardiac arrest was treated with 4
weeks of transcutaneous auricular vagus nerve stimulation
[78]. The CRS-R score was raised from 6 to 13, the clinical
manifestations were clearly improved, and repeatable compliance movements appeared. The hemodynamic activity
recorded by fMRI was significantly improved.
Transcranial Direct Current Stimulation
TDCS is a form of neurostimulation that delivers a low
constant current to an area of the brain using scalp
electrodes. Anodal tDCS elicits prolonged increases in
cortical excitability and facilitates underlying regional
activity, while cathodal tDCS has the opposite effect.
Emerging data are available on the use of tDCS for
transient improvement in consciousness in patients in MCS
but not VS [79]. When used in conjunction with rehabilitation, tDCS may enhance cortical plasticity and recovery
in patients with DOCs. Therefore, the ease of use, minimal
risk of harm, and portability make tDCS as an additional
intervention for the DOC population [80].
Bai et al. reported that, after tDCS modulation, the
frontoparietal coherence significantly increased in the theta
band and decreased in the gamma band in MCS patients,
but no significant changes were found in VS patients [81].
The coherence of responses was significantly correlated
with the baseline CRS-R scores. No distinct changes
occurred in sham sessions for either the MCS or VS
patients [81].
Pharmaceuticals
There are two categories of pharmacological treatment:
nervous system depressants (zolpidem, lamotrigine, and
baclofen) and stimulants (amantadine, amphetamine, apomorphine, bromocriptine, levodopa, methylphenidate, and
pramipexole). The best results are seen with zolpidem, an
imidazopyridine or non-benzodiazepine hypnotic that
works by selectively stimulating GABAA receptors (BZ1 or omega 1 subtype). Only amantadine hydrochloride has
been convincingly shown to accelerate the pace of recovery
in patients with post-traumatic DOCs [82].
But at present, there are few systematic studies of
emerging pharmaceuticals in China. AngongNiuhuangWan, invented in the Qin Dynasty as noted earlier,
is a famous prescription for the treatment of DOCs. Other
pharmaceutical research has mainly focused on Xingnaojing, monosialic ganglioside, and Nalmet. Regular randomized controlled studies are lacking.
A study at Shenzhen People’s Hospital [83] has
investigated the effect of zolpidem in promoting the
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awakening of patients from PVS and has attracted much
attention in China. This report showed that, after treatment
with zolpidem, the cerebral state index and electromyogram index were significantly increased, and cerebral
perfusion in the injured brain regions was significantly
improved in all the patients as compared with that before
treatment. Awakening was achieved in 3 patients, who
were capable of simple communication 30 min after
zolpidem administration, and of simple calculations and
lower limb flexion and extension 2 days later.
Hyperbaric Oxygen Treatment
Hyperbaric oxygen treatment (HBOT) has been proposed
for patients with DOCs on the hypothesis that improve the
perfusion of damaged brain structures and help to protect
the penumbra from secondary ischemic damage [84]. The
results of a prospective randomized clinical trial and an
observational study [85, 86] have provided some evidence
that HBOT increases cerebral metabolism and cerebral
blood flow while decreasing intracranial pressure and
cerebrospinal fluid lactate levels.
HBOT in China began in the 1880s, and Wang et al.
[87] reported 168 PVS cases treated with hyperbaric
oxygen in 1998, along with a relatively early review of the
literature on its efficacy. The Hyperbaric Oxygen Medical
Association of the Chinese Medical Association formally
approved the establishment of the Brain Resuscitation
Research Center on October 16th, 1992. HBOT has been
carried out all over the country, and the numbers of patients
have increased considerably. However, there are still
controversies about the window period and treatment times
of HBOT for DOCs, and related studies are rarely found in
other countries. To solve this issue, in 2015, a metaanalysis comprehensively evaluated the Chinese literature
to systematically review the curative effects and time
window of HBOT for PVS [88]. In this study, all articles
about hyperbaric oxygen for PVS from January 1990 to
December 2013 were retrieved from the China National
Knowledge Internet. The search terms yielded 165 articles
and 19 were included in the final analysis of treatment
efficacy; the treatment group included 939 patients and the
control group included 659 patients. Data from articles
were pooled and analyzed, and the results showed that the
effective rate in the treatment group was 67.51% and in the
control group 34.45% [88].

Traditional Chinese Medicine
TCM has a long history of DOC treatment, but there is no
scientific literature. In 1994, Zhang et al. [89] reported 19
PVS cases treated with meridian leveling therapy. In
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February 1996, Wang [90] used TCM as the main method
to treat 10 PVS patients. In 2000, Wang et al. [91] used
acupuncture as the main method to treat PVS patients after
brain injury, and evaluated the effect of strong acupuncture
stimulation at 12 Jing-well points. Furthermore, another
theoretical and clinical study called “three-dimensional five
senses awaking treatment of persistent vegetative state
(PVS)” [92] has been shown to have a certain effect on
DOC patients.

Comprehensive Rehabilitation
Neurorehabilitation uses standardized assessments to measure the DOC level and focuses on recovery of consciousness, functional communication, and positioning and
mobility. Physical and occupational therapy focusing on
range of motion, positioning, and splinting are reasonable
and low-risk strategies for maximizing the functional
outcomes in DOC patients. There is also some evidence
from case studies that specialized wheelchairs, positioning
devices (e.g., head and foot rests), tilt tables, and weightbearing activities can aid in the correction of contractures,
tonal issues, and promoting increased arousal [4]. While
numerous studies have investigated the effectiveness of
sensory stimulation and regulation, most were conducted
over 20 years ago and none were methodologically sound
enough to draw firm conclusions about the effectiveness or
ineffectiveness of these treatments [93].
Comprehensive rehabilitation refers to multi-sensory
stimulation, body position, limb function training, and
musical, light, and electrical as well as somatosensory
stimulation. In June 1996, Yang [94] and other TCM
doctors combined musical, light, and electrical stimulation
to assess and summarize the clinical treatment of 104 PVS
cases. Di et al. of Hangzhou Normal University used
peripheral sensory stimulation to awaken DOC patients. Di
cooperated with Caroline Schnakers in University of Liège,
Belgium wrote a review about sensory stimulation program
in the book of “Coma and Disorders of Consciousness”
[95]. It introduces the theoretical principles underlying
sensory stimulation programs for brain-injured patients,
and discusses the limitations of this treatment and consider
future directions for clinical research.

Conclusions and Perspectives
During the last twenty years of development and effort, the
field of DOC studies has progressed greatly in China. On
the one hand, following the footsteps of Western medical
development, increasing numbers of clinical staff have
been trained to conduct thorough behavioral assessments of
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patients according to the standard diagnostic criteria of
DOCs. Comprehensive therapeutic approaches have also
been widely applied. From diagnosis to prognosis and to
therapeutic approaches, the management of chronic DOC
patients in China has become increasingly evidence-based
and standardized. On the other hand, Chinese investigators
have carried out a lot of useful work in DOC-related
neuroimaging research. Some of their studies investigating
the predictive value of brain imaging for the prognosis of
the DOC patients have been approved by international
peers. Furthermore, in 2018, The Chinese Society of
Consciousness and Disorders of Consciousness was
founded as a branch of the Chinese Neuroscience Society;
it aims to promote a multidisciplinary approach to DOC
studies in China. At the same time, the Disorders of
Consciousness Group was also founded by the Neural
Repair Academic Committee of the Chinese Medical
Doctor Association. This organization of clinicians aims
to accelerate the development of treatment and rehabilitation for DOCs in China. Furthermore, a non-governmental
organization, the Consortium of DOCs for Chinese doctors
has also been established among [ 40 Chinese hospitals.
All of the above organizations and consortia will push
interdisciplinary studies of DOCs in China.
Although progress is evident, it should be stressed that
the status quo of DOC studies in China is still in the
fledgling stage. The number of experts on DOCs is still
inadequate. There are no unified diagnostic criteria among
all centers and diagnostic levels differ significantly. There
are no accurate epidemiological data on DOCs in China,
either. More than two-thirds of the Chinese population,
especially in rural and minority areas, still do not have
access to effective management services if they became
DOC patients.
In future, it will be necessary to train many more young
doctors in the management of DOCs by sending them to
other countries to gain advanced skills and to rural areas in
China for further practical experience. It is also important
to unify the diagnostic criteria in Mainland China; this will
improve nation-wide epidemiological investigations and
scientific research on DOCs. Given the high misdiagnosis
rate of VS/UWS and MCS, accurate identification of MCS
is very challenging if it depends solely on behavioral
responses to stimuli. The integration of neuroimaging
techniques such as fMRI, dMRI, EEG, or PET may provide
subjective markers that reflect the residual consciousness.
The diagnostic criteria thus may be enriched and improved
with these markers to facilitate accurate diagnosis. Prognosis also needs improvement. First, though many prognosis models have been proposed, a much larger cohort is
needed for further validation. The number of patients, in
particular those patients who later recover consciousness, is
relatively low. Second, DOCs have many different causes,
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are associated with several neuropathological processes,
and differ in severity, such that any method used alone
carries the risk of false prediction, so hybrid prognostic
models should be more promising. Third, the development
of good prognostic models requires convergence of diverse
disciplines, especially biology, medicine, and informatics.
The development of new imaging and data analysis
technologies has revolutionized our ability to measure
and understand DOCs.
The management of DOCs remains challenging for all
countries in the world because of the superficial understanding of the neural mechanisms of consciousness to
date. We hope that, on the basis of the huge number of
DOC patients in China, the growth of DOC studies in
China will improve the international development about
DOC studies.
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Abstract Treatment for disorders of consciousness
(DOCs) is still a Gordian knot. Evidence-based guidelines
on the treatment of DOC patients are not currently
available, while neuromodulation techniques are seen as
a potential treatment. Multiple neuromodulation therapies
have been applied. This article reviews the most relevant
studies in the literature in order to describe a clear picture
of the current state of neuromodulation therapies that could
be used to treat DOC patients. Both invasive and noninvasive brain stimulation is discussed. Significant behavioral improvements in prolonged DOCs under neuromodulation therapies are rare. The efficacy of various such
therapies remains a matter of debate. Further clinical
investigations of existing techniques in larger samples
properly controlling for spontaneous recovery are needed,
and new approaches are awaited.
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Introduction
Consciousness can be defined by two components: arousal
(wakefulness, also called vigilance or alertness) and
awareness (perception of self and environment) [1, 2].
Disorders of consciousness (DOCs) develop from acute
coma, which typically resolves within 2 weeks. They affect
both the arousal level and the contents of consciousness
[3]. Depending on these features, DOCs encompass a wide
spectrum of diseases with indistinct boundaries [4, 5]. The
vegetative state (VS, also known as the unresponsive
wakefulness syndrome, UWS) and the minimally conscious state (MCS) are major subgroups [6]. By definition,
the VS is a condition of wakeful unconsciousness [7],
whereas the MCS is characterized by minimal, but definite,
behavioral evidence of self-awareness or environmental
awareness [3, 8]. An MCS can exist as a transitional state
reflecting improvement in consciousness following a VS
[3].
With advances in neurocritical care, the number of DOC
patients is continuously growing as more patients with
severe brain injury survive [9]. This presents tremendous
pressure and challenges to clinical treatment. The treatment
of DOCs is still challenging for clinicians due to the current
lack of evidence-based guidelines for their treatment [3].
Many potential pharmacological and non-pharmacological
interventions have been tried and evaluated in the last
decade. So far, few have shown encouraging enhancement
of consciousness. Only Amantadine and transcranial directcurrent stimulation (tDCS) have been verified as having a
limited ability to improve functional recovery in strictlydesigned randomized double-blind controlled studies
[10, 11]. Among the range of treatments to facilitate
recovery, neuromodulation techniques aim to modulate
neural circuits that more directly mediate arousal and
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attention [12]. Neuromodulatory therapies with electrophysiological techniques have become a new promising
approach in therapeutic trials for DOC patients [13].
In this paper, we review the most relevant studies in the
literature in order to provide a clear picture of the current
status of neuromodulatory therapies that can be used to
treat DOCs. A search was performed in PubMed using two
key concepts: coma in the broad sense and neuromodulatory techniques. Search words included: (‘‘DBS’’ OR
‘‘Deep brain stimulation’’ OR ‘‘SCS’’ OR ‘‘Spinal cord
stimulation’’ OR ‘‘rTMS’’ OR ‘‘repetitive transcranial
magnetic stimulation’’ OR ‘‘tDCS’’ OR ‘‘transcranial direct
current stimulation’’) AND (‘‘coma’’ OR ‘‘disorders of
consciousness’’ OR ‘‘minimally conscious state’’ OR
‘‘MCS’’ OR ‘‘vegetative state’’ OR ‘‘persistent vegetative
state’’ OR ‘‘VS’’ OR ‘‘unresponsive wakefulness syndrome’’ OR ‘‘UWS’’). Both invasive brain stimulation
(deep brain stimulation [DBS] and epidural spinal cord
stimulation [SCS]) and non-invasive brain stimulation
(NIBS; repetitive transcranial magnetic stimulation
[rTMS], and tDCS) are discussed.

Invasive Brain Stimulation
Invasive brain stimulation for the treatment of DOCs,
including DBS and SCS, is based on the surgical implantation of a medical device. The device acts as a brain
pacemaker by sending electrical impulses to specific parts
of the central nervous system. The implanted hardware
consists of three components: the implanted pulse generator (IPG), the lead, and the extension. The IPG is a
battery-powered neurostimulator that is placed subcutaneously and provides electrical pulses. The lead contains
electrodes that deliver the electrical pulses to the spinal
cord or brain tissue. The extension is an insulated wire that
subcutaneously connects the IPG with the lead. The type
and placement of the lead differ between the DBS and SCS
procedures (Table 1).
Deep Brain Stimulation
DBS is a method of electrically stimulating the deep
structures of the brain. Extracellular direct currents of
variable frequencies, voltages, and pulse widths are
generated and delivered via implanted devices. DBS has
been used as a therapy to treat a wide variety of clinical
situations, such as Parkinson’s disease [15–17], essential
tremor [18], and dystonia [19]. It has been applied not only
to different brain regions in the same pathology but also to
the same brain region in various pathologies [13]. The
mechanisms underlying the action of DBS are multiple,
complex, and not fully clear even in Parkinson’s disease
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where it has been widely applied [17]. It is thought to have
both local and systemic effects. The local effects are
mainly consequences of changes in the activity of both
afferent and efferent axonal fibers, rather than cell bodies
in the stimulated area [20]. The systemic effects mean that
DBS can induce overall changes in activity throughout the
connected network [21].
As early as 1968, researchers attempted to treat DOCs
with DBS [22]. However, only sporadic case reports or
small case series were available until 2007, after which
research in this area grew rapidly. Vanhoecke et al.
recently published a systematic review of cases and the
ethics of DBS for DOCs [23]. As no new evidence has been
reported since 2017, we again reviewed the 19 articles
included in that review. The DBS implantation targets are
diverse in these reports: the mesencephalic reticular
formation (cuneiform nucleus) [24, 25], pallidum [26],
and various thalamic areas. According to the mesocircuit
model, which has been proposed to account for the
pathophysiological mechanisms underlying DOCs [3], a
crucial role for neurons within the central thalamus has
been proposed. The central thalamus has attracted increasing attention as a recommended target because of its
critical role in the regulation of arousal [27, 28].
A landmark study in this field, the methodologically
rigorous single-subject trial carried out by Schiff and
colleagues in 2007 is worth noting [14]. A 38-year-old
male MCS patient was bilaterally implanted with stimulating electrodes within the anterior regions of the
intralaminar thalamic nuclei. A double-blind crossover
study with alternating DBS-ON and DBS-OFF over a
2-month period showed a statistically significant DBSdependence of the measurements [Coma Recovery ScaleRevised (CRS-R) arousal subscale, limb control measure,
and oral-feeding scale) in this study and demonstrated the
efficacy of DBS in this particular patient. In another case
study [29], although the stimulation target and parameters
were the same as in Schiff et al. [14], a patient with MCS
did not show an improvement in the CRS-R score, while
changes in sleep dynamics recorded in the EEG were
reported after DBS [30]. Magrassi et al. reported the results
of the Cortical Activation by Thalamic Stimulation
(CATS) study on the effects of bilateral chronic stimulation
of the anterior intralaminar thalamic nuclei and adjacent
paralaminar regions in DOC patients [31]. Among 40 DOC
patients evaluated, only 3 (2 VS and 1 MCS) were selected
for implantation of bilateral thalamic electrodes and
underwent chronic stimulation for a minimum of
18 months and a maximum of 48 months. Each showed
improvement in the CRS-R score and EEG evaluation, and
beneficial effects on spasticity and myoclonus, but none
returned to a fully conscious state. In 2017, Chudy et al.
reported another case series of 14 patients (10 VS and 4
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Table 1 A brief comparison of SCS and DBS for DOC treatment.
DBS

SCS

Lead

A coiled wire insulated in polyurethane with electrodes that
deliver electrical pulses to brain tissue

Usually paddle-shaped, with different numbers of
electrodes/contacts

Location of the lead
(target)

Usually, the centromedian-parafascicular complex; the central
thalamus is attracting increasing attention

The midline of the posterior epidural space of the
spinal cord between C2 and C4

Main research teams
Stimulation frequency

Most come from Europe and America
25 Hz–250 Hz; large differences between reports

Most come from East Asia
5 Hz and 70 Hz most common

Total number of reported
patients

78 patients

Hundreds of patients

Strictly designed studies
with positive results

Schiff et al. [14]

None

MCS) selected from 49 DOC patients [32]. Three MCS
patients regained consciousness after DBS, one VS patient
improved to MCS, three VS patients died during follow-up,
and the remaining patients did not recover. A larger study
involving 21 VS patients reported the encouraging result
that 8/21 of these patients showed long-lasting behavioral
improvement after unilateral DBS of the centromedianparafascicular thalamic nucleus or reticular formation on
the less affected side [33].
There are still some practical difficulties in applying
DBS for DOC treatment. The DBS-induced modulation
depends on the exact physiological and geometric properties of the DBS target and the connectivity of the affected
region [13]. Precise electrode implantation requires a
relatively normal brain anatomy and clear mapping of
nuclei, which are usually lacking in DOC patients. Brain
connectivity is also impaired to varying degrees in these
patients. As a result, the majority of DOC patients do not
meet the minimal criteria of brain connectivity and tissue
preservation that are required for attempting thalamic DBS
[31]. Besides, in some reports, it is difficult to ascribe
behavioral improvements to the exclusive effect of DBS
since the implant was carried out within the period of
possible spontaneous recovery and the lack of a control
group.
Despite the many problems, DBS has received increasing attention for DOC treatment. The reports in the
literature confirm that DBS can improve the clinical status
of DOC patients. As spontaneous recovery from chronic
DOC to the level of consciousness is very rare, DBS could
be a treatment option in many situations [32]. Randomized
double-blind controlled studies are lacking so far. Due to
the highly heterogeneous etiology and clinical status of
DOC patients, there are logistical and methodological
difficulties associated with conducting placebo-controlled
trials in this population [34]. More studies with larger
numbers of patients are needed to develop selection criteria
for surgical patients.

Spinal Cord Stimulation
SCS is a therapeutic technique that has been classically
used for pain and spasticity management [35–39]. According to the literature, research groups in Japan have applied
this technique in DOC patients [24, 40–46]. For DOC
treatment, the lead is usually implanted at the midline of
the posterior epidural space of the spinal cord between C2
and C4. Different electrode settings in the lead produce
different electrical field configurations [36, 47]. Monopolar
stimulation with only one cathode contact in the lead
produces large electrical fields, while bipolar stimulation
with oppositely-charged contacts in the lead produces more
focal stimulation [36]. Besides the electrode settings,
frequency and amplitude are the main parameters affecting
the stimulation effect [13]. It has been reported that, in
general, low-frequency electrical stimulation has an excitatory effect, whereas high-frequency stimulation produces
neuronal inhibition in SCS [36, 48].
The mechanism underlying SCS for DOC treatment is
still unknown. Cervical SCS might enhance firing to the
cerebral cortex by a direct effect on the reticular formation
through the ascending arousal system [49]. According to
previous studies, SCS enhances a1 sympathetic activity,
promoting neuroplasticity in the central nervous system
and activating residual functional cortical areas [42].
Besides, increases of cerebral blood perfusion [50, 51]
and catecholamines (dopamine and norepinephrine) in the
cerebrospinal fluid after SCS have been reported, and
superoxide free radicals are decreased after SCS [52].
Clinical experience with SCS for DOC treatment is
limited to some prospective uncontrolled and nonrandomized observational studies. Altogether, we reviewed 12
studies on this topic. The two most influential reports are
from Kanno’s and Yamamoto’s groups [42, 43]. Kanno
et al. performed an observational study on the effect of
SCS at 70 Hz in 214 VS patients of various etiologies.
Positive results were obtained in 109 of 201 patients (54%),
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with better responses in those aged \ 35 years, those in a
persistent vegetative state (PVS) of traumatic origin, and
those with a regional cerebral blood flow [ 20 mL/100 g
per minute [42]. Yamamoto et al. reported an observational
series of 10 MCS patients receiving SCS at 5 Hz, of whom
8 emerged from MCS over a 1-year follow-up period [43].
The preliminary results are encouraging, but it is still hard
to make any rigorous assessment as the effect of SCS is
difficult to distinguish from spontaneous recovery under
the existing experimental design. Further evidence-based,
randomized controlled trials are needed to confirm the
efficacy of SCS. Unfortunately, we have not seen such a
study yet. In addition, the programmed parameter settings
(amplitude, frequency, pulse width, and duration of
stimulation) were different from previous studies. As
important factors affecting the therapeutic effect, the
discussion of programming parameters is inadequate.
Since 2017, the mechanism underlying SCS for DOCs
has been explored and programming parameters have been
discussed [53–55]. Our research team measured the effects
of SCS on the EEG of MCS patients and the frequencyspecific effects of SCS on neurophysiological activity [53],
and found that 70 Hz is a possible effective frequency for
DOC treatment. Then we investigated the functional
connectivity and network properties during SCS at 70 Hz
in MCS patients [54]. The results showed that SCS at
70 Hz affects cortical gamma activity, including immediate global effects and long-lasting local effects. Besides the
stimulation frequency, Zhang et al. discussed whether and
how the inter-stimulus interval affects the SCS neuromodulation in DOC using functional near-infrared spectroscopy
[55]. They found that a shorter inter-stimulus interval
improves the blood volume in the prefrontal cortex. All
these studies added to evidence that SCS can modulate
brain function in DOC patients.

Non-Invasive Brain Stimulation
NIBS techniques deliver electrical or magnetic stimuli to
the brain without the need for surgery. Invasive brain
stimulation methods are associated with surgical risks
(infection, acute inflammation, and/or seizures) [56].
Although the scope and accuracy of stimulation are
limited, the non-invasive property makes them acceptable for the families of patients. They also have fewer
ethical and procedural limitations than the invasive methods [29]. As a result, extensive developments have recently
been made in approaches that deploy NIBS. Among all the
NIBS methods, rTMS and tDCS have been widely adopted
and used in both healthy and clinical samples.
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Repetitive Transcranial Magnetic Stimulation
TMS is a safe, non-invasive, and painless technique that
can be applied one stimulus at a time (single-pulse TMS),
in pairs of stimuli separated by a variable interval (pairedpulse TMS), or in trains of repetitive stimuli (rTMS) [13].
TMS has been shown to have a neuro-modulatory effect
when given repetitively [57, 58]. Despite the intra- and
inter-individual variability of responses to rTMS [59], lowfrequency rTMS (*1 Hz) is considered inhibitory whereas
high-frequency stimulation is considered to have excitatory
effects [60]. The terms ‘‘excitation’’ and ‘‘inhibition’’ refer
to the balance between excitatory and inhibitory effects on
different neural circuits [61].
The neuromodulatory effect of rTMS has been repeatedly verified by a variety of technical means in previous
studies. Its modulation of distant brain networks was first
demonstrated in neurophysiological studies that reported a
modulation of M1 excitability induced by stimulation
applied over the dorsal premotor cortex [62–64]. Neuroimaging data also showed changes of the blood-oxygenlevel-dependent signal [65] and cerebral blood flow [66]
after rTMS of the premotor or motor cortex. MCS patients
showed significant increases in cerebral blood flow, which
were temporally related to high-frequency rTMS [67]. Our
recent studies also added evidence to the case for rTMS as
an effective neuromodulation tool by quantitative EEG
[68] and TMS-EEG analysis [69].
The clinical application of rTMS in patients with DOCs
has a very short history. Clinical data on its efficacy as a
neuromodulatory approach in DOC derive mainly from
small open-label studies and case reports, with only a few
cross-over, controlled studies. We reviewed 8 main clinical
studies (listed in Table 2). The preliminary clinical results
are intriguing and encouraging in most studies. A recent
preliminary study carried out by our team also showed a
modest therapeutic effect of rTMS for DOC patients,
somewhat more in those with MCS than in most of the
others with VS/UWS [70]. However, there are also reports
of negative results. In particular, a randomized, shamcontrolled study by Cincotta et al. showed no effect of
rTMS at 20 Hz on the primary motor cortex in VS patients
[71]. Multiple inherent defects in the experimental design
(limited sample size and lack of a control group) have
limited the power of the conclusions in most studies.
Besides, stimulation protocols vary widely among studies.
There is still no specific, unified criterion regarding rTMS
for DOC treatment. Its clinical application still requires
deep investigation. Clearly, a larger study is needed to
include control subjects with rigorous inclusion and
exclusion criteria, along with a carefully-defined protocol
of consciousness evaluation.
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Table 2 Main clinical studies of rTMS in DOCs.
Study

Design

Number of
patients and
diagnosis

Time from
injury

Target

Stimulation protocols

Results

LouiseBender
Pape et al.
[72]

Case report

1 VS

9 months

Right
DLPFC

300 paired-pulse trains per session; 100 ms inter-pulse and 5 s
inter-train intervals; 30 sessions
in 6 weeks

Trend toward significant neurobehavioral gains temporally
related to provision of rTMS

Piccione
et al. [73]

Case report

1 MCS

60 months

Left M1

10 trains of 100 stimuli at 20 Hz;
single session

Frequency of specific and meaningful behaviors increased after
rTMS, along with absolute and
relative power in the EEG d, b,
and a bands

Manganotti
et al. [74]

Open-label

3 VS, 3 MCS

12 months–
94 months

Left/
right
M1

Single session of 1000 stimuli
delivered in 10 trains of 20 Hz
rTMS; each train lasted 5 s with
a 20 s inter-train pause

Long-lasting behavioral and neurophysiological modifications
in only one patient in MCS

Cincotta
et al. [71]

Randomized,
sham-controlled
study

11 VS

9 months–
85 months

Left M1

10 trains of 100 stimuli at 20 Hz;
five sessions

No evidence of therapeutic effect

Naro et al.
[75]

Controlled
study

10 postanoxic
UWS

4 months–
15 months

Right
DLPFC

Single session of 1000 biphasic
pulses delivered in trains of 50
stimuli in 5 s (10 Hz) repeated
every 20 s

Transient significant clinical
improvement associated with a
short-lasting reshaping of brain
connectivity in 3 patients

Xie et al.
[76]

Case control
study

11 VS, 7
MCS and 2
in coma (10
in the treatment
group)

NA

Right
DLPFC

5 Hz; 28 sessions in 4 weeks

Changes in the neural electrophysiology and behavior after
rTMS in 6 patients

Liu et al.
[67]

Controlled
study

5 VS, 5 MCS

1 months–
28 months

Left M1

Single session of 1,000 stimuli
delivered in 20 trains of 20 Hz
with stimulus intensity equal to
MT; each train lasted 2.5 s with
a 28 s inter-train pause

No significant changes in CRS-R
subscores of 10 patients after
rTMS; MCS group exhibited
significant increases in peak
systolic velocity and mean flow
velocity of left MCA

Xia et al.
[70]

Prospective
singleblinded
study with
selected
subjects

11 VS/UWS,
5 MCS

3 months–
35 months

Left
DLPFC

One session of 1,000 pulses (10 s
of 10 Hz trains; repeated 10
times with an inter-train interval of 60 s); 20 sessions

CRS-R scores increased in all 5
MCS and 4 of 11 VS/UWS
patients

DLPFC dorsolateral prefrontal cortex, M1 primary motor cortex, MCA middle cerebral artery, MCS minimally conscious state, MT motor
threshold, rTMS repetitive transcranial magnetic stimulation, UWS unresponsive wakefulness syndrome, VS vegetative state.

Transcranial Direct-Current Stimulation
tDCS can induce neuroplasticity and modulate cortical
functioning by applying weak direct current over the scalp
[77]. Similar to rTMS, tDCS also acts as an exciter or an
inhibitor of brain activity in regions of interest. Anodal
stimulation has excitatory effects, whereas cathodal stimulation has inhibitory effects on the underlying cortex
[78, 79]. Neuromodulatory effects of tDCS can be longlasting, and are related to the duration of stimulation and
magnitude of the applied current [80].

tDCS is considered to have advantages over TMS in
some aspects. TMS has been associated with the potential
for causing seizures if applied inappropriately [81, 82],
while no severe side-effects have been reported for tDCS.
Further, tDCS is relatively low-cost, user-friendly, portable, and tolerable [83, 84].
The mechanisms underlying the cortical excitatory or
inhibitory effect of tDCS have yet to be fully understood
[85, 86]. Functional MRI studies have demonstrated that
tDCS exerts distant actions by modulating different
patterns of functional connectivity between cortical and
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subcortical networks when applied over M1 [87, 88] or the
dorsolateral prefrontal cortex (DLPFC) [89]. Recent electrophysiological evidence has revealed that tDCS effectively modulates cortical excitability in patients with DOCs
[90, 91]. In terms of noninvasive intervention, tDCS has
been widely used in the treatment of many diseases
including drug addiction [92], stroke [93], epilepsy [94],
Parkinson’s disease [95], chronic pain [96], Alzheimer’s
disease [97], and depression [98]. Recently, some studies
have explored the potential of tDCS to improve patients’
consciousness. We reviewed 5 main studies regarding the
therapeutic effect of tDCS for DOCs (Table 3). Clinical
tDCS studies of DOC are fewer than those of rTMS, but the
quality of experimental design is higher. Thibaut et al.

found that the left prefrontal tDCS transiently improved
behavioral responsiveness, mostly in MCS patients, in a
randomized double-blind sham-controlled crossover study
[11]. In another sham-controlled randomized clinical trial,
tDCS stimulation of the posterior parietal cortex was also
found to improve the recovery of clinical signs of
consciousness in some MCS patients, but the effects were
weaker than prefrontal stimulation [99]. However, negative
results have also been reported. In a double-blind crossover
study, Estraneo et al. found that repeated tDCS did not
have remarkable short-term clinical and EEG effects in
patients with prolonged DOC [100].
Some beneficial results of tDCS protocols have been
demonstrated in MCS patients. However, the reported

Table 3 Main studies on the therapeutic effect of tDCS for DOC.
Study

Design

Number
of
patients
and
diagnosis

Time from
injury

Target

Stimulation protocols

Results

Thibaut
et al.
[11]

Randomized
double-blind
sham-controlled
crossover
study

25 UWS,
30
MCS

7 days–
132 months

Left DLPFC

Anodal tDCS; 2 mA for 20 min;
cathode over right supraorbital
region; single session

Patients in MCS showed a significant treatment effect as
measured by CRS-R total
scores

Angelakis
et al.
[101]

Prospective,
case-series
trial

7 UWS,
3 MCS

6 months–
120 months

Left primary
sensorimotor
cortex or left
DLPFC

Anodal tDCS; 20 min/day,
5 days/week; sham tDCS
week 1, 1 mA week 2,
2 mA week 3; cathode over
right supraorbital region

Thibaut
et al.
[102]

Randomized
double-blind
sham-controlled
crossover
study

16 MCS

5 months–
365 months

Left DLPFC

Anodal tDCS; 2 mA for 20 min;
cathode over right supraorbital
region; 5 sessions

All patients in MCS showed
clinical improvement immediately after treatment. No
patient in PVS/UWS showed
immediate improvement after
stimulation, but 1 patient in
PVS/UWS for 6 years before
treatment showed improvement and change of status to
MCS at 12-month follow-up
Treatment effect at the end of
active tDCS session and
1 week later

Estraneo
et al.
[100]

Randomized
double-blind
sham-controlled
crossover
study

7 VS, 6
MCS

3 months–
84 months

Left DLPFC

Anodal tDCS; 2 mA for 20 min;
cathode over right supraorbital
region; 5 sessions

Repeated tDCS had no shortterm clinical and EEG effects
in patients with prolonged
DOC

Huang
et al.
[99]

Randomized
double-blind
sham-controlled
crossover
study

37 MCS

[ 1 month

Posterior parietal cortex

Anodal tDCS; 2 mA for 20 min;
cathode over right supraorbital
region; 5 sessions

Improved recovery of clinical
signs of consciousness in some
patients in MCS; weaker than
prefrontal stimulation

DLPFC dorsolateral prefrontal cortex, MCS minimally conscious state, PVS persistent vegetative state, tDCS transcranial direct-current
stimulation, UWS unresponsive wakefulness syndrome, VS vegetative state.
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studies are still preliminary in small samples, with
heterogeneous outcome measures, including either clinical
or functional connectivity variables [103]. Further studies
are needed to determine the long-term therapeutic effects
of tDCS on different targets in DOC patients. The spatial
accuracy of tDCS is poor. To compensate for this defect, a
recent development is the introduction of high-definition
tDCS [104], which allows for more focal stimulation than
conventional tDCS and we can expect its application in
DOC treatment.

study reported its first use in an acute DOC patient
recovering from severe traumatic brain injury [109].
Grossman et al. have described an experimental noninvasive strategy that specifically targets deeply-situated neurons without affecting the overlying cortex in the mouse
[110]. This provides proof-of-concept that deep brain tissue
can be specifically targeted by the exterior application of
two electromagnetic fields of slightly different frequencies.
Noninvasive deep brain stimulation, although not yet
clinically achieved, seems possible [111].

Other Neuromodulatory Therapies

Perspective

Besides the four main techniques of neuromodulation
discussed above, other techniques have also been explored
for the treatment of DOC. Naro et al. used transcranial
alternating-current stimulation (tACS) to modulate brain
oscillation patterns in the gamma band in order to evaluate
the residual network connectivity in DOC patients [105].
tACS induced no significant CRS-R changes either during
or after each experimental session, but there were some
changes in EEG parameters. The same research group also
compared cerebellar 5-Hz oscillatory tDCS to sham
stimulation and found increased theta and gamma power
and gamma coherence at up to 30 min after the stimulation,
associated with transient CRS-R amelioration in MCS
patients [106]. Electrical stimulation of the vagus nerve can
also modulate functional brain activity. Recently, a study
has demonstrated the therapeutic potential of surgical
vagus nerve stimulation to modulate large-scale human
brain activity and alleviate disorders of consciousness
[107]. In the same year, another study showed that
noninvasive transcutaneous auricular vagus nerve stimulation improved the clinical condition and functional network
of the brain in a DOC case [108]. Stimulation of the right
median nerve is a noninvasive neuromodulatory therapy
which uses a pair of flat metal disc electrodes taped to the
skin of the wrist to generate an electrical field and a current
through the axons of the nerve. The procedure is very
simple and suitable even for critical patients. As a result,
median nerve stimulation is more common in acutesubacute consciousness disorders, whereas studies on
chronic DOC are lacking [13].
All existing neuromodulation techniques have limitations. Invasive approaches can lead to complications tied to
implantation. Noninvasive approaches such as rTMS and
tDCS now have only superficial penetration and cannot
modulate deep brain nuclei directly. New revolutionary
techniques of neuromodulation are being developed to
avoid these disadvantages. Low-intensity focused ultrasound pulsation modulates deep nuclei non-invasively
without affecting the intervening tissues. A recent case

The content presented above suggests that neuromodulation therapies present an interesting means of treating DOC
patients. The reports in the literature indicate that such
therapies for DOC are not yet satisfactory. Few patients
have achieved full recovery. Limited by small samples and
defective experimental designs, the effects of modulation
are indistinguishable from spontaneous recovery in some
studies. Despite these shortcomings, great progress has also
been made. Due to the combination of imaging and
electrophysiological tools, our understanding of neuromodulation is becoming more profound. In recent years, many
clinical studies have been carried out to verify the efficacy
and to optimize the protocols. Among the current neuromodulation therapies, only tDCS has been validated to
show good short-term effectiveness in MCS patients, but
remains to be further explored in terms of persistence and
effectiveness in chronic patients [9]. All other neuromodulation therapies still need further investigation with larger
samples, properly controlling for spontaneous recovery.
Revolutionary and exciting new approaches, such as lowintensity focused ultrasound pulsation and non-invasive
DBS, are being developed. They are hopeful but await
systematic assessment.
The judgment of efficacy and the stimulation paradigms
are based more on clinical observation than on objective
measurements for both invasive and non-invasive stimulation at present. In the future, further adjustments based on
objective detection technology will be assessed. Based on
in-depth studies of brain networks and DOC awareness
mechanisms, different stimulation target areas will be
explored to obtain better curative effects, or to identify
different intervention sites specifically for different characteristics of DOC. Combined or sequential intervention
with multiple modulation approaches is worth exploring. A
closed-loop stimulation strategy will attract more attention
as it could effectively avoid excessive adverse stimulation.
The possibility of seizure induction will be reduced further.
For invasive stimulation, the ability to detect the patient’s
sleep-wake cycle and give more or stronger stimulation in
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the awake state may increase the efficacy of stimulation
and effectively conserve battery life. The emergence of
new detection technologies and new intervention methods
is also expected.
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Abstract The vegetative state is a complex condition with
unclear mechanisms and limited diagnostic, prognostic,
and therapeutic methods. In this study, we aimed to explore
the proteomic profile of tears from patients in a traumatic
vegetative state and identify potential diagnostic markers
using tears—a body fluid that can be collected noninvasively. Using iTRAQ quantitative proteomic technology, in the discovery phase, tear samples collected from 16
patients in a traumatic vegetative state and 16 normal
individuals were analyzed. Among 1080 identified tear
proteins, 57 were upregulated and 15 were downregulated
in the patients compared to the controls. Bioinformatics
analysis revealed that the differentially-expressed proteins
were mainly involved in the wound response and immune
response signaling pathways. Furthermore, we verified the
levels of 7 differentially-expressed proteins in tears from
50 traumatic vegetative state patients and 50 normal
controls (including the samples used in the discovery
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phase) using ELISA. The results showed that this 7-protein
panel had a high discrimination ability for traumatic
vegetative state (area under the curve = 0.999). In summary, the altered tear proteomic profile identified in this
study provides a basis for potential tear protein markers for
diagnosis and prognosis of the traumatic vegetative state
and also provides novel insights into the mechanisms of
traumatic vegetative state.
Keywords Trauma  Vegetative state  Tears  Proteomics 
iTRAQ

Introduction
The vegetative state is one of the worst outcomes of
acquired brain injury. Patients in a vegetative state open
their eyes spontaneously but show no signs of consciousness [1]. The permanent vegetative state is defined as ‘‘a
clinical condition of unawareness of self and environment
in which the patient breathes spontaneously, has a
stable circulation, and shows cycles of eye closure and
opening which may simulate sleep and waking’’ [2].
The vegetative state is a complex neurological condition
with unclear mechanisms and limited diagnostic, prognostic, and therapeutic methods. The neurophysiological
substrates of vegetative state are steadily being unraveled.
The vegetative state is mostly caused by injury in the
cortex, white matter, and brainstem [3]; secondary injury
includes intracranial hemorrhage, infection, and hypoglycemia [4]. Neuroimaging studies have shown a consistent reduction in brain metabolism and reduced basal
resting-state activity [5, 6], while unexpectedly high levels
of residual cognitive function are present in some cases
[7–9]. On the other hand, patients in a vegetative state pose
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problems for diagnosis and prognosis. So far, the diagnosis
of vegetative state depends on expert observation of the
patient’s behavior [10]. Although recent studies have
shown the prognostic value of the structure of the
resting-state electroencephalogram and resting-state networks [11, 12], there are limited molecular prognostic
markers available to predict the chance of recovery or the
risk of serious consequences. Therefore, further efforts are
needed to investigate the molecular mechanisms underlying the vegetative state and to develop molecular diagnostic/prognostic markers for the vegetative state.
Attempts to discover biomarkers for traumatic brain
injuries (TBIs) using proteomics strategies have been made
in several studies [13]. However, the invasive nature of
collecting cerebrospinal fluid or blood samples limits its
potential for clinical application [14, 15]. Alternatively,
human tears can be easily collected non-invasively and
repeatedly for biochemical analysis. Traditionally, tear
fluid has been explored extensively for various eye diseases
[16]. Although there are some differences between the
plasma and tear proteomes, a significant proportion of
blood proteins can be found in tears [17]. Dramatic changes
in tear protein profiles have also been reported in systemic
diseases, such as autoimmune diseases and cancer [18–21].
In addition, a reflex arc regulates the composition of tear
proteins under some circumstances; for example, more
epidermal growth factor is found in tears when there is a
painful corneal wound [22], suggesting that there is
considerable neurophysiological signaling to the Vth
nucleus in the brainstem and higher somatic centers. Thus,
it is possible to improve our understanding of the
mechanism involved in the vegetative state and to develop
diagnostic/prognostic markers by investigating the proteome profile of tears from patients in a vegetative state.
In this study, we aimed to investigate quantitative
changes in the proteomic profile of tears from patients in a
traumatic vegetative state compared to that in healthy
controls. This study is the first effort, to the best of our
knowledge, to investigate a potential link between the
proteomic profile of tears and the traumatic vegetative
state.

Methods
Patient Demographics and Sample Collection
Patients with severe, non-penetrating TBI who met the
criteria of vegetative state according to the Coma Recovery
Scale-Revised (CRS-R) definition were included. Trained
experienced doctors performed a CRS-R assessment twice
a day for 5 days and used the best response to establish the
final diagnosis. In cases of ambiguity or disagreement, the
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patients were re-assessed until a consensus was reached.
Centrally-acting drugs, neuromuscular blockers, or sedatives were not administered during the 24 h prior to
assessment. The exclusion criteria included disabilities
related to the central nervous system, pregnancy, medical
instability, and ocular diseases. Baseline data, such as age,
sex, Glasgow coma scale (GCS) score, Rotterdam CT
score, and operation type, were also collected and analyzed. Healthy adults without a history of head injury
within 8 weeks matched by gender and age were included
as the control group. The study was approved by the
Institutional Review Board of Ren Ji Hospital and conducted in accordance with the Declaration of Helsinki.
Written informed consent was given by the control
participants and the legal representatives of the traumatic
vegetative state patients. In the discovery phase, 16 tear
samples were collected from the patients (mean age 40.94;
range 31–50 years) and another 16 tear samples were
collected from the healthy controls (mean age 42.44; range
35–50 years). In the verification phase, 50 tear samples
(including those used in the discovery phase) were
collected from patients (mean age 47.5; range 25–80
years) and another 50 tear samples (including those used in
the discovery phase) were collected from healthy controls
(mean age 47.0; range 22–77 years).
Tears were collected from both eyes using Schirmer’s
strips (Schirmer test 1, without anesthetic) placed for 5 min
in the inferior cul-de-sac [20]. Study participants with no
concurrent eye diseases, no recent eye surgery, and noncontact lens wearers were recruited for this study. Special
care was taken not to touch the lid margin or the ocular
surface. The extent of wetting in each strip was measured
and recorded after 5 min. The strips from both eyes were
stored in a 1.5-mL Eppendorf tube at - 80°C until further
analysis.
Experimental Design and Sample Preparation
The Schirmer’s strips were cut into small pieces and placed
in 100 lL of 50 mmol/L ammonium bicarbonate (SigmaAldrich, St. Louis, MO) containing protease inhibitor (Halt
Protease Inhibitor cocktail, Thermo Scientific, Rockford,
IL) for 3 h to elute tear proteins. The total tear protein
concentration in each sample was measured using the BioRad DC protein assay (Bio-Rad Laboratories, Hercules,
CA) (Fig. 1A). In the discovery phase, 16 tear samples
from patients in a traumatic vegetative state and 16 tear
samples from healthy controls were used. In iTRAQ
(isobaric tags for relative and absolute quantification)
8-plex experiments, 4 samples were randomly selected and
pooled to form one arm. In total, there were 4 control arms
(labeled iTRAQ 113, 114, 115, and 116) and 4 disease
arms (labeled iTRAQ 117, 118, 119, and 121). Samples
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Fig. 1 Proteomic analysis of
tear samples. A Experimental
design: in the discovery phase,
16 tear samples from patients
and 16 from healthy controls
were used. In iTRAQ 8-plex
experiments, 4 samples were
pooled to form one arm. In total,
there were 4 control arms (labeled iTRAQ 113, 114, 115, and
116) and 4 disease arms (labeled
iTRAQ 117, 118, 119 and 121).
B Data analysis: data with
coefficient of variation \ 30%
between two technical runs
were retained for further analysis. The proteins with a fold
change [ 2.0 or \ 0.5 and
occurred in at least 2 out of 4
biological replicates were considered to be differentially-expressed proteins. C Results of
protein identification (false discovery rate \ 1%).
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were dissolved in dissolution buffer (0.5 lmol/L triethylammonium bicarbonate). The protein concentration was
measured and 25 lg from each sample were pooled to form
one iTRAQ arm (total protein, 4 9 25 lg = 100 lg) in
iTRAQ 8-plex experiments. Briefly, the protein samples
were denatured, alkylated, and digested with trypsin. The
digested samples were reconstituted in dissolution buffer
(0.5 lmol/L triethylammonium bicarbonate) and labeled
with iTRAQ reagents according to the experimental design
in Fig.1A.

2D nanoLC-MS/MS Analysis
For high pH fractionation, the 8-plex pooled samples were
reconstituted in mobile phase A (20 mmol/L ammonium
formate, pH 10) and injected into a Waters HPLC system with
a photodiode array detector (Elstree, UK). Peptides were
separated using a reversed phase column (Waters Acquity
UPLC BEH C18, 3.5 lm, 3.0 9 150 mm). A step linear
gradient of mobile phase B (80% acetonitrile in 20 mmol/L
ammonium formate, pH 10) from 5% to 15% over 20 min,
15%–40% over 20 min, and lastly, 40%–100% over 1 min at a
flow rate of 0.4 mL/min was used for this fractionation step.
A total of 10 fractions were collected and reconstituted in
12 lL loading buffer (mobile phase A: 0.1% formic acid, 2%
acetonitrile in water), and 2 lL from each fraction was
injected into a nanoLC-MS/MS [Ultimate 3000 nanoLC
system (Dionex, Thermo Fisher Scientific, MA) coupled
with an AB Sciex 5600 TripleTOF (AB Sciex, Framingham,
MA)]. The second dimension separation was based on the
reversed phase LC with an Acclaim PepMap RSLC C18
column (15 cm 9 75 lm i.d., Dionex). A step linear gradient
of mobile phase B (2/98 v/v of water/ACN with 0.1% formic
acid) from 5% to 12% over 30 min, 12%–40% for 60 min,
and 40%–90% over 20 min at a flow rate of 300 nL/min was
used for this analysis. All data were acquired using the
information-dependent acquisition (IDA) mode in Analyst
TF 1.7 software (AB Sciex, Framingham, MA). Data
acquisition parameters were as follows: (1) TOF-MS survey
scan: 250 ms; (2) mass range for TOF-MS: 400–1250; (3)
product ion scan: 50 ms; (4) mass range for MS/MS:
100–1500; (5) switching criteria: ions greater than m/z 400
and smaller than m/z 1250 with a charge state of 2–5,
maximum number of candidate ions to monitor per cycle was
40 spectra and the abundance threshold was [ 120 counts;
former target ions were excluded for 12 s; (6) collision
energy: IDA Advanced ‘‘rolling collision energy’’.
Data Processing and Statistical Analysis
The data were processed using Proteinpilot software 5.0
(AB Sciex) with database version ‘‘uniprot_all_Oct2014’’.
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Gene Ontology and Pathway Analysis
Gene Ontology classification was performed using both
iPathwayGuide and David 6.7 online software (https://
david.ncifcrf.gov/home.jsp). Pathway analysis was performed using the iPathwayGuide online bioinformatics tool
(https://apps.advaitabio.com).
ELISA and Receiver Operating Characteristic
(ROC) Curve Analysis
In the verification stage, the levels of 7 promising tear
proteins [cystatin B (CTSB), protease, serine 1 (PRSS1),
S100 calcium-binding protein A7 (S100A7), glutathione
S-transferase P (GSTP1), complement factor H (CFH),
kininogen 1 (KNG1), and alpha-1-acid glycoprotein 1
(ORM1)] were measured using the ELISA kits for human
CSTB, human PRSS1, human CFH, human KNG1, and
human ORM1 (Boster Biological Technology, Wuhan,
China) and for human S100A7 and human GSTP1 (from
Cloud-clone Corp., Houston, TX). Briefly, 5 mm2 of
Schirmer’s strip was used for ELISA assay [23]. The strips
were cut into pieces and soaked in 10 lL of 50-mmol/L
ammonium bicarbonate to elute the tear proteins. For each
protein, the tear solution was diluted appropriately to fit
into the linear range of the calibration curve. Absorbance
was read at 450 nm. Concentration was determined using a
calibration curve. The coefficient of variation (CV%) for
inter-assay and intra-assay was \ 10% for all assays. The
assay was done in triplicate. ROC curve analysis was
performed using MetaboAnalyst 3.0 online software
(http://www.metaboanalyst.ca/).

Results
Clinical Data
Of the 100 tear samples, 50 were collected from traumatic
vegetative state patients and 50 from healthy controls.
There was no statistical difference between the patient and
control groups with regard to age (discovery phase 40.94 ±
5.30 vs 42.44 ± 4.94, P = 0.41; verification phase: 47.50 ±
14.74 vs 47.00 ± 13.84, P = 0.86) and male gender
(discovery phase 14 (70%) vs 14 (70%), P = 1.00;
verification phase: 33 (70%) vs 35 (66%), P = 0.83). The
16 patients in the discovery phase had a CRS-R score of
3.56 ± 1.46, a pre-operative GCS of 3.88 ± 1.02, and a
Rotterdam CT score of 5.19 ± 0.91, while the overall
CRS-R, pre-operative GCS, and Rotterdam CT scores of
the 50 patients in the verification phase were 4.04 ± 2.02,
4.00 ± 1.05, and 5.18 ± 0.83, respectively. The clinical
information is given in Table 1.
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Table 1 Clinical information and characteristics of participants.
Characteristics

Discovery
Normal controls
(n = 16)

Verification (including samples used in discovery
phase)
Traumatic vegetative state
group (n = 16)

Healthy controls
(n = 50)

Traumatic vegetative state
group (n = 50)

General information
Male gender

12 (75%)

10 (62.5%)

35 (70%)

33 (66%)

Age, mean ± SD

42.44 ± 4.94

40.94 ± 5.30

47.00 ± 13.84

47.50 ± 14.74

Days post-injury, mean ± SD

–

37.63 ± 7.43

–

37.86 ± 7.82

Diagnosis of persistent vegetative state
CRS-R, mean ± SD

–

3.56 ± 1.46

–

4.04 ± 2.02

Auditory, mean ± SD

–

0.43 ± 0.73

–

0.62 ± 0.81

Visual, mean ± SD

–

0.43 ± 0.51

–

0.50 ± 0.51

Motor, mean ± SD

–

0.69 ± 0.87

–

0.76 ± 0.89

Oromotor/Verbal, mean ± SD

–

0.00 ± 0.00

–

0.18 ± 0.48

Communication, mean ± SD

–

0.06 ± 0.25

–

0.18 ± 0.48

Arousal, mean ± SD

–

1.88 ± 0.34

–

1.80 ± 0.49

Intracerebral hematoma/contusions
Acute subdural hematoma

–
–

13 (81.3%)
14 (87.5%)

–
–

40 (80%)
44 (88%)

Acute epidural hematoma

–

8 (50%)

–

22 (44%)

Skull fracture

–

14 (87.5%)

–

41 (82%)

Subarachnoid hemorrhage

–

14 (87.5%)

–

45 (90%)

Cerebral hernia

–

15 (93.8%)

–

44 (88%)
5.18 ± 0.83

Diagnosis of trauma

Rotterdam CT Score
Sum score

–

5.19 ± 0.91

–

Basal cisterns

–

1.94 ± 0.25

–

1.88 ± 0.33

Midline shift

–

0.88 ± 0.34

–

0.84 ± 0.37

Epidural mass lesion

–

0.50 ± 0.52

–

0.56 ± 0.50

–

0.88 ± 0.34

–

0.90 ± 0.30

–

3.88 ± 1.02

–

4.00 ± 1.05

Decompressive craniectomy

–

14 (87.5%)

–

46 (92%)

Epidural hematoma clearing

–

14 (87.5%)

-

30 (60%)

Subdural hematoma clearing

–

13 (81.3%)

–

39 (78%)

Intraventricular blood/traumatic subarachnoid hemorrhage
Pre-operative GCS
Type of operation

Hemorrhagic contusion clearing

–

13 (81.3%)

–

35 (70%)

Lateral ventriculopuncture drainage

–

15 (93.8%)

–

48 (96%)

Treatment without surgery

–

1 (6.3%)

–

2 (4%)

Patients were diagnosed with vegetative state according to the criteria of the Royal College of Physicians (2003). All patients were assessed using
the Glasgow Coma Scale (GCS).

Proteomic Profiles of Tears from Patients in a Traumatic Vegetative State
The experimental design and workflow are illustrated in
Fig. 1A, B. In this study, 1080 tear proteins were identified
with a false-discovery rate (FDR) \ 1% and the levels of
1032 were quantifiable (Fig. 1C). After two technical runs
761 proteins had reproducible results ([ 80% overlap,
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Fig. 1C). We found that the levels of 72 tear proteins (57
up-regulated and 15 down-regulated) were significantly
altered when we compared the traumatic vegetative state
group with the control group (Fig. 2A). The significant
differences were defined as (1) a cutoff ratio of traumatic
vegetative state/control [ 2.0 or \ 0.5, and (2) found in at
least two biological replicates (Fig. 1B). The individual
and average levels of four biological replicates of these 72

Q. Tang et al.: Comprehensive Proteomic Profiling of Patients’ Tears

Fig. 2 Proteomic profile of tears from patients in a traumatic
vegetative state. A Volcano plot of the proteomic profile of tears. A
total of 1080 tear proteins were identified with an FDR \ 1% and the
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levels of 72 were found to be significantly different between patient
and control groups. B Heat map of the differentially-expressed
proteins (red, upregulated; green, downregulated).
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The 72 differentially expressed proteins (Fig. 2B) were
subjected to bioinformatics analysis to further understand
the possible mechanisms underlying the traumatic vegetative state and for better selection of potential biomarkers
for diagnosis/prognosis. We first performed Gene Ontology
analysis using iPathwayGuide online software [24]. The
top 10 Gene Ontology terms in the cellular components,

molecular function, and biological process category are
listed in Fig. 3A. In the cellular component category, most
of the differentially-expressed proteins were classified as
extracellular exosome and vesicle, confirming that most
tear proteins are secreted, as expected. To reduce the
redundant nature of annotations, we also performed
functional annotation clustering using DAVID online
software which integrates Kappa statistics and fuzzy
heuristic clustering to classify groups of similar annotations based on the degree of common genes between two
annotations [25]. As shown in Fig. 3B, the differentiallyexpressed proteins were mostly involved in wound
response (Table 2) and in inflammatory and immune

Fig. 3 Gene Ontology analysis of differentially-expressed proteins.
A Seventy-two differentially expressed proteins were analyzed and
the top 10 Gene Ontology terms in the cellular components,

molecular function, and biological process category are listed.
B Functional annotation clustering using DAVID to reduce the
redundancy of annotations.

differentially-expressed proteins are shown using a heat
map in Fig. 2B.
Bioinformatics Analysis of Differentially-Expressed
Proteins
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Table 2 Gene Ontology analysis revealed 21 proteins involved in response to wounding.
No.

Official gene
symbol

Gene name

Up/down regulated in vegetative state
patients

1

CD55

CD55 molecule, decay accelerating factor for complement (Cromer blood
group)

Up

2

S100A12

S100 calcium-binding protein A12

Up

3
4

S100A8
AHSG

S100 calcium-binding protein A8
Alpha-2-HS-glycoprotein

Up
Up

5

CTSB

Cathepsin B

Down

6

C4B

Complement component 4B (Chido blood group)

Up

7

C9

Complement component 9

Up

8

CFH

Complement factor H

Up

9

CFI

Complement factor I

Up

10

FGA

fibrinogen alpha chain

up

11

FGG

Fibrinogen gamma chain

Up

12

FN1

Fibronectin 1

Up

13

ITIH4

Inter-alpha (globulin) inhibitor H4 (plasma Kallikrein-sensitive
glycoprotein)

Up

14
15

KNG1
ORM1

Kininogen 1
Orosomucoid 1

Up
Up

16

ORM2

Orosomucoid 2

Up

17

SERPINA3

Serpin peptidase inhibitor, clade A (alpha-1 antiproteinase, antitrypsin),
member 3

Up

18

SERPINC1

Serpin peptidase inhibitor, clade C (antithrombin), member 1

Up

19

SAA1

Serum amyloid A1

Up

20

SPRR3

Small proline-rich protein 3

Up

21

SOD2

Superoxide dismutase 2, mitochondrial

Up

Ontology term: response to wounding.

response. We also found that peptidase and protease
inhibitors may play important roles (annotation cluster 3
in Fig. 3B and supplementary Table S1). Furthermore,
pathway analysis showed that the differentially-expressed
proteins represent key pathways involved in Staphylococcus aureus infection, PI3K-AKT signaling pathway, neuroactive ligand-receptor interaction, complement and
coagulation cascades, FOXO signaling pathway, Renin
secretion, and metabolic pathways including retinol,
sucrose, pyrimidine, purine, histidine, selenocompound,
glutathione, b-alanine metabolism, as well as pathway in
Huntington’s disease (Fig. 4).
Verification of Proteomic Results
Next, we selected 7 of the differentially-expressed proteins
based on the fold change and how closely related their
functional annotations were to brain function and metabolism (Fig. 5A), to verify the proteomic results. ELISA
assays of the 7 tear protein biomarker candidates showed
that their levels were significantly different between

traumatic vegetative state patients and healthy controls
(P \ 0.01) (Fig. 5B–H), suggesting that the proteomic
results are reliable and these 7 proteins may further serve as
diagnostic/prognostic markers.
Evaluation of Tear Protein Biomarkers for Traumatic Vegetative State
As noted above, we selected 7 differentially-expressed tear
proteins for discriminating traumatic vegetative state
patients from healthy controls. In order to visualize the
variations, the normalized ELISA results of the 7 proteins
were used to generate a heat map (Fig. 6A). Using the
selected tear protein marker candidates, the traumatic
vegetative state patients and healthy controls were clustered into two groups with only one exception, suggesting
that the combination of these 7 proteins had high ability to
discriminate the traumatic vegetative state (AUC = 0.999,
Fig. 6B). The accuracy was significantly higher using the
7-protein panel than a single protein marker (AUC ranging
from 0.779 to 0.95, Fig. S1A–G).
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Fig. 4 Pathway analysis of differentially-expressed proteins.
Seventy-three differentially-expressed proteins were subjected
to iPathwayGuide online software for pathway analysis. The
30 most related pathways are
listed.

Discussion
In this study, we performed comparative analysis of the
protein profiles of tears from patients with traumatic
vegetative state and healthy controls using quantitative
proteomics. In the discovery phase, in order to increase the
throughput, 4 tear samples were pooled to form one arm.
Nevertheless, there were still four biological replicates
(Fig. 1A). The individual variability of the potential tear
biomarkers was assessed in the verification phase using
ELISA. Two technical replicates were highly reproducible
as 761 proteins (* 83%) were detected in both runs
(Fig. 1C). The coverage of the tear proteome was also
excellent as [ 1000 tear proteins were quantifiable in this
study. In total, 1080 proteins (FDR \ 1%) were identified
and the levels of 72 were significantly different in
traumatic vegetative state patients and healthy controls.
The differentially-expressed proteins were mostly involved
in wound response and immune response. We selected 7 of
the differentially-expressed proteins as marker candidates
for further verification. The ELISA results correlated well
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with the proteomics results. Combination of the 7 proteins
had high discrimination for the traumatic vegetative state.
The traumatic vegetative state is an economic burden.
Due to a lack of knowledge of its underlying molecular
mechanisms, no effective therapeutic methods and diagnostic markers are available. In this study, we explored the
tear proteome in traumatic vegetative state patients for the
first time. We analyzed the proteomic profile of tears from
traumatic vegetative state patients and identified 72
differentially-expressed proteins. The altered levels of tear
proteins in traumatic vegetative state patients may provide
valuable information to understand the mechanisms underlying that state. As shown in Table 2, increased secretion
of proteins involved in wound response was found in their
tears, suggesting that the wound-healing pathway is
activated in traumatic vegetative state patients.
The wound-healing process consists of four integrated
and overlapping phases: hemostasis, inflammation, proliferation, and tissue remodeling [26]. The first hemostatic
phase limits hemorrhage and provides an extracellular
matrix for cell migration [27], and platelet activation is its
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Fig. 5 Levels of representative proteins in tears from healthy controls and traumatic vegetative state patients. A List of 7 selected differentiallyexpressed proteins. Levels of CTSB (B), PRSS1 (C), S100A7 (D), GSTP1 (E), CFH (F), KNG1 (G), and ORM1 (H).

hallmark [28]. In our study, increased levels of fibrinogen
gamma and fibrinogen alpha in the platelet activation
signaling pathway were detected (Fig. 2B and Table 2),

suggesting that platelet activation occurs in traumatic
vegetative state patients. In addition, during this process,
platelets secrete chemokines to stabilize the wound and
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Fig. 6 Evaluation of tear protein markers for the traumatic vegetative
state. A Heat map showing the mean level of 7 selected differentiallyexpressed proteins in normal controls (NOR) and traumatic vegetative
state patients. Shades of green to red represent increasing mean values

of a protein. B ROC curves of a logistic regression model for
distinguishing traumatic vegetative state from healthy controls using
the 7 proteins.

attract macrophages [29]. Consistent with this, we found
that fibronectin 1 was upregulated in the tears of traumatic
vegetative state patients (Fig. 2B and Table 2).
Complement cascade activation is an important event in
the inflammation phase of wound-healing [30]. As shown
in Fig. 2B and Table 2, we found that several key
components of complement and coagulation cascades,
including KNG1, CD55, CFI, FGG, SERPINC1, CFH,
FGA, C9, and C4B, were up-regulated in the tears of
traumatic vegetative state patients (Supplementary
Fig. S2). Furthermore, increased secretion of S100A8 and
S100A12 and dysregulation of their downstream signaling
pathways, such as PI3K/AKT and focal adhesion, were also

detected in tears from traumatic vegetative state patients
(Figs. 2B, 4, and Table 2), suggesting that pathways
related to the inflammatory process and immune response
are activated in traumatic vegetative state patients [31].
Although further studies based on animal models are
needed to investigate the exact roles of wound-healing and
the immune response pathway in the traumatic vegetative
state, changes of these proteins in this pathway could serve
as markers to discriminate traumatic vegetative state
patients from healthy controls. Furthermore, these pathways could serve as therapeutic targets [32, 33].
Subsequently, we selected 7 differentially-expressed proteins based on the fold-changes and functional annotations
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(Fig. 5A) to verify the proteomics results. The ELISA results
showed that the levels of these 7 proteins significantly differed
between traumatic vegetative state patients and healthy
controls (P \ 0.01) (Fig.5A–G), suggesting that the proteomics results are reliable and these 7 proteins may further
serve as potential diagnostic/prognostic markers.
The persistent traumatic vegetative state is still a diagnostic challenge. The widely-used revised Coma Recovery
Scale (CRS-R) is the current gold standard to differentiate
persistent vegetative state from minimally-conscious state
[34]. Due to the high rate of clinical misdiagnosis, new
diagnostic methods are needed. For example, 18F fluorodeoxyglucose positron emission tomography (FDG-PET)
and quantitative electroencephalography have proven useful
in the determination of a patient’s state of consciousness.
Particularly, FDG-PET assesses glucose metabolism in the
brain. However, these methods are either invasive or
expensive. Alternatively, tears can be used as a non-invasive
means of diagnosis and this has been demonstrated in many
eye diseases and systemic diseases [16, 35]. Our study is the
first to show that the tear proteomic profile in traumatic
vegetative state patients is markedly different from healthy
controls. At this moment, we are unable to answer whether
the return to normal of the proteomic profile of tears from a
traumatic vegetative state patient may suggest the patient’s
conscious state. In future studies, the proteomic profile of
tears from persistent traumatic vegetative state patients can
be compared with that of patients with MCS.

Conclusions
In summary, an altered proteomic profile was found in tears
from traumatic vegetative state patients compared to healthy
controls. A seven-protein panel was able to distinguish
traumatic vegetative state patients from healthy controls
with high sensitivity and specificity. The results of the tear
proteomics study suggested that post-injury repair functions
and related pathways are activated. Our study demonstrates
the potential of using tears as a non-invasive tool for
diagnosis/prognosis of the traumatic vegetative state.
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Abstract Prognostication of coma patients after brain
injury is important, yet challenging. In this study, we
evaluated the predictive value of amplitude-integrated
electroencephalography (aEEG) for neurological outcomes
in coma patients. From January 2013 to January 2016, 128
coma patients after acute brain injury were prospectively
enrolled and monitored with aEEG. The 6-month neurological outcome was evaluated using the Cerebral Performance Category Scale. aEEG monitoring commenced at a
median of 7.5 days after coma onset. Continuous normal
voltage predicted a good 6-month neurological outcome
with a sensitivity of 93.6% and specificity of 85.2%. In
contrast, continuous extremely low voltage, burst-suppression, or a flat tracing was correlated with poor 6-month
neurological outcome with a sensitivity of 76.5% and
specificity of 100%. In conclusion, aEEG is a promising
predictor of 6-month neurological outcome for coma
patients after acute brain injury.
Keywords Amplitude-integrated electroencephalography 
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Introduction
Recent progress in intensive care medicine has allowed a
large number of patients to survive acute brain injury [1, 2].
However, patients surviving brain injury usually become
comatose [3]. Coma is a transient state and the natural
recovery process varies substantially across patients. Some
patients recover within the first days after injury, some
progress into wakeful unawareness (vegetative state),
whereas others permanently lose all brainstem function
(brain death) [4]. Thus, the prognosis of these patients is
important for both clinicians and families, especially with
regard to the planning of treatment and rehabilitation [5].
Many researchers have sought reliable outcome predictors for coma. Clinical examinations such as the Glasgow
Coma Scale (GCS) are often used, but they lack definite
validation [6]. Functional neuroimaging and biochemical
tests have shown some predictive value [7], but their use is
restricted in the neurological intensive care unit (NICU)
due to methodological limitations [7–11]. Electroencephalography (EEG) is a widely used tool for the
detection of seizure activity [12], and has also been
reported to predict outcomes in coma patients [13, 14].
However, its use has been hindered by practical difficulties,
including the requirement for equipment and specialized
physicians to record and interpret the EEG [6, 15, 16].
Therefore, a simpler and more convenient method of
prognostication is needed. The amplitude-integrated EEG
(aEEG) is a method for the continuous monitoring of brain
function [17]. It is simple to perform, allows continuous
bedside monitoring, and is easily interpreted. aEEG has
been widely used in neonatal ICUs for evaluating brain
injury in newborns with hypoxic ischemic encephalopathy,
identifying infants suitable for inclusion in cooling trials,
and predicting outcomes in this group [18–23]. In recent
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years, it has also been reported that the aEEG patterns
correlate with neurological outcome in hypothermiatreated adult patients with coma after cardiac arrest
[15, 24–27]. Nevertheless, whether aEEG predicts the
outcome of patients in coma due to other causes such as
traumatic brain injury (TBI) and stroke remains unknown.
Therefore, in the present study we aimed to determine the
prognostic value of aEEG for neurological outcome in
coma patients after acute brain injury.

Materials and Methods
Study Design and Protocol Approval
We conducted this prospective observational study in the
NICU of Renji Hospital affiliated with Shanghai Jiao Tong
University School of Medicine. The study protocol was
approved by the Ethics Committee of Renji Hospital.
Written informed consent was given by the patients’ next
of kin.
Patients
From January 2013 to January 2016, consecutive patients
with coma after acute brain injury admitted to the NICU
were screened for eligibility. The inclusion criteria were:
(1) age of 18 years or older; (2) a clear history of acute
brain injury, including TBI, stroke, subarachnoid hemorrhage, or cardiac arrest; (3) a GCS score of B 8 on
admission; and (4) a prolonged state of acute coma ([ 7
days). The exclusion criteria were: (1) pre-existing neurological disorders or impairment of consciousness up to the
time of the injury; (2) overwhelming concurrent hepatic or
metabolic encephalopathy; (3) co-existing systemic diseases and a reduced life expectancy; and (4) a diagnosis of
brain death on admission.
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absence of movement or electrocardiographic artifact on
the raw trace and an absence of interference from other
electrical devices. Meanwhile, the GCS scores of patients
were also assessed at the time of aEEG recording, at least
6 h after interruption of sedation. Therefore, the GCS score
measured was reliable.
Two investigators blinded to the patients’ identity and
clinical status visually examined the aEEG traces. The raw
EEG data were also inspected to verify aEEG assessment.
The aEEG background patterns were classified into five
types (Fig. 1) according to the modified criteria of
Hellström-Westas et al. and Toet et al. [20, 28].
Flat tracing (FT): continuous low-voltage pattern, upper
margin \ 5 lV;
Continuous extremely low voltage (CLV): continuous
low-voltage pattern, upper margin \ 10 lV and lower
margin \ 5 lV;
Burst suppression (BS): discontinuous pattern, with
periods of very low voltage intermixed with high amplitude, lower margin at 0 lV–1 lV constantly and a burst
amplitude [ 25 lV;
Discontinuous normal voltage (DNV): discontinuous
pattern, upper margin [ 10 lV and lower margin \ 5 lV;
Continuous normal voltage (CNV): continuous pattern,
lower margin 5 lV–10 lV and upper margin 10 lV–
50 lV.
The classified aEEG data were then subdivided into
unfavorable (CLV, BS, or FT), intermediate (DNV), and
favorable patterns (CNV) [29, 30].
Treatment Protocol
All patients received standard intensive care in accordance
with the existing guidelines, including mechanical ventilation, intracranial hypertension management, nutritional
support, and thrombo-embolic prophylaxis. After discharge
from the NICU, all patients were transferred to the
Rehabilitation Department.

aEEG Monitoring and Analysis
Outcome Assessment
All patients were monitored with aEEG 7 days after coma
onset using the NicoletOne Monitor (Natus Neurology Inc.,
Galway, Ireland). The scalp was cleaned with NuprepÒ gel
(Weaver and Co., Aurora, CO), then 6-mm disk electrodes
were placed at F3, F4, C3, C4, P3, P4, T3, T4, O1, and O2
according to the international 10-20 EEG system. Elefix
paste (Nihon Khoden, Tokyo, Japan) was used to maintain
a low impedance (\ 5 kX). aEEG was monitored for 6 h–
12 h in each patient. If sedative drugs were used, they were
withdrawn[6 h before the aEEG recording. The raw EEG
data were processed and time-compressed, then displayed
on the screen at a speed of 6 cm/h. Data were considered
acceptable for analysis based on the following criteria: an
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The outcomes were assessed via out-patient follow-up or
telephone interview by investigators who were blinded to
the aEEG patterns. The neurological outcome was assessed
at 6 months using the 5-point Glasgow-Pittsburgh Cerebral
Performance Category (CPC) scale [10]. The scale points
were as follows: CPC1, normal or minor disability,
returning to normal living; CPC2, moderate disability,
able to lead an independent daily life; CPC3, severe
disability, unable to lead an independent daily life; CPC4,
coma or vegetative state; CPC5, brain death. Outcomes
were classified as good with a CPC of 1–2, or poor with a
CPC of 3–5 [7].
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Fig. 1 Classification of aEEG patterns. A Continuous normal voltage (CNV). B Continuous extremely low voltage (CLV). C Discontinuous
normal voltage (DNV). D Burst-suppression (BS). E Flat tracing (FT).

Statistical Analysis
SPSS version 17.0 (SPSS Inc., Chicago, IL) and MedCalc
version 11.5.1 (MedCalc Software, Ostend, Belgium) were
used for statistical analysis. Continuous variables are
presented as the mean and standard deviation or the
median with interquartile range. Continuous variables were
analyzed by Student’s t-test, or by the Mann-Whitney
U-test if non-normally distributed. Categorical variables
are reported as numbers and percentages. The v2 test was
used to analyze categorical data. To compare the GCS
scores between different aEEG patterns, one-way analysis
of variance was applied followed by a post hoc test with
Least Significant Difference test correction. The sensitivity, specificity, positive predictive value (PPV), and
negative predictive value (NPV) of aEEG patterns and
GCS scores were calculated. To compare the prognostic
value of GCS and aEEG, the area under the receiver
operator characteristic (ROC) curve was assessed. Statistical significance was determined at a P \ 0.05.

criteria. Of the 143 eligible patients, 11 were lost to followup and 4 died of non-neurological diseases. Thus, 128
patients were included in the final data set. The participant
recruitment and follow-up are summarized in Figure 2. The
characteristics of the participants are shown in Table 1.
The mean age of the study population was
48.3 ± 11.3 years, and 85 patients (66.4%) were male.

Results
Patient Characteristics
From January 2013 to January 2016, 179 patients with
coma after acute brain injury were screened for eligibility.
Thirty-six patients were excluded based on the exclusion

Fig. 2 Flowchart of the recruitment and follow-up of patients.
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Table 1 Patient characteristics.
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Characteristic

Value

Number of patients

128

Sex, n (%)
Male

85 (66.4)

Female

35 (33.6)

Age, years, mean ± SD

48.3 ± 11.3

Causes of coma, n (%)
Traumatic brain injury

65 (50.8)

Stroke/subarachnoid hemorrhage

41 (32.0)

Cardiac arrest

22 (17.2)

GCS at the time of aEEG recording, mean ± SD

6.1 ± 1.4

Time from coma onset to aEEG recording, days, median (IQR)

7.5 (7–14)

Duration of aEEG monitoring, h, median (IQR)

8.5 (6–12)

aEEG, n (%)
CNV

56 (43.8)

DNV
CLV

10 (7.8)
41 (32.0)

BS

3 (2.3)

FT

18 (14.1)

Seizure activity, n (%)

9 (7.0%)

aEEG, amplitude-integrated electroencephalogram; BS, burst-suppression; CLV, continuous extremely low
voltage; CNV, continuous normal voltage; DNV, discontinuous normal voltage; FT, flat tracing; GCS,
Glasgow coma scale; IQR, interquartile range.

The mean GCS score on admission was 6.1 ± 1.4. The
main cause of coma was TBI (n = 65, 50.8%), followed by
stroke or subarachnoid hemorrhage (n = 41, 32.0%) and
cardiac arrest (n = 22, 17.2%). aEEG monitoring commenced at a median time of 7.5 days [interquartile range
(IQR) 7–14] after the onset of coma. The median duration
of aEEG monitoring was 8.5 h (IQR 6–12). aEEG monitoring was technically successful in all patients, and no
significant change was observed in the aEEG patterns
during the monitoring period.
aEEG Patterns and Seizure Identification
Fifty-six patients (43.8%) displayed a favorable pattern
(CNV), 10 (7.8%) exhibited an intermediate pattern
(DNV), and 62 (48.4%) displayed unfavorable patterns
(CLV, FT, or BS). Single events of electrical seizure
activity were identified in 9 (7.0%) patients, 6 of whom
presented a CLV pattern and 3 presented an FT pattern. No
status epilepticus was observed in the study population.
Relationships Between aEEG Patterns and GCS
Scores at the Time of aEEG Recording
The GCS score of the favorable pattern (CNV) group was
higher than that of those with the unfavorable patterns
CLV, BS and FT (P \ 0.001). The GCS score of the
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intermediate pattern (DNV) group was higher than those of
the BS and FT groups (P \ 0.001). No significant difference was found between the groups with the favorable
(CNV) and intermediate patterns (DNV) (P = 0.064)
(Table 2).
aEEG Patterns and 6-Month Neurological Outcome
At the 6-month follow-up, 47 patients exhibited a good
neurological outcome and 81 a poor neurological outcome
(Table 2). Of the 56 patients with a favorable aEEG pattern
(CNV), 44 (78.6%) had a good 6-month neurological
outcome. The favorable pattern had a PPV of 78.6% and an
NPV of 95.8% for predicting good neurological outcome
(sensitivity and specificity of 93.6% and 85.2%, respectively). Sixty-two patients had an unfavorable aEEG
pattern (CLV, BS, or FT), and all had a poor neurological
outcome at the 6-month follow-up. The presence of
unfavorable patterns was strongly indicative of a poor
6-month neurological outcome, with a PPV of 100.0% and
an NPV of 71.2% (sensitivity of 76.5% and specificity of
100%) (Table 3). Of the 10 patients with an intermediate
aEEG pattern (DNV), 3 had a good outcome and 7 a poor
outcome at 6-month follow up. The intermediate pattern
predicted a good outcome with a sensitivity of 6.4% and
specificity of 91.4%, and predicted a poor outcome with a
sensitivity of 8.6% and specificity of 91.4%.

W. You et al.: aEEG Predicts Outcome of Coma
Table 2 GCS at the time of
aEEG recording and 6-month
neurological outcomes.
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aEEG

Number

GCS (mean ± SD)

Good outcome (CPC 1–2)

Poor outcome (CPC 3–5)

CNV

56

7.1 ± 0.96

44

12

DNV

10

6.5 ± 1.08

3

7

CLV

41

5.6 ± 0.95

0

41

BS

3

3.7 ± 0.58

0

3

FT

18

4.3 ± 1.07

0

18

aEEG, amplitude-integrated electroencephalogram; BS, burst-suppression; CLV, continuous extremely low
voltage; CNV, continuous normal voltage; CPC, cerebral performance category; DNV, discontinuous
normal voltage; FT, flat tracing; GCS, Glasgow coma scale.

Table 3 Predictive values of aEEG patterns and GCS for neurological outcomes of coma patients.
aEEG

Prediction of
outcome

Sensitivity (95%
CI)

Specificity (95%
CI)

Positive Predictive Value
(95% CI)

CNV

Good

93.6 (82.5–98.7)

CLV, BS,
FT

Poor

76.5 (65.8–85.2)

DNV

Good

6.4 (1.3–17.5)

91.4 (83.0–96.5)

30.0 (5.9–67.2)

62.7 (53.3–71.4)

DNV

Poor

8.6 (3.5–17.0)

93.6 (82.5–98.7)

70.0 (32.8–94.1)

37.3 (28.6–46.7)

GCS (7–8)

Good

63.8 (48.5–77.3)

71.6 (60.5–81.1)

56.6 (42.3–70.2)

77.3 (66.2–86.2)

GCS (3–6)

Poor

71.6 (60.5–81.1)

63.8 (48.5–77.3)

77.3 (66.2–86.2)

56.6 (42.3–70.2)

85.2 (75.6–92.1)

78.6 (65.6–88.4)

100.0 (92.5–100.0) 100.0 (94.2–100.0)

Negative Predictive Value
(95% CI)
95.8 (88.2–99.1)
71.2 (58.7–81.2)

aEEG, amplitude-integrated electroencephalogram; BS, burst-suppression; CI, confidence interval; CLV, continuous extremely low voltage;
CNV, continuous normal voltage; DNV, discontinuous normal voltage; FT, flat tracing; GCS, Glasgow coma scale.

The aEEG patterns and 6-month neurological outcomes
based on different etiologies are shown in Table 4. The
favorable aEEG pattern (CNV) predicted a good neurological outcome with a PPV of 83.3% and an NPV of
94.3% in TBI-induced coma patients, a PPV of 77.8% and
an NPV of 100.0% in stroke or subarachnoid hemorrhage
patients, and a PPV of 62.5% and an NPV of 92.9% in
cardiac arrest patients. The unfavorable aEEG patterns
(CLV, BS, and FT) indicated a poor neurological outcome
with a PPV of 100.0% and an NPV of 75.0% in TBI
patients, a PPV of 100.0% and an NPV of 66.7% in stroke
or subarachnoid hemorrhage patients, and a PPV of 100.0%
and an NPV of 66.7% in cardiac arrest patients.

Table 4 aEEG patterns and
neurological outcomes for different etiologies.

Prognostic Values of aEEG and GCS
A GCS of 7–8 predicted a good neurological outcome with
a PPV of 56.6% and an NPV of 77.3% (sensitivity and
specificity of 63.8% and 71.6%, respectively). A GCS of
3–6 predicted a poor neurological outcome with a PPV of
77.3% and an NPV of 56.6% (sensitivity and specificity of
71.6% and 63.8%). The ROC curves of aEEG and GCS are
shown in Figure 3. The area under the curve (AUC)
showed that aEEG (0.918; 0.857–0.959) was superior to
GCS (0.711; 0.624–0.788) in predicting outcomes
(P \ 0.001).

Etiologies

CNV

DNV

CLV, BS, FT

Good outcome

Poor outcome

Traumatic brain injury

30

6

29

27

28

Stroke/Subarachnoid hemorrhage

18

3

20

14

27

8

1

13

6

16

Cardiac arrest

CNV, continuous normal voltage; DNV, discontinuous normal voltage; CLV, continuous extremely low
voltage; BS, burst-suppression; FT, flat tracing.
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Fig. 3 Receiver operator characteristic (ROC) curves showing the
accuracy of outcome prediction by GCS and aEEG. The ordinate
shows the test sensitivity, with a range of 0–100%; the abscissa shows
the percentage of false-positive results (1-specificity). An area under
the ROC curve (AUC) of 1.0 is characteristic of an ideal test, whereas
an AUC of B 0.5 indicates a test with no predictive value. aEEG,
amplitude-integrated electroencephalogram; GCS, Glasgow coma
scale; CI, confidence interval.

Discussion
In the present study, we evaluated the prognostic value of
aEEG in patients with coma after acute brain injury. Our
data demonstrated that a favorable aEEG pattern (CNV)
was associated with a good 6-month neurological outcome
with a sensitivity of 93.6% and specificity of 85.2%. An
unfavorable aEEG pattern (CLV, BS, or FT) was indicative
of a poor 6-month neurological outcome with sensitivity
and specificity of 76.5% and 100%. However, the intermediate pattern (DNV) showed limited predictive value for
both good and poor outcomes.
Our results are largely in accord with previous reports
that aEEG background patterns correlated with the neurological outcomes of adult patients who were in a coma after
cardiac
arrest
and
treated
with
hypothermia
[15, 25–27, 31]. aEEG has been widely used for the
prognosis of neonates with hypoxic-ischemic encephalopathy [21–23, 32]. The predictive value of aEEG in adult
patients was first evaluated by Rundgren et al. in coma
patients following cardiac arrest. In that study, aEEG was
monitored at a median time of 8 h after cardiac arrest, and
they found that an initial continuous aEEG pattern and the
return to a continuous pattern at normothermia correlated
with a higher rate of survival and better recovery of
consciousness. However, an FT, BS, or status epilepticus
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aEEG was strongly predictive of an unfavorable outcome
[15, 26]. Then the prognostic value of aEEG for cardiac
arrest patients treated with hypothermia was confirmed by
further studies by Oh et al. and Sugiyama et al. They not
only demonstrated that BS and status epilepticus were
correlated with a poor outcome, but also found that the
recovery time of a continuous normal pattern was a
predictor of outcome. Recovery of a continuous normal
pattern within 24 h predicted a good neurological outcome,
and delayed recovery of a normal aEEG pattern indicated a
poor outcome [25, 27, 31].
A major difference between previous studies and this
study was the type of patients included. Previous studies
only enrolled patients with coma after cardiac arrest, while
in our study, 128 coma patients with different etiologies
were included. About fifty percent of them were caused by
TBI and 32% were affected by stoke or subarachnoid
hemorrhage. It is known that the type and severity of brain
injury largely depend on their causes, and the pathophysiological processes of etiologically diverse patients are
different [13]. Evidence has shown that the most common
pathological substrate of traumatic coma is diffuse axonal
injury, followed by ischemic and hemorrhagic lesions
[33, 34]. In patients with non-traumatic brain injury,
lesions in the neocortex and in subcortical structures are the
main pathological substrate, and the predictive value of
aEEG for cardiac arrest patients may not apply to patients
in coma due to other causes. Therefore, we further
analyzed the aEEG patterns and neurological outcomes
according to the etiology of coma. We found that a
favorable aEEG pattern predicted a good neurological
outcome well in all coma patients of different etiologies,
while unfavorable aEEG patterns were correlated with a
poor neurological outcome in the etiologically varied coma
patients. Thus our results not only confirmed the value of
aEEG for outcome prediction in comatose patients after
cardiac arrest, but also demonstrated that aEEG is a
promising predictor of outcome for coma patients of varied
etiologies including TBI and stroke.
The GCS is an easy-to-use tool for evaluating neurological function in comatose patients, particularly in the
acute stages of TBI or illness [35]. It is the most commonly
used method of neurological examination, and has also
shown some predictive value for the outcome in coma
patients. However, GCS evaluation can be affected by
various factors in the intensive care setting [36]. In
addition, a higher GCS score does not always indicate a
better outcome [6]. In this study, a GCS score of 7–8
predicted a good neurological outcome with a sensitivity
and specificity of 63.8% and 71.6%, while a GCS score of
3–6 predicted a poor neurological outcome with a sensitivity of 71.6% and specificity of 63.8%; these were lower
than the values for aEEG. Moreover, the AUC
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demonstrated that aEEG (0.918; 0.857–0.959) was superior
to the GCS (0.711; 0.624–0.788) in predicting outcome.
The AUC of GCS in this study is similar to that of Kang
et al. in a study comparing the predictive values of EEG
reactivity, sleep spindles, and GCS, and they reported that
GCS predicted awakening with an AUC of 0.767;
0.677–0.857 [37].
The optimal timing of aEEG monitoring to achieve the
greatest predictive value is a major concern in studies of
this kind. In previous studies, aEEG was recorded upon
arrival at the ICU and usually lasted for [ 72 h. However,
it has also been reported that aEEG patterns change during
the period of monitoring and that some of the initial
patterns have no prognostic value, which adds to the
difficulty of aEEG interpretation [15]. In our study, *80%
of the enrolled patients suffered TBI or stroke, most of
whom underwent cranial surgery. Both the more complex
intracranial conditions, including intracranial hemorrhage,
cerebral edema, and elevated intracranial pressure, and
non-neurological factors such as temperature management,
sedation, and the surgical site on the scalp make early
aEEG monitoring difficult and unreliable. Furthermore,
prediction may not be necessary in the super-acute stage,
because at this stage, physicians and family members
usually do not consider suspending treatment despite a
poor prognosis. For the purpose of excluding potential
factors that may affect aEEG recording during the early
phase of coma, we included patients 7 days after coma
onset at a median of 7.5 days (7–14). At this time, the
patient’s clinical situation was more stable, and the aEEG
recorded was more stable and thus had higher predictive
values for the outcome. As a result, the aEEG patterns
showed good consistency and did not change during the
monitoring period in our study. In addition, the aEEG
patterns displayed a good predictive value for both
favorable and unfavorable outcomes.
The number of electrodes is another point of dispute
[38]; single-channel or two channels are the most commonly reported in the literature. However, it is unclear
whether the reliability of reduced-channel aEEG is comparable to that of conventional multichannel EEG. Previous
researchers have pointed out that it is possible that
localized EEG abnormalities are missed by simplified
two-channel aEEG recordings [15]. In addition, the
patients in our study had different etiologies. For these
reasons, we used a 10-electrode aEEG protocol. Electrical
seizure activity was identified in 9 (7.0%) patients but
status epilepticus was not observed in the present cohort.
However, in previous reports, status epilepticus was
identified in up to 21.5% of patients [15, 25]; the difference
may be due to the longer time from coma onset to aEEG
recording and the early seizure prophylaxis in our study.
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This study suffers from some potential weaknesses.
First, was the small sample size, especially when analyzed
according to the different causes of coma. Second, a
10-electrode protocol may add to the practical difficulty
compared with reduced-channel methods. Third, this study
was conducted in a single center with a unique health-care
environment, which raises important questions regarding
the generalizability of these results. Further multi-center
studies with larger sample sizes are necessary to evaluate
the prognostic value of aEEG for etiologically different
coma patients.
In conclusion, aEEG patterns in the sub-acute stage of
coma ([ 7 days) are informative for predicting both good
and poor outcomes of coma patients after acute brain
injury. A favorable aEEG pattern (CNV) is a good
indicator of a favorable 6-month neurological outcome.
Conversely, unfavorable aEEG patterns (CLV, BS, and FT)
are associated with a poor 6-month neurological outcome.
Though with limitations, we believe that aEEG can be an
effective prognostic tool for coma survival after acute brain
injury.
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Abstract A number of studies have indicated that disorders of consciousness result from multifocal injuries as
well as from the impaired functional and anatomical
connectivity between various anterior forebrain regions.
However, the specific causal mechanism linking these
regions remains unclear. In this study, we used spectral
dynamic causal modeling to assess how the effective
connections (ECs) between various regions differ between
individuals. Next, we used connectome-based predictive
modeling to evaluate the performance of the ECs in
predicting the clinical scores of DOC patients. We found
increased ECs from the striatum to the globus pallidus as
well as from the globus pallidus to the posterior cingulate
cortex, and decreased ECs from the globus pallidus to the
thalamus and from the medial prefrontal cortex to the
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striatum in DOC patients as compared to healthy controls.
Prediction of the patients’ outcome was effective using the
negative ECs as features. In summary, the present study
highlights a key role of the thalamo-basal ganglia-cortical
loop in DOCs and supports the anterior forebrain mesocircuit hypothesis. Furthermore, EC could be potentially used
to assess the consciousness level.
Keywords Mesocircuit  Basal ganglia  Posterior cingulate cortex  Spectral dynamic causal modeling  Connectome-based predictive modeling

Introduction
Disorders of consciousness (DOCs) have always been
difficult to understand; yet studies have advanced our
understanding of both responsiveness and consciousness
after severe brain injuries. Recent neuroimaging studies
have made much progress in this field and have consistently revealed that impaired consciousness is associated
with damaged mid-line regions of the frontal and parietal
cortices [1–4] as well as abnormal thalamus- and basal
ganglia-modulated connectivity [5–7]. Based on the evidence that traumatic brain injuries in these subcortical and
cortical regions as well as in their complex interactions
may cause impaired consciousness, a mesocircuit hypothesis [8] has been proposed to predict the dynamic process
that occurs in the anterior forebrain during the restoration
of consciousness. According to the circuit-level mechanism, DOCs can be attributed to widespread reductions in
the thalamocortical and thalamostriatal outflows followed
by a failure in the firing state of the striatum. These events
result in excessive inhibition of the thalamus and then the
cortex [9].
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The thalamus acts as a transfer station that transmits
information through its broad connectivity [10] between
the cortex and subcortical nuclei (the basal ganglia, for
example) [11–15]. The thalamo-frontal circuit [16–18] as
well as the cortico-thalamo-basal ganglia-cortical circuit
[8, 16] are crucial in the recovery from DOCs, and atrophy
of the thalamus has been found to be proportional to the
severity of DOCs [8]. In addition to its function in DOCs,
some studies have also shown that the thalamus is
important in many aspects of forebrain function through
various projection patterns, such as those that control
alertness, attention, and awareness, and those that regulate
sleep-wake rhythms [19, 20].
In contrast, several studies in both humans and animals
have indicated that the thalamo-cortical loop may have a
lesser, or only an indirect, effect on limited wakefulness
after brain lesions [21] and in propofol-induced unconsciousness [22–24]. According to the mesocircuit hypothesis, other subcortical structures (e.g. the striatum and
globus pallidus) in the basal ganglia also contribute to
consciousness through interactions with the thalamus [8],
and may be controlled by the thalamus [25]. Reciprocal
connections between the thalamus and basal ganglia as
well as other basal ganglia connections may jointly
contribute to arousal, attention [26–28] and movement
[29, 30]. Another study suggested that regions in the basal
ganglia can mediate consciousness, bypassing the thalamus
[21].
While subcortical regions including the thalamus and
basal ganglia have been shown to be important in DOCs,
how they interact with cortical regions and the exact
locations of these regions remain under debate. Crone
et al. [31] have compared various existing models and
inferred that recovery of consciousness is a dynamic
process involving changes in the cortico-thalamo-basal
ganglia-cortical connectivity, and cortical regions such as
the medial prefrontal cortex (mPFC) and posterior
cingulate cortex (PCC) are particularly emphasized. These
two regions have also been frequently found to be
important in impaired consciousness in multimodal imaging studies [32–34] and literature reviews [4, 35] on
DOCs.
Apart from the specific regions, the mechanisms and
systems underlying consciousness, including the subcortico-cortical and cortico-cortical connectivity, have gained
increasing attention [19, 36, 37]. Structural [13] and
functional [31] imaging studies have both shown that
pathways connecting the thalamus, basal ganglia, and PCC
jointly contribute to consciousness. Despite the revealed
impairments in fiber tracts and functional connectivity in
DOC patients, a mechanistic understanding of the specific
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effective couplings (ECs) and their directionality in DOCs
remains unclear.
The present study was designed to investigate how
regions of the anterior forebrain are related to DOCs. We
first compared the ECs among the thalamus, striatum,
globus pallidus, and two midline regions in the default
mode network (DMN) between DOC patients and healthy
controls using spectral dynamic causal modeling (spDCM).
Then, a machine-learning method was used to inspect the
indexes that performed best in predicting the Coma
Recovery Scale-Revised (CRS-R) scores.

Materials and Methods
Participants
A total of 40 patients with severe brain injury (30 M/10 F,
aged 20–64 years, mean ± SD, 40.9 ± 13.9) were recruited
to this study. The inclusion criteria before the scanning
were as follows: (1) disease course \1 year; (2) no history
of psychological disorders; (3) no previous alcohol or drug
abuse; and (4) either in a vegetative state/unresponsive
wakefulness syndrome (VS/UWS) or a minimally conscious state (MCS). The clinical severity was evaluated
based on the Coma Recovery Scale-Revised [38]. To
decrease diagnostic error, each patient was evaluated by
2–3 doctors together on the day of scanning. During data
processing, 8 patients who had excessive head motion
(translation [3 mm in any of the planes or rotation [3° in
any of the x, y, and z axes) and 7 with severe brain lesions
were excluded. Thus, 19 DOC patients (8 in MCS and 11 in
VS/UWS) were included for further analyses. The detailed
clinical information of these patients are listed in Table 1.
We also recruited 19 gender- and age-matched healthy
participants (13 M/6 F, aged 20–50 years, 35.6 ± 10.0) as
controls (Table 2). None of them had a history of
neurological or psychiatric illnesses or brain injury.
Written informed consent was given by each healthy
participant and by the legal surrogate of each patient. The
protocols were approved by the Research Review Board of
The General Hospital of Guangzhou Military Command of
The PLA.
Data Acquisition
All MRI data were acquired on a 3T GE MRI scanner with
an eight-channel phased-array head coil. Two hundred and
forty resting-state functional volumes were acquired for
each participant. Resing state fMRI data were obtained
using a gradient-echo echo-planar imaging sequence with
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Table 1 Demographic and clinical characteristics of the patients with disorders of consciousness.
Patient index

Gender

Age (years)

Months post-icuts

Etiology

Diagnosis

CRS-R scores
Au/V/M/O/C/Ar

Total

P01

M

36

2

HIE

VS/UWS

1/0/0/0/0/1

2

P02

M

62

1

HIE

VS/UWS

0/0/1/0/0/2

3

P03

M

48

1

HIE

VS/UWS

0/0/1/0/0/2

3

P04

M

43

1

HIE

VS/UWS

0/0/1/1/0/2

4

P05

M

64

2

TBI

VS/UWS

0/0/1/1/0/2

4

P06

M

21

1

HIE

VS/UWS

1/0/2/1/0/1

5

P07
P08

M
M

39
39

2
1

TBI
HIE

VS/UWS
VS/UWS

0/0/2/1/0/2
0/0/2/1/0/2

5
5

P09

M

32

9

HIE

VS/UWS

1/0/1/1/0/2

5

P10

M

36

9

TBI

VS/UWS

0/0/1/2/0/2

5

P11

M

51

1

TBI

VS/UWS

1/0/2/1/0/2

6

P12

M

47

3

HIE

MCS

1/3/0/1/0/2

7

P13

M

41

3

TBI

MCS

1/1/3/0/0/2

7

P14

F

46

2

TBI

MCS

1/0/3/1/0/2

7

P15

M

41

3

HIE

MCS

2/3/2/1/0/1

9

P16

F

59

1

TBI

MCS

1/0/5/1/0/2

9

P17

F

27

1

TBI

MCS

1/0/5/1/0/2

9

P18

M

30

1

TBI

MCS

1/1/3/2/0/2

9

P19

F

20

2

TBI

MCS

2/3/3/1/0/2

11

MCS, minimally conscious state; VS/UWS, vegetative state/unresponsive wakefulness syndrome; TBI, traumatic brain injury; HIE, hypoxicischemic encephalopathy; M, male; F, female; CRS-R, Coma Recovery Scale-Revised; Au, auditory; V, visual; M, motor; O, oromotor; C,
communication; Ar, arousal.

Table 2 Demographic and
clinical characteristics of the
patients with disorders of consciousness (DOCs) and the
healthy controls (HCs).

Characteristics

DOCs

HCs

Statistics
2

P-value

Gender (male/female)

15/4

13/6

v = 0.71

0.71a

Age (years)

42.3 ± 13.0

35.6 ± 10.0

t = 1.78

0.08b
–

Months post-ictus

1.1 ± 0.3

–

–

Etiology (HIE/TBI)

9/10

–

–

–

Diagnosis (MCS,VS/UWS)

8,11

–

–

–

CRS-R scores

6.1 ± 2.5

–

–

–

HIE, hypoxic ischemic encephalopathy; TBI, traumatic brain injury; MCS, minimally conscious state; VS/
UWS, vegetative state/unresponsive wakefulness syndrome; CRS-R, Coma Recovery Scale-Revised.
a 2

v -test.

b

Two sample t-test.

the following parameters: repetition time (TR) = 2,000 ms,
echo time (TE) = 26 ms, flip angle (FA) = 90°, field of view
(FOV) = 240 9 240 mm2, data matrix = 64 9 64, voxel
size = 3.75 9 3.75 9 3.6 mm3, 36 sequential slices, and
240 volumes obtained in *8 min. In addition, highresolution structural images were acquired using a T1weighted 3D fast spoiled gradient recalled sequence (TR =
8.86 ms, TE = 3.52 ms, FA = 90°, FOV = 240 9 240 mm2,
data matrix = 256 9 256, voxel size = 0.94 9 0.94 9 1
mm3, and 176 sagittal slices).

Data Preprocessing
Functional images were preprocessed using statistical
parametric mapping (SPM12, http://www.fil.ion.ucl.ac.uk/
spm) and data preprocessing and analysis for brain imaging
(DPABI, http://rfmri.org/dpabi). First, we removed the
initial 10 volumes of functional images and then performed
slice-timing correction and motion correction. Afterwards,
the high-resolution structural and functional images were
both manually reoriented to the standard position parallel
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to the anterior commissure-posterior commissure line.
Functional images were individually co-registered with the
high-resolution structural images and then spatially normalized to the group template, which was made using
diffeomorphic anatomical registration through exponentiated Lie algebra [39]. Finally, the resulting data were
spatially smoothed with a Gaussian kernel of 4 mm fullwidth at half-maximum.

ROIs were extracted for each participant. (3) Model
specification and estimation: The fully and reciprocally
connected models, including the self-connections, between
the 5 ROIs were specified. Thus 25 = 32 free parameters
were produced and then estimated for each model. (4)
Bayesian post-hoc model selection routine: A post-hoc
model optimization routine [43] was used to determine the
model that had the best fit for each group.

Region selection

Machine-Learning Approach in Brain-Behavior
Prediction

The ROIs were determined according to the Brainnetome
atlas (http://atlas.brainnetome.org/bnatlas.html), which
divides the whole brain into 105 cortical regions and 18
subcortical regions in each hemisphere [40]. The ROIs in
our study were directly extracted and combined using these
segmentations implemented in MarsBaR (http://marsbar.
sourceforge.net). The posterior part of the cingulate cortex
(BA 23) was extracted as the ROI for the PCC. Two parts
of the basal ganglia (caudate and putamen) were combined
as the striatum. Segmentation of the thalamus and mPFC (8
individual parts for the thalamus and 2 parts for mPFC)
were separately combined into one ROI. The globus pallidus was also extracted directly from the atlas. Every ROI
was further checked visually using the Automated
Anatomical Labeling [41] and Brodmann atlases. These
regions have been previously described in other consciousness-related studies using spDCM [31, 42]. Figure 1
illustrates the distributions of these ROIs.
Spectral Dynamic Causal Modeling
Using DCM12 implemented in SPM12, we performed
spDCM analysis. The specific calculation steps were as
follows: (1) General linear model (GLM) definition: A
GLM was defined using the preprocessed images and the
confounding time-series from the white matter and cerebrospinal fluid were regressed out as nuisance variables. (2)
Time series extraction: The first eigenvectors for the 5

Fig. 1 Regions of interest
selected in the current study.Red, medial prefrontal cortex;
blue, posterior cingulate cortex;
green, striatum; yellow, globus
pallidus; purple, thalamus. L,
left hemisphere; R, right
hemisphere.
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To predict the clinical performance of the DOC patients
from their brain connectivity, we used a recently launched
machine-learning approach termed connectome-based predictive modeling [44]. The calculation included the following steps: (1) Feature selection. The correlation
between the effective connectivity and the total CRS-R
score for each patient was analyzed using Spearman’s
correlation. By taking the correlation coefficients as matrix
elements, we produced a 19-by-19 matrix, in which each
element ranged from -1 to 1. Only the significant
coefficients (P \ 0.05) were selected as features. Positive
and negative correlations were analyzed separately. All 19
patients were divided into a training set and a testing set to
perform leave-one-subject-out cross-validation. (2) Feature
summarization. The significant features (coefficients) were
simply summed for further computations. In the calculations, we separately analyzed the positive and negative EC
values. (3) Model building and evaluation. The summary
value of the features and the total CRS-R score for each
participant in the training set were built into a linear model
using the least squares method. The predicted CRS-R
scores were generated by applying this linear model to the
testing set. Finally, we evaluated the predictive performance by computing the Spearman’s correlation between
the predicted CRS-R scores and the real scores. In this way,
we produced the correlation coefficients and their P-values.
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Statistics
Comparisons of Effective Connections
Differences in EC strength between patients and controls
were determined with permutation tests. The ECs were also
compared among patients with different etiologies (HIE
and TBI) to calculate the influence of the heterogeneity. All
the parameters of intrinsic connectivity (shown as
DCM.Ep.A in Matlab files) were calculated. In addition,
the connection strengths for the corresponding winning
models within each group were analyzed using one-sample
t-tests. All the resulting P-values were corrected for a falsediscovery rate (FDR \ 0.05), and another significance
threshold, P \ 1/(number of comparisons) [42], was also
taken into consideration when analyzing the differences
between the groups. Of note, positive values of the EC
indicate excitatory influence from one region to another,
and negative values indicate inhibitory influence, whereas
self-connections of regions are assumed to be always
inhibitory [42].
Brain-Behavior Prediction
The predictive significance was assessed using permutation
testing. By preserving the connectivity matrices but
randomly reassigning the behavioral scores a thousand
times, an empirical null distribution was generated. The
resulting P-value was the proportion of sampled permutations that are greater than or equal to the real predictive
correlation.

Results
Dynamic Causal Modeling
The Bayesian optimization procedure searched all the
reduced versions of the full model for each group. The
fully-connected model was the winning one for both the
patients and controls and had a posterior probability of
almost 1 (Fig. 2A). After the optimized model was
selected, the parameter inference of connection strength
within the same group was compared using one-sample ttests. The connectivity strengths and directions between the
5 ROIs are shown in Fig. 2B. In the healthy controls, all the
self-connections within the nodes were significant and the
thalamo-globus pallidus-posterior cingulate cortex circuit
was also significantly connected. In the patient group,
however, almost all the reciprocal connections between
regions disappeared except for a driving influence from the
striatum to the globus pallidus. The self-connection within
the globus pallidus also disappeared, but the self-inhibition
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of the other 4 regions remained. The ECs were not
influenced by etiology.
Significant changes in effective connectivity strength
were found in the DOC patients compared to the controls
(Fig 3). Specifically: (1) The patients showed a significant
increase in the influence from the striatum to the globus
pallidus (P = 0.039) and also a significant decrease in the
opposite direction (P = 0.006). This went along with a
reduction in the influence from the globus pallidus to the
thalamus (P = 0.011) and an increase in the opposite
direction (P = 0.0007). (2) In the DOC patients, the PCC
negatively influenced the globus pallidus (P = 0.032) and
received a positive influence (P = 0.0006). There was also a
significant reduction in the driving influence from the
mPFC to the striatum (P = 0.021). The effective connectivity strengths and P-values for both groups are listed in
Table 3.
Brain-Behavior Prediction
The valid features used in the predictive procedures are
shown in Fig. 4. Given the 25 ECs in the optimized model
(that is, 20 inter-regional connectivities between the 5 ROIs
and 5 recurrent connectivities within the 5 ROIs) and using
a threshold of P \ 0.05, four out of 25 features (correlations) were retained. These four consisted of only one
positive feature, a significantly positive correlation
between the CRS-R scores and the mPFC-to-PCC EC (r
= 0.456, P = 0.049), and three negative features. The latter
were significantly negative correlations between the CRSR scores and self-connections within the PCC (r = – 0.566,
P = 0.012), self-connections within the GP (r = – 0.462,
P = 0.047), and the thalamus-to-PCC EC (r = – 0.512, P =
0.025). When taking the negative effective connections as
features, we found a significant correlative relationship (r =
0.55, P = 0.014) between the real CRS-R scores and the
predicted performance. The nonparametric permutation
testing showed that the statistical significance of this
performance was P = 0.018. No significant correlation was
found when taking the positive effective connections as
features (Fig. 5).

Discussion
In this work, we investigated the relationships among 5 key
regions within the anterior forebrain using spDCM. We
identified disrupted ECs in the thalamo-basal gangliaposterior cingulate cortex circuit of a group of DOC
patients compared to the healthy group. Using connectomebased predictive modeling, we found that the predicted
CRS-R scores had a significant correlation with the real
scores when negative correlation coefficients were selected
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Fig. 2 Results of DCM post-hoc selection and one-sample t-tests.
A Bayesian model optimization. The full model was optimized for
both the patients and the controls with a posterior probability of
almost one. B Results of one-sample t-tests. Red arrows, significant
positive inputs or outputs; blue arrows, significant negative values
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(P \ 0.05, FDR-corrected for multiple comparisons); and grey,
insignificant values. The digits represent the mean EC within the
group. mPFC, medial prefrontal cortex; PCC, posterior cingulate
cortex; thal, thalamus; GP, globus pallidus; stria, striatum; HC,
healthy control; DOCs, disorders of consciousness.

Fig. 3 Significant changes in
effective connections (Hz) in
the DOC patients. A Differences
between patients and controls
derived from permutation tests.
Red arrows, connections with
significant increases; blue
arrows, connections with significant decreases (P \ 0.04 =
1/25 uncorrected); asterisks,
significant results after FDR
correction (P \ 0.006). B Mean
effective connections of significantly changed pairs of regions.
PCC, posterior cingulate cortex;
mPFC, medial prefrontal cortex;
thal, thalamus; GP, globus pallidus; stria, striatum.

as features. Importantly, the PCC and the globus pallidus
appeared to play a key role in this brain-behavior
prediction.
Changes in Effective Connections within the Mesocircuit in DOC Patients
Our results indicated that, compared to controls, patients
with DOCs had disrupted connectivity between key regions
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within the anterior forebrain mesocircuit. In these patients,
the striatum first seemed to lose its inhibition of the globus
pallidus, then the globus pallidus had a decrease in selfinhibition, and finally the globus pallidus had an inhibitory
influence on the thalamus (see Figs 2 and 3). Our results
are in line with the mesocircuit hypothesis in that the
globus pallidus was released from striatal inhibition and
was overactive, resulting in excessive inhibition of the
thalamus [8]. Another DCM study [31] also reported the

P. Chen et al.: Abnormal Effective Connectivity of the Anterior Forebrain Regions in DOC
Table 3 Effective connectivity
strengths in patients and
controls

Regions of interest
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Within groups

Between groups

DOC

HC

Mean ± SD

Pvalue

Mean ± SD

- 0.55 ± 0.41*

DOC-HC
Pvalue

Mean differences

Pvalue

From mPFC to
mPFC

- 0.35 ± 0.38*

0.001

PCC
Thalamus

- 0.08 ± 0.54
0.01 ± 0.33

0.555
0.900

0.09 ± 0.27
0.12 ± 0.82

0.000

0.20

0.065

0.152
0.536

- 0.17
- 0.11

0.126
0.299

Striatum

- 0.17 ± 0.49

0.157

- 0.13 ± 0.79

0.489

0.04

0.435

Globus pallidus

- 0.09 ± 0.54

0.467

- 0.13 ± 0.67

0.399

0.04

0.424

From PCC to
mPFC
PCC

0.24 ± 0.44

0.028

- 0.54 ± 0.34*

0.000

0.02 ± 0.29
- 0.53 ± 0.28*

0.753

0.22

0.041

0.000

- 0.01

0.450

Thalamus

- 0.06 ± 0.19

0.225

0.10 ± 0.65

0.503

- 0.16

0.165

Striatum

- 0.10 ± 0.41

0.324

- 0.21 ± 0.54

0.101

0.12

0.228

0.22 ± 0.68

0.180

- 0.57 ± 0.61*

0.001

0.79#

0.001

Globus pallidus
From thalamus to
mPFC

- 0.03 ± 0.34

0.686

0.01 ± 0.07

0.597

- 0.04

0.324

PCC

- 0.02 ± 0.45

0.877

0.00 ± 0.11

0.909

- 0.01

0.455

Thalamus

- 0.50 ± 0.26*

Striatum
Globus pallidus
From striatum to

0.000

- 0.45 ± 0.25*

0.000

- 0.05

0.277

0.08 ± 0.64

0.599

- 0.03 ± 0.45

0.794

0.11

0.279

- 0.17 ± 0.70

0.317

0.26 ± 0.32

0.002

- 0.43

0.011

mPFC

- 0.10 ± 0.30

0.164

0.06 ± 0.15

0.091

- 0.16

0.020

PCC

- 0.03 ± 0.28

0.612

0.01 ± 0.14

0.873

- 0.04

0.305

0.04 ± 0.43

0.652

- 0.13 ± 0.26

0.037

0.17

0.064

- 0.46 ± 0.32*

0.06

0.304

Thalamus
Striatum

- 0.40 ± 0.39*

0.000

Globus pallidus

- 0.23 ± 0.60

0.113

0.25 ± 0.54

0.000
0.054

- 0.48#

0.006

From globus pallidus to
mPFC
PCC
Thalamus
Striatum
Globus pallidus

0.03 ± 0.30

0.623

0.02 ± 0.18

0.691

0.02

0.418

- 0.12 ± 0.33

0.131

0.04 ± 0.17

0.310

- 0.16

0.032

0.06 ± 0.28

0.389

- 0.28 ± 0.33

0.002

0.31 ± 0.32*
- 0.22 ± 0.25

0.001
0.001

0.11 ± 0.37
- 0.40 ± 0.39*

0.34#

0.001

0.201

0.20

0.039

0.000

0.18

0.042

*Significant effective connectivity at the group level (P \ 0.05, FDR-corrected); #significant differences
between groups (P \ 0.05, FDR-corrected); significant differences (P \ 0.04, uncorrected) between groups
are shown in bold. PCC, posterior cingulate cortex; mPFC, medial prefrontal cortex

loss of striatal output to the globus pallidus in healthy
individuals under propofol-induced sedation, and this
influence returned after the recovery of consciousness,
suggesting that the striatopallidal inhibition is modulated
by the level of consciousness. We found a significantly
decreased and negative influence from the globus pallidus
to the thalamus in the DOC patients. Several current
models suggest that striatal projection neurons modulate
the inhibitory pallido-thalamic connectivity [8, 45, 46] in
both direct and indirect pathways [47–49]. These existing
models have been proposed to be linked to basic motor

functions essential for survival [50], an aspect which might
explain the impaired motor function of DOC patients.
Differences in the Connectivity between the Basal
Ganglia and the Cortex between the Two Groups
In addition to the disrupted subcortico-subcortical connections (the striato-pallido-thalamic loop) in the DOC
patients, two significantly changed subcortico-cortical
pathways were found between the basal ganglia and
cortical regions. First, we detected a significantly decreased
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to influence information processing [54], sensorimotor
functions [55], self-related social cognition [56, 57], and
decreased dopamine [58, 59]. Second, we found a significant difference between the two groups in the connection
between the globus pallidus and the PCC. Our results agree
with previous findings implying that pallido-cortical connectivity [31] is modulated by the level of consciousness.
Significant differences in the mPFC-striatum-globus pallidus loop between groups are also in line with a previous
study [5], implying that the basal ganglia might regulate
consciousness and cortical activation via the corticostriato-pallidal loop. Taking these studies together, we
can reasonably infer that the basal ganglia-cortical loop is a
prominent neural circuit in regulating consciousness.
Animal models have shown that the basal ganglia are
critical for motion with its direct and indirect neural
circuits [29, 30]. This evidence may explain the movement
disorders in DOC patients.
Impaired Thalamic and Extrathalamic Circuits
in Disorders of Consciousness

Fig. 4 Significant Spearman’s correlation between the CRS-R scores
and the effective connections (EC) in the DOC patients. Scatter plots
showing the linear fits between ECs and CRS-R scores. Each dot
represents a patient. Each colored line represents the fitted line in each
correlation. The grey shaded areas show the 95% confidence interval
(P \ 0.05). mPFC, medial prefrontal cortex; PCC, posterior cingulate
cortex; thal, thalamus; GP, globus pallidus.

and negative influence from the mPFC to the striatum in
the DOC patients. Previous studies [42, 51–53] have
suggested that, as an important part of the DMN, the mPFC
is engaged in modulating consciousness levels. In addition,
the striatum receives frontal influence from the mPFC
through different types of connectivity, which are proposed
Fig. 5 Spearman’s correlation
between real and predicted
CRS-R scores using machine
learning. A Features selected
only from negative effective
connections. B Features selected
only from positive effective
connections. Each dot represents a patient (*P \ 0.05).
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In contrast to the widespread deafferentation across the
thalamo-cortical system that is hypothesized in the mesocircuit theory [8], we did not find a significant difference in
thalamo-cortical connectivity between the patients and the
controls. A growing body of literature has suggested that
the direct connectivity of the thalamo-cortical loop may be
less involved in loss of consciousness [7, 31, 60, 61] and
that thalamic input may be neither necessary nor sufficient
to produce wakefulness [21]. Our results might support
those studies indicating that thalamo-cortical deafferentation is mainly associated with higher cognitive functions
and motor responsiveness [8], whereas the basal gangliacortical loop seems to play a more important role in
regulating consciousness [5, 21, 25]. Although no significant difference was detected in thalamo-cortical connectivity, the thalamo-globus pallidus-posterior cingulate
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cortex loop was found to differ between the two groups.
Our results support the view that, at least in DOCs,
different aspects of consciousness can be mediated by both
thalamic and extrathalamic circuits including the basal
ganglia-cortical circuit [25].
Negative Correlations Predicted CRS-R Scores
From the machine-learning analysis based on the correlative relationship between the patients’ ECs and their
clinical assessments, we found that negative correlations
predicted the patients’ CRS-R scores (Fig. 5A). Three
significant features played a joint role in this prediction
(Fig. 4). First, as the level of consciousness decreased, selfconnection within the PCC approached zero. This suggests
that self-inhibition of the PCC is related to consciousness
levels. A close relationship between the activity of the PCC
and the levels of DOCs has consistently been found across
different kinds of imaging studies [1, 3, 62, 63]. Similarly,
PCC activity is an important index for distinguishing
different types of DOC, such as between MCS and VS/
UWS [3]. Second, patients with higher CRS-R scores also
had increased self-inhibition in the globus pallidus. This
seems to support the mesocircuit hypothesis [8] by
implying that dynamic changes in the globus pallidus
occur during recovery from DOCs. Third, the EC from the
thalamus to the PCC was negatively correlated with the
CRS-R scores. Previous evidence [35, 64] has shown that
functional connectivity between the thalamus and the PCC
is associated with the degree of impaired consciousness.
Our findings indicate that the EC might be a useful marker
of a patient’s state of impairment.
Although the positive feature made a non-significant
prediction of the CRS-R scores, a significant correlation
was detected before the prediction step. We found a
positive correlation between the CRS-R scores and the EC
from the mPFC to the PCC. A previous study [65] has
implied that functional coupling within the midline DMN
may be useful for detecting different levels of DOCs. The
DMN also has particularly interesting implications for
consciousness-level studies ranging from pathological
alterations of consciousness [1–3, 32, 33, 63, 66] to
sleep-wake cycles [60, 67, 68] and pharmacological
changes (e.g., anesthesia) [69–71]. Our results support a
previous study [65] that suggested that the decoupling of
these two spontaneous, synchronized regions of the DMN
could account for the varied states of consciousness.
Notably, this positive feature (correlation) failed to build a
significant model for the DOC patients in the subsequent
prediction step. This supports previous studies [65, 72]
showing that patients with extreme consciousness disruption can maintain a preserved DMN network. More
interestingly, none of the four effective connections with
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a significant correlation with the CRS-R scores of the DOC
patients showed any group difference from the healthy
controls. Our results imply that the EC-based predictive
model is able to predict patient outcome. However, the
changes within the midline DMN, the self-inhibition of the
globus pallidus, and the thalamo-PCC connectivity may not
be a definite diagnostic biomarker for DOC patients.
Limitations
A number of limitations should be considered when
interpreting our results. First, although we recruited 40
patients, we discarded more than half based on relatively
strict procedures of quality control. A larger cohort is
needed to validate our results, especially the cross-validation results. Second, previous studies [73–75] have shown
that specific losses of neurons in the thalamus are
associated with different kinds of disease (e.g. the central
thalamus with DOCs [76]). In our study, to fully utilize this
region, the entire thalamus was extracted; therefore, further
studies are needed to correlate different parts of the
thalamus with brain or behavioral functions. Third, because
our signals were acquired from fMRI rather than neuronlevel experiments, our interpretation of the results must be
limited to the meso-system level. Particularly importantly,
the positive or negative signs of the ECs should be kept in
mind when explaining our findings. We may not conclude
that the EC is an inhibitory or an excitatory signal in the
biological sense. Last, we performed an FDR correction to
correct for multiple comparisons, and we also expected \1
false-positive at P \1/25 uncorrected for the betweengroup differences, which accordingly increased the probability of type-I (false-positive) errors. In this way, we
were able to investigate more specific influences between
each pair of regions. Importantly, our main findings among
the thalamus, the basal ganglia, and the PCC persisted after
correction. Further studies with a finer-grained hypothesis
for every brain region, unlike this one that used the fullyconnected model in an exploratory manner, could reduce
the number of connections in the model and the falsepositive error rate.

Conclusion
In the current study, we investigated the effective connectivity between the anterior forebrain regions in DOC
patients and matched controls. Our findings were primarily
in line with the mesocircuit hypothesis, showing a dysfunctional thalamo-basal ganglia-cortical connection loop
in the DOC patients. Self-connections within the PCC and
the globus pallidus seemed to be less variable in the DOC
patients and were highly effective when used to predict the
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patients’ clinical scores. The current findings suggest that
the effective couplings among anterior forebrain regions
have potential value for the clinical assessment of DOCs.
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Abstract Spinal cord stimulation (SCS) is a promising
technique for treating disorders of consciousness (DOCs).
However, differences in the spatio-temporal responsiveness
of the brain under varied SCS parameters remain unclear. In
this pilot study, functional near-infrared spectroscopy was
used to measure the hemodynamic responses of 10 DOC
patients to different SCS frequencies (5 Hz, 10 Hz, 50 Hz, 70
Hz, and 100 Hz). In the prefrontal cortex, a key area in
consciousness circuits, we found significantly increased
hemodynamic responses at 70 Hz and 100 Hz, and significantly different hemodynamic responses between 50 Hz and
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70 Hz/100 Hz. In addition, the functional connectivity
between prefrontal and occipital areas was significantly
improved with SCS at 70 Hz. These results demonstrated that
SCS modulates the hemodynamic responses and long-range
connectivity in a frequency-specific manner (with 70 Hz
apparently better), perhaps by improving the cerebral blood
volume and information transmission through the reticular
formation-thalamus-cortex pathway.
Keywords Disorder of consciousness  Spinal cord stimulation  Frequency  Functional near-infrared spectroscopy  Hemodynamic response

Introduction
Advances in healthcare for brain injury have significantly
increased the number of patients with chronic disorders of
consciousness (DOCs) who survive brain injury [1]. However, there is no evidence-based treatment for DOC patients.
The management of chronic DOCs is still challenging both
for neuroscience and for clinical medicine [2].
Spinal cord stimulation (SCS) is a promising neuromodulation technique for the treatment of DOC patients. In SCS,
electrodes implanted into the epidural space at C2–C4
deliver electrical impulses to stimulate the ascending
reticular activating system and regulate the awareness circuit
[3]. According to the literature, hypometabolism and
impaired widespread network connectivity occur in brain
circuits that are the neuronal substrates of consciousness in
DOC patients [4–6]. It is well-established that the recovery
of consciousness in DOC patients is correlated with the
restoration of metabolism and the improvement of functional
connectivity in the awareness circuits [4–6]. SCS has shown
benefits in improving the cerebral blood perfusion and
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promoting the cortical neuroplasticity [2, 7] of DOC patients,
with better effects in clinical improvement than traditional
pharmacological and non-pharmacological treatments
[8–10], especially for minimally conscious state (MCS)
patients [11, 12]. For instance, Yamamoto et al. reported that
SCS increases the cerebral blood flow in MCS patients by
22.2% during the SCS period compared to baseline [11].
The parameters of SCS are programmable, such as
frequency, amplitude, and pulse width [3]. The effects of
SCS are markedly affected by these parameters. For
example, frequency, which is a most important determinant
of SCS, influences how often a neuron fires in response to an
external stimulus [13]. Different frequencies of SCS therapy
might have different neurochemical effects [13]. Therefore,
the design of the frequency parameter is, theoretically, a key
step in SCS treatment. However, in practice, the SCS
frequency used in the clinical environment is determined
primarily based on the subjective experience of clinicians
and behavioral assessment scales [6, 14]. So far, studies
concerning the effects of SCS frequency on DOCs are
fragmented and limited. Among these limited studies, the
frequency varies from 5 to 200 Hz, among which some
frequencies such as 70 Hz [10] and 100 Hz [15] have been
found to improve the cerebral blood perfusion and produce
acceptable behavioral enhancement in DOC patients after
long-term clinical observation [2]. However, the differences
in the spatio-temporal responsiveness at different SCS
frequencies remain unknown, and it is unclear whether a
frequency-specific effect exists. Therefore, there is a critical
need to explore a rapid, quantitative method of evaluating
differences in the spatio-temporal responsiveness of the
brain at different SCS frequencies.
We have been investigating the influences of different
SCS frequencies on the brain of DOC patients since the last
two years, in order to clarify these issues. According to our
previous EEG study, significantly altered relative power
and synchronization in the frontal cortex of MCS patients
occur after 5 Hz, 70 Hz, or 100 Hz SCS [16]. However,
owing to the interference of the electrical impulses of SCS
with the EEG, the data were recorded before and immediately after the SCS procedure rather than during the SCS.
Therefore, the real-time spatio-temporal responsiveness of
the brain at different SCS frequencies remained uncertain.
Functional near-infrared spectroscopy (fNIRS) [17–19] is a
non-invasive, portable technology that is not subject to
interference from electrical stimulation [18], and can be
used for longitudinal monitoring, making it uniquely suited
for investigating the real-time spatio-temporal responsiveness of brain activity in DOC patients during the SCS
procedure. The feasibility of fNIRS-SCS measurement for
DOC patients was demonstrated in our previous study [14].
In that study, we investigated the effects of the interval
parameter of SCS and found that a shorter interval was
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better for improving the cerebral blood volume during the
SCS procedure.
Therefore, in this pilot study, we used a portable fNIRS
system to measure the real-time hemodynamic responses over
the prefrontal and occipital areas during the SCS procedure
and investigated the effects of SCS at different frequencies on
the spatio-temporal responsiveness of DOC patients.

Materials and Methods
Participants
Ten DOC patients (5 males and 5 females, aged 17–64
years) were recruited from the Department of Neurosurgery, People’s Liberation Army General Hospital,
Beijing, China. Each patient was implanted with an SCS
device about 1 month before the study and was in a
stable clinical state. An SCS electrode (3587A, Medtronic
Inc., Minneapolis, MN) was implanted into the epidural
space of the cervical vertebrae at the C2–C4 levels (Fig. 1).
The corresponding implantable pulse generator was
arranged subcutaneously on the collarbone. An SCS
titration phase began 30 days after implantation. The
clinical features of the DOC patients are listed in Table 1.
The JFK Coma Recovery Scale was used to assess the state
of consciousness of each DOC patient before SCS surgery
[20]. Written informed consent was given by the patient’s
caregivers. This study was approved by the Ethics Committee of the PLA Army General Hospital.
Study Design
The experimental paradigm was block-designed (Fig. 2A).
The stimulation parameters for SCS were configured by a
wireless controller. Specifically, the SCS parameters were
as follows: frequency 5 Hz, 10 Hz, 50 Hz, 70 Hz, and 100
Hz; pulse width 210 ls; duration 30 s, and washout period
3 min, based on our previous study [14]. Because the
neuronal and physiological sensitivity differed greatly
among patients, we used different stimulation intensities
(ranging from 1.0 V to 5.0 V, without reaching the motor
threshold) for different DOC patients, individually determined by an experienced clinician. Each patient received
five different frequencies at a fixed stimulation intensity.
Each session of SCS consisted of four blocks. To control
the overall duration of the experiment and to avoid the
influence of the previous session to the next session, each
patient was given a 10-min rest after each session. The five
frequencies were presented in a pseudo-random order.
Each DOC patient received SCS on three different days
with different sequences of frequencies.
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Fig. 1 X-ray images illustrating the location of implanted
SCS devices. A An SCS electrode implanted in the epidural
space at C2–C4. B An
implantable impulse generator
arranged subcutaneously on the
collarbone.

Table 1 Clinical features of patients with disorders of consciousness.
No.

Diagnosis

Gender

Age (years)

Duration of DOC (months)

Etiology

CRS-R

Patient 1

VS

M

17

4

Head trauma

6

Patient 2
Patient 3

VS
VS

F
M

17
18

11
8

Head trauma
Anoxic

7
6

Patient 4

MCS

F

29

28

Anoxic

9

Patient 5

VS

F

36

5

Anoxic

6

Patient 6

MCS

F

41

3

Anoxic

8

Patient 7

VS

M

42

6

Stroke

7

Patient 8

VS

M

53

12

Cerebral trauma

6

Patient 9

VS

M

54

11

Cerebral hemorrhage

8

Patient 10

VS

F

64

24

Cerebral hemorrhage

7

VS vegetative state; MCS minimally conscious state; CRS-R coma recovery scale-revised.

fNIRS Recording
The hemodynamic responses of the DOC patients were
recorded using a custom-designed portable fNIRS system
[21]. Two pads covered with optodes were placed on the
scalp above the prefrontal and occipital areas. Each pad
consisted of two sources and two detectors, yielding 4 optical
channels (Fig. 2B). The distance between the source and
detector pairs was 3 cm, and each pad covered an area of *
3 9 3 cm2. The sampling rate of the fNIRS was 100 Hz.
Data Analysis
Data were processed using the MatLab 2013a platform
(MathWorks Inc., Natick, MA). First, the relative concentration changes of oxygenated, deoxygenated, and total
(HbT) hemoglobin were calculated based on the modified
Beer-Lambert Law [22, 23]. Since the HbT concentration
is proportional to changes in regional cerebral blood
volume [24, 25], we specified the hemodynamic responses
mainly on the basis of the HbT concentration. Second, the
hemodynamic data were low-pass filtered at 0.3 Hz to
remove task-unrelated noise. Then the data were segmented into several epochs, starting 30 s before the SCS

onset and ending 90 s after the stimulation, and epochs
with large artifacts were rejected. After baseline correction
(calculated from the 30-s epoch before SCS onset), the
block-averaged hemodynamic responses were calculated.
Next, the block-averaged hemodynamic responses were
averaged across the channels over the prefrontal and
occipital areas, separately. Finally, the group-averaged
hemodynamic responses were calculated.
The functional connectivity was evaluated by calculating
the correlation values of the time courses of the hemodynamic responses between the prefrontal and occipital areas
for the five frequencies. First, the whole time courses of the
hemodynamic responses were averaged across the four
channels over the prefrontal and occipital areas, separately.
Then, the time courses of the 80 s before the SCS onset were
extracted as segmentations for further calculation. Next, the
correlation values of the segmentations between the prefrontal and occipital areas were calculated. The first correlation value indicated the functional connectivity before the
SCS procedure, whereas the averaged correlations for the
remaining segmentations presented the functional connectivity after the SCS procedure.
All data are presented as mean ± standard error unless
otherwise stated. The t-test and one-way analysis of
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Fig. 2 The experimental configuration. A Experimental
paradigm for SCS. B Arrangement of probes over the prefrontal and occipital areas.
C Photograph of the experimental setup.

variance (ANOVA) were used to characterize the differences between different conditions. For post hoc analysis,
the least-significant difference (LSD) algorithm was used.
Differences were accepted as significant when P \ 0.05.

Results
During the baseline (pre-SCS) period, the HbT concentrations over the prefrontal and occipital areas at all five
frequencies were relatively stable (Fig. 3). At SCS onset,
the HbT concentrations over the prefrontal and occipital
areas at different frequencies changed in different ways.
Specifically, at the prefrontal area, the HbT concentration
was significantly higher during the on-SCS period of the 70
Hz SCS at the group level in terms of positive peak (P =
0.026) and mean (P = 0.039) values. However, there were
no significant changes during the on-SCS period at the
other SCS frequencies. After the SCS was turned off (postSCS), the mean HbT concentration at 100 Hz was
significantly different from baseline at the group level
(P = 0.031). As for the occipital area, there were no
significant changes at any frequencies at the group level.
To further explore the differences between the SCSevoked hemodynamic fluctuations at the different frequencies, the peak and mean values of the hemodynamic
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responses during the on-SCS period were compared among
the five frequencies using one-way ANOVA (Fig. 4). In the
prefrontal area, although the peak (F(4,45) = 1.904, P =
0.126) and the mean (F(4,45) = 1.769, P = 0.152) values did
not significantly differ among the five frequencies, the values
at 70 Hz were significantly higher than those at 50 Hz (peak
value: P = 0.014, LSD corrected; mean value: P = 0.028,
LSD corrected). In the occipital area, there were no
significant differences in either the peak or the mean values
between any frequencies at the group level.
In addition, the mean HbT values during the post-SCS
period showed a trend of significant difference among the
five frequencies (F(4,45) = 2.228, P = 0.081) in the
prefrontal area. Specifically, there were significant differences between 50 Hz and 70 Hz (P = 0.039, LSD
corrected), and between 50 Hz and 100 Hz (P = 0.015, LSD
corrected). This finding was consistent with that during the
on-SCS period. As for the occipital cortex, there were no
significant differences between any pair-wise conditions.
We further analyzed the short-term dynamic changes of
the hemodynamic responses to stimulation at different
frequencies, specifically by comparing the mean values of
HbT concentrations in the pre-SCS, on-SCS, and post-SCS
periods using one-way ANOVA (Fig. 5). At the prefrontal
cortex, although there was no significant difference among
the three periods with 70-Hz SCS (F(2,27) = 1.855, P =
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Fig. 3 Group-averaged hemodynamic responses of DOC patients
during the SCS procedure in the prefrontal and occipital areas. The
SCS duration is indicated by the space between the two vertical gray
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lines. The shadowed areas indicate the standard errors of the mean
values across all patients.

Fig. 4 Peak and mean values of
the HbT concentrations among
the five SCS frequencies during
the on-SCS period. Error bars
indicate the standard errors of
the mean (*P \ 0.05).
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0.176), the difference between the on-SCS and pre-SCS
periods still trended toward significant (P = 0.076, LSD
corrected). Similarly, at 100 Hz SCS, the difference
between the post-SCS and pre-SCS periods trended toward
significance (P = 0.081, LSD corrected). At the other
frequencies, pair-wise comparisons did not show any
significant differences among the three periods.
To further explore the effects of SCS on the functional
integrity of the brain, we calculated the functional connectivity using ROI-based correlation analysis between the
prefrontal and occipital areas. At 5, 10, 50, and 70 Hz,
there were clear increases in functional connectivity after
the SCS procedure compared to the period before SCS
onset, but the increase was statistically significant only at
70 Hz (P = 0.01) (Fig. 6). At the individual level, 70-Hz
SCS induced functional connectivity improvement in 80%
(8/10) of the DOC patients. By combining the hemodynamic responses and the functional connectivity, 50% (4/8)
of those with improved functional connectivity after 70-Hz
SCS also showed the largest increases of the hemodynamic
response with 70-Hz SCS.

Discussion
The effective utility of SCS in the treatment for DOC
patients necessitates an understanding of the effects of
different SCS parameters on the brain. In this pilot study,
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we used fNIRS to measure the hemodynamic changes in
real time over the prefrontal and occipital areas of DOC
patients during the SCS procedure. The differences in
cerebral hemodynamic responses and functional connectivity were evaluated to investigate the effects of SCS at
different frequencies in DOC patients.
Effects of Different SCS Frequencies on Hemodynamic Responses
The distributions of the SCS-evoked hemodynamic
responses of the five frequencies (5 Hz, 10 Hz, 50 Hz, 70
Hz, and 100 Hz) were clearly distinct, implying that the
SCS frequency modulates the spatio-temporal responsiveness of brain activity in DOC patients. Specifically, at 70
Hz, we found significant increases in the peak values, as
well as the mean values, of the HbT concentration in the
prefrontal cortex during the SCS procedure. Significant
increases in the mean values of the hemodynamic
responses were also found in the post-SCS period at 100
Hz. This implies that SCS at 70 Hz and 100 Hz improves
the cerebral blood volume and metabolism in DOC
patients, and the SCS-evoked cerebral blood volume
changes occur earlier at 70 Hz than at 100 Hz. Interestingly, both the mean and the peak values of the SCSevoked hemodynamic responses during 50-Hz stimulation
in the prefrontal cortex were significantly (trended toward
significantly) different from those at 70 Hz (100 Hz),

Fig. 5 Mean HbT concentrations at the five different SCS frequencies in the pre-, on-, and post-SCS periods. Error bars indicate the standard
errors of the mean (*P \ 0.05).
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Fig. 6 Effects of SCS on the
functional integrity of the brain.
A Group-level results of functional connectivity between the
prefrontal and occipital areas for
the five frequencies in the period before and after the SCS
procedure. Red lines indicate
positive, and blue lines negative
correlation values. B Grouplevel functional connectivity
between the periods before and
after the SCS procedure for the
five frequencies. White and
black bars represent the means
of the functional connectivity
coefficients before and after the
SCS procedure, respectively.
Error bars indicate the standard
error of the mean (*P \ 0.05).

implying that the underlying effects of 50-Hz SCS might
differ from those at 70 Hz and 100 Hz.
Above all, these findings showed that SCS modulates
the hemodynamic responses of DOC patients in a frequency-specific manner. We suggest that the frequencyspecific effects of SCS might be due to the different
neurochemical effects induced by SCS. For example, as
reported by Miller et al., when applying SCS through
implants in the dorsal spinal cord for the management of
neuropathic pain, the stimulation frequency is a key
determinant for activating different neurochemical mechanisms. Specifically, low frequencies (2 Hz–10 Hz)
activate l-opioid receptor pathways, whereas high frequencies (* 100 Hz) activate endogenous d-opioid
receptor pathways. Frequencies * 50 Hz activate dorsal
horn GABAergic neurons [26]. However, because of the
different target areas in which the stimulator was implanted
and the different pathological mechanisms underlying
neuropathic pain and DOCs, whether such neurochemical
effects of SCS on neuropathic pain also work on DOCs
remains unknown and needs to be further explored.
Effects of Different SCS Frequencies on Functional
Connectivity
It has been reported that DOCs might not only be
associated with hypometabolism in widespread networks,
but also with significantly decreased functional

connectivity in the whole brain, especially long-distance
functional connectivity [5, 27–29]. Interestingly, a study
on DOC patients who regained consciousness showed
functional restoration of metabolism and increased functional connectivity between the prefrontal cortex, thalamus, and other brain areas, and provided an important
causal link between the functional integrity of the brain
and consciousness [4, 29–32]. In our study, one kind of
long-distance connectivity – functional connectivity
between the prefrontal and occipital areas – significantly
increased during 70-Hz SCS at the group level. At the
individual level, 70-Hz SCS improved the functional
connectivity for 80% (8/10) of DOC patients. Among
them, 50% (4/8) also showed the largest increases of the
hemodynamic response with 70-Hz SCS. These findings
provide insights that SCS not only modulates the cerebral
blood volume of DOC patients in a frequency-specific
manner, but also improves the between-network connectivity (at least that between the prefrontal and occipital
areas) at a specific frequency.
Possible Mechanism Underlying SCS for the Treatment of DOC Patients
According to the mesocircuit model, in severe brain
injuries, broad deafferentation and disconnection in the
cortico-striatopallidal-thalamocortical loop results in a
significant loss of input to the medium spiny neurons of
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the striatum, preventing these neurons from reaching their
firing threshold [6]. Based on our findings, we suggest that
a possible mechanism underlying SCS can be (at least
partially) explained as follows: electrical modulation by
SCS stimulates the ascending reticular formation-thalamuscortex pathway along with effects associated with improvements in cerebral blood volume and long-range functional
connectivity of the brain circuits crucial for maintaining
consciousness in the ‘‘mesocircuit’’ model [6, 33]. The
frequency-specific effects of SCS, especially the significant
improvement of cerebral blood volume and long-distance
functional connectivity at 70 Hz, also explain the possible
mechanism underlying good behavioral enhancement in
DOC patients by 70-Hz SCS [2, 10].
In addition, a significantly increased hemodynamic
response in the prefrontal cortex and significantly improved
prefrontal-occipital connectivity in DOC patients, indicate
that the prefrontal cortex plays an important role in the
effects of SCS on the cerebral cortex. Actually, it is wellestablished that the prefrontal cortex is one of the most
important components underlying awareness [4, 6, 33]. First,
studies in normal individuals examining conscious and nonconscious processing conditions have reported that prefrontal and parietal networks are associated with conscious
access [34]. Second, transcranial magnetic stimulation over
the prefrontal cortex can interrupt conscious perception and
even disrupt conscious vision in normal individuals, also
providing evidence that the prefrontal network plays a causal
role in conscious perception [19, 35]. Third, in pathological
brain states, positron emission tomography studies have
found hypometabolism and dysfunctional damage in the
thalamus, prefrontal cortex, and frontoparietal association
areas in DOC patients [27, 30, 36]. In the ‘‘mesocircuit’’
model, the frontal/prefrontal cortico-striatopallidal-thalamocortical loop system has been proposed to be crucial for
maintaining consciousness [33]. In the current study, the
70-Hz SCS-evoked hemodynamic responses in the prefrontal cortex were similar to those in typical tasks (such as
working memory [37] and attention [38]). Moreover, based
on a previous EEG study by our group, 70-Hz SCS
significantly alters the relative power and synchrony of the
delta and gamma bands in the frontal area rather than other
areas [16]. Therefore, we infer that the findings on the
prefrontal cortex in this study may show its functional
significance in the recovery of consciousness in DOC
patients.

Limitations of the Current Study
Given that SCS is a newly-emerging neuromodulation
technique for the treatment of DOC patients, the limited
sample size and the wide patient-selection criteria are the
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main limitations of this pilot study. We hope that, with the
development of neuromodulation techniques and the accumulation of patients among multiple centers, the current
results will be confirmed and the specific effects of SCS
parameters for DOC patients will be fully investigated. In
addition, there is still a lack of long-term monitoring during
routine SCS treatment or long-term clinical follow-up.
Therefore, further investigation is needed on the relationship between the clinical effects and the frequency-specific
effects on hemodynamic responses and functional connectivity. As the first study to investigate the hemodynamic
and functional connectivity effects of SCS on the brains of
DOC patients, it is clear that our current results are just the
tip of the iceberg. We hope that our findings with
significant frequency-specific effects provide some useful
information for clinicians to design reasonable and effective SCS programming parameters for DOC patients. And
since fNIRS is cost-effective, portable, and ecological and
can be used for longitudinal monitoring, we hope it can be
used to obtain new insights into brain function in this
challenging patient population.
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Abstract In this study, we aimed to (1) identify white
matter (WM) deficits underlying the consciousness level in
patients with disorders of consciousness (DOCs) using
diffusion tensor imaging (DTI), and (2) evaluate the
relationship between DTI metrics and clinical measures
of the consciousness level in DOC patients. With a cohort
of 8 comatose, 8 unresponsive wakefulness syndrome/
vegetative state, and 14 minimally conscious state patients
and 25 patient controls, we performed group comparisons
of the DTI metrics in 48 core WM regions of interest
(ROIs), and examined the clinical relevance using correlation analysis. We identified multiple abnormal WM ROIs
in DOC patients compared with normal controls, and the
DTI metrics in these ROIs were significantly correlated
with clinical measures of the consciousness level. Therefore, our findings suggested that multiple WM tracts are
involved in the impaired consciousness levels in DOC
Xuehai Wu and Jiaying Zhang have contributed equally to this work.

patients and demonstrated the clinical relevance of DTI for
DOC patients.
Keywords Disorder of consciousness  White matter 
Diffusion tensor imaging  Brain injury

Introduction
With the great advances in intensive care, more and more
patients survive after severe brain injuries such as traumatic brain injury (TBI), spontaneous intracerebral hemorrhage, and ischemic-hypoxic injury. This has resulted in
a large population of patients with disorders of consciousness (DOCs) who exhibit varied levels of consciousness
[from low to high: coma (COMA), unresponsive wakefulness syndrome/vegetative state (UWS/VS), and minimally
conscious state (MCS)]. This DOC population provides a
natural model in which to study the basic question of what
structural neural substrates support the maintenance of a
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normal level of consciousness. Recent exciting advances in
neuroimaging techniques allow us to tackle this question.
Neuroimaging findings have consistently revolutionized
our understanding of consciousness [1], and have shown
the value of neuroimaging biomarkers for aiding clinical
diagnosis [2].
The altered consciousness level in DOC patients is
associated with disruption of the functional connections in
the brain. Several functional MRI studies have revealed
that the level of consciousness in DOC patients is
associated with deficiencies in the functional connectivity
between the default mode network (DMN) and the
thalamus [3–5]. Whole-brain functional graph-theoretical
network analysis has identified abnormal connectivity
patterns in DOC patients [6], and the strength of functional
connectivity can predict the consciousness level and
recovery outcome of DOC patients [7]. Together, all this
evidence suggests that consciousness in humans is an
outcome of functional integration across the brain rather
than local functional activity.
As WM is the structural basis of the functional
connections in the brain, impairments of WM in DOC
patients might provide valuable insights into the structure
of WM substrates that support the maintenance of consciousness. Clinically, diffuse axonal injury patients with
DOCs are often found to have WM damage that is
detectable by computed tomography/MRI. Diffusion tensor
imaging (DTI) is a quantitative MRI technique that has
been widely used in clinical WM studies [8]. A case study
of one MCS patient using DTI found an increase of WM
anisotropy, which was associated with the recovery of
expressive language [9]. Several cross-sectional DTI
studies have shown that fiber tracts connecting the
thalamus and DMN regions are associated with the
consciousness levels in DOC patients [10–13]. But there
has still not been a whole-brain search for WM substrates
underlying the reduced consciousness levels in DOC
patients. Moreover, these studies also had limitations such
as (1) recruiting only a small number of individuals
(making it difficult to interpret the clinical relevance of
their findings) or a relatively large sample but from
different scanning centers (introducing the new confounding factor of scanning center); (2) mainly covering part of
the spectrum of the consciousness level in DOC patients,
including UWS/VS and MCS patients but not COMA
patients; (3) the absence of lesion patients with full
consciousness; and (4) a focus on a limited number of
pre-defined WM tracts/ ROIs or the WM as a whole.
Therefore, we aimed to (1) identify the impaired WM
regions associated with the impaired consciousness level in
DOC patients using DTI, and (2) explore the clinical
relevance of DTI in DOC patients. Given previous findings,
we hypothesized that distributed WM injuries, rather than a
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local WM injury, contribute to the abnormal levels of
consciousness in these patients. To test this hypothesis, an
atlas-based whole-brain search for abnormal WM regions
using DTI was applied to a large cohort of 30 DOC
patients, covering the entire spectrum of consciousness
levels (COMA, UWS/VS, and MCS) as well as 25 patient
controls (PCs) from a single center. We then evaluated the
relationship between DTI metrics and clinical measures of
the consciousness levels in DOC patients.

Materials and Methods
Participants
Ninety-one patients with acquired brain injuries in the
Huashan Hospital of Fudan University in Shanghai participated in our study. Their etiology was either TBI (77
patients) or non-TBI (spontaneous intracerebral hemorrhage or ischemic-hypoxic injury; 14 patients). All patients
had an MRI scan during the sub-acute or chronic stage, and
they were followed up either in the rehabilitation hospital
or at re-admission for a ventricular peritoneal shunt with
hydrocephalus and/or cranioplasty. Informed consent was
given by each patient or his/her family. Ethical approval
for this study was granted by the Ethics Committee of
Huashan Hospital.
The patients were clinically diagnosed as COMA, UWS/
VS, MCS, or PC on the day of their MRI scan. The COMA
patients were characterized by the absence of arousal
responses and awareness [14]. The UWS/VS patients were
in a state of arousal, including a sleep/wake cycle, but were
unaware of themselves or their global environment [15].
The MCS patients retained a low level of consciousness but
exhibited inconsistent and non-reflexive behavior [16]. The
PCs were characterized by (1) a conscious state and
communicability; (2) a brain injury confirmed by MRI and
computed tomography scans; and (3) the absence of
locked-in syndrome. The consciousness level of each
patient was quantified using two standardized scales: the
Glasgow Coma Scale (GCS) [17] and the Coma Recovery
Scale-Revised (CRS-R) [18].
After manually checking the quality of the widely-used
DTI metric—fractional anisotropy (FA) images after
normalization (exclusion examples are shown in Fig. S1)
from 55 patients (8 COMA, 8 UWS/VS, 14 MCS, and 25
PC) were included in the statistical analysis. The detailed
demographic and clinical characteristics are summarized in
Table S1 and Fig. S2.
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Diffusion Weighted MR Image Acquisition

Statistical Analysis

All diffusion MRI images were acquired on the 3T
SIEMENS MRI scanner in the Huashan Hospital, Shanghai. We used a single-shot echoplanar imaging sequence,
and the acquisition protocol consisted of 12 non-linear
diffusion-weighted directions with b = 1000 s/mm2 and
one additional image without diffusion weighting (i.e.,
b = 0 s/mm2). The scanning parameters were set as
follows: 3.5 mm slice thickness, no gap between slices,
38 slices covering the whole brain, echo time = 82 ms,
repetition time = 8400 ms, acquisition matrix = 128 9
128, non-interpolated voxel size = 1.8 9 1.8 9 3.5 mm3,
flip angle = 90°, and field of view = 230 9 230 mm2.

All statistical analyses were performed with IBM SPSS 2.0
software. We first compared the demographic and clinical
data across the four patient groups. One-way analysis of
variance (ANOVA) was used for the continuous variables
(age and days post-ictus) and the v2 test for the categorical
variables (etiology and gender).
To explore the association between WM deficits and
consciousness level, we first identified WM deficits using
one-way analysis of covariance (ANCOVA) on the mean
FA of each ROI. Specifically, group was a betweensubjects factor of interest, and age, gender, and days postictus were included as covariates. The Bonferroni method
was applied to correct for multiple comparisons across the
WM regions, and a corrected P \ 0.05 was considered to
be significant. To identify whether the FA changes were
attributed to AD and/or RD changes, we applied the same
ANCOVA model to the mean AD and RD of the WM
deficits detected by FA ANCOVA.
Among the WM deficits detected by FA ANCOVA, we
further explored the relationship between DTI metrics and
clinical measures of the consciousness level in DOC
patients. We first calculated Pearson correlations between
the mean FA and the clinical scores of consciousness level
(GCS and CRS-R) after controlling for age, gender, and
days post-ictus. Similar correlation analyses were applied
to the AD and RD of the WM deficits that had significant
group effects in AD or RD. Notably, a substantial
proportion of the patients (mainly the PC and UWS/VS
patients) received ceiling-level scores (GCS score = 15 or
CRS-R score = 23), which might bias the correlation
results. To exclude this effect (the correlation might be
driven by the high GCS and CRS-R scores at the upper
end), we further calculated the correlations after excluding
the patients with ceiling-level scores.

DTI Post-processing
The diffusion-weighted images were processed with a
PANDA pipeline toolbox [19] called the FMRIB Software
Library (version 4.1.9) [20] for skull stripping, eddycurrent correction, tensor fitting, and the calculation of
diffusion tensor metrics as well as spatial normalization.
Common DTI metrics—FA, axial diffusivity (AD), and
radial diffusivity (RD)—were chosen for subsequent
analysis. Specifically, FA is the fraction of anisotropic
diffusion, and a breakdown in WM integrity typically
results in a lower FA [8]. AD and RD are thought to be
selectively sensitive to specific micro-structural changes:
an abnormal AD is thought to reflect axonal damage or
loss, whereas an increased RD reflects demyelination [21].
Another common diffusion parameter, mean diffusivity,
was not included because it is linearly dependent on AD
and RD. After nonlinear normalization of the FA, AD, and
RD maps to the FMRIB58 FA template, we extracted the
FA, AD, and RD of the 48 WM regions of interest (ROIs)
defined in the standard space of the ICBM-DTI-81 WM
atlas [22].
In the present study, we chose the ROI-based analysis of
DTI metrics primarily for two reasons. First, ROI-based
analysis has a higher tolerance for inaccurate normalization
than voxel-based analysis [23]. Second, it is biologically
plausible to assume diffuse WM impairment following
traumatic or ischemic/hypoxic injury rather than a very
local and concentrated impairment. In addition, because
outer brain tissues may be severely damaged in TBI
patients, we defined the WM regions according to the ‘‘core
white matter’’ atlas [22]. The ICBM-DTI-81 WM atlas
consists of 48 core WM tracts in MNI152 space that are
located relatively deep inside the brain and therefore are
less deformed in DOC patients (Fig. S3). In all, an ROIbased analysis not only provided adequate spatial specificity and but also improved the statistical power of our
study.
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Results
Clinical Samples
There were no differences among the four patient groups
(COMA, UWS/VS, MCS, and PC) in age, gender, or
etiology distribution (Table 1). The duration of illness
(days post-ictus) was significantly different (P = 0.009).
Group Differences in Diffusion Parameters Across
DOC Patients
The ANCOVA of FA revealed significant group differences in 14 WM ROIs (Table 2 and Fig. 1). For most of
these ROIs, post hoc comparisons indicated that FA
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Table 1 Demographics and clinical characteristics of all DOC patients.
Diagnostic categories

COMA
(n = 8)

UWS/VS
(n = 8)

MCS
(n = 14)

PC
(n = 25)

Statistic

P

Age: mean ± SD

42.3 ± 8.7

46.4 ± 13.9

43.1 ± 16.7

38.2 ± 14.5

F3,51 = 0.79

0.506

2

Gender: male/female

6/2

3/5

11/3

18/7

v = 4.56

0.207

Etiology: TBI/non-TBI

8/0

6/2

13/1

22/3

v2 = 2.85

0.416

Days post-ictus: median (range)

20 (13–42)

96 (10–182)

20.5 (15–98)

58 (4–167)

F3,51 = 4.33

0.009

There were no differences among the four DOC groups in age at scan, gender, or etiology distribution. The days post-ictus differed among the
four groups. The etiology of each non-TBI patient was either spontaneous intracerebral hemorrhage or ischemic-hypoxic injury.

Table 2 WM deficits in DOCs
using ANCOVA.

DTI metric
FA

AD

RD

WM region of interest

F3,48

P

Middle cerebellar peduncle

6.348

0.001

Right corticospinal tract

6.549

0.0008

Right superior cerebellar peduncle

7.640

0.0003

Left superior cerebellar peduncle

7.626

0.0003

Right cerebral peduncle

8.413

0.0001

Body of corpus callosum

8.675

0.0001

Splenium of corpus callosum

7.332

0.0004

Left cingulum

7.051

0.0005

Fornix (column and body)

6.642

0.0008

Left stria terminalis

6.569

0.0008

Right internal capsule (retrolenticular part)

6.543

0.0008

Right superior fronto-occipital fasciculus

6.893

0.0006

Right sagittal stratum

7.885

0.0002

Left uncinate fasciculus

6.834

0.0006

Right cerebral peduncle
Splenium of corpus callosum

2.830
2.976

0.048
0.041

Left stria terminalis

3.888

0.014

Right superior cerebellar peduncle

5.270

0.003

Left superior cerebellar peduncle

4.435

0.008

Right cerebral peduncle

4.041

0.012

Body of corpus callosum

5.305

0.003

Splenium of corpus callosum

5.512

0.002

Left cingulum

5.287

0.003

Fornix (column and body)

3.529

0.022

Left stria terminalis

5.136

0.004

Right internal capsule (retrolenticular part)

4.386

0.008

Right sagittal stratum

6.910

0.001

Left uncinate fasciculus

5.003

0.004

decreased as the consciousness level declined. Notably, the
significant group effect might be mainly driven by the
differences between the COMA and PC patients (e.g., the
body of the corpus callosum).
Among the 14 WM ROIs detected by FA ANCOVA,
there were significant group differences in AD in only three
WM ROIs (Table 2 and Fig. S4), while RD significantly
differed in 11 (Table 2 and Fig. S5). As the level of

consciousness decreased, RD in the 3/11 WM ROIs
increased. In the 3 WM ROIs that had AD differences
across DOC subgroups, AD decreased as the level of
consciousness declined in both the right cerebellar peduncle and the splenium of the corpus callosum but increased
as the level of consciousness declined in the left fornix/stria
terminalis.
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Fig. 1 Fourteen abnormal WM ROIs detected with FA ANCOVA.
The mean FA differed across the levels of consciousness identified by
the group comparisons (corrected P \ 0.05, Bonferroni correction).
In each subfigure, the left column shows a WM ROI in standard
space, with the corresponding brain areas indicated in red, and the
graph on the right shows the adjusted mean and standard deviation of
the FA of the corresponding WM ROI for the four DOC subgroups.
*P \ 0.05, **P \ 0.01. CC-B, body of corpus callosum; CC-S,
splenium of corpus callosum; Cingulum L, left cingulum; CP-M,
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middle cerebellar peduncle; CP.R, right cerebral peduncle; CST.R,
right corticospinal tract; F/ST.L, left fornix/stria terminalis; F-CB,
fornix (column and body part); IC-R.R, right retrolenticular part of
internal capsule; MPFC, medial prefrontal cortex; SCP.L, left
superior cerebellar peduncle; SCP.R, right superior cerebellar peduncle; SFOF.R, right superior fronto-occipital fasciculus; SS.R, right
sagittal stratum; UF.L, left uncinate fasciculus.
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Correlations Between DTI Metrics and GCS/CRS-R
Clinical Scores
In DOC patients, significant correlations (P \ 0.05) were
found between the GCS/CRS-R scores and the mean FA of
the 14 WM ROIs (as described above) (Figs. 2, 3). Even
after the patients with GCS scores of 15 were excluded, the
mean FA in 12 WM ROIs was still correlated with GCS
scores. In contrast, no correlations were found between the
mean FA of these regions and CRS-R scores after the
patients with a CRS-R score of 23 were excluded.
For the three WM ROIs with AD differences, the mean
AD was correlated with the GCS and CRS-R scores across
all patients, but no correlation remained after the patients
with ceiling-level scores (GCS or CRS-R) were excluded
(Fig. S6 and Fig. S7). In the 11 WM ROIs with RD
differences, the mean RD correlated with the GCS and
CRS-R scores. After exclusion of the patients with
maximum GCS and CRS-R scores, the mean RD of eight
WM ROIs [body of the corpus callosum, splenium of the
corpus callosum, left cingulum, fornix (column and body),
left stria terminalis, right internal capsule (retrolenticular
portion), right sagittal stratum, and left uncinate fasciculus]
were still correlated with the GCS score. However, the
CRS-R score did not significantly correlate with the mean
RD of any region (Fig. S8 and Fig. S9).
Taken together, our data confirmed the value of DTI
metrics in WM deficits for aiding the clinical evaluation of
the consciousness level from the lowest (COMA) to the
medium (UWS/VS), higher (MCS), and highest (PC). Even
after controlling for the ceiling effect, most of the
correlations remained the same, confirming that they were
driven by the differences across the spectrum of consciousness, from COMA to PC.

Discussion
To our knowledge, this research is the first to demonstrate
the involvement of widespread WM deficits in alterations
of the consciousness level in DOC patients. The DTI
metrics of these WM deficits were correlated with the
clinical assessments of the consciousness level (GCS and
CRS-R scores). All these together suggested an important
role of WM in the maintenance of normal consciousness
and the clinical value of DTI in aiding assessment of the
consciousness levels in DOC patients.
Widespread White Matter Deficits in DOC Patients
By searching the entire ‘‘core WM’’ in the brain, we
identified 14 WM regions in which the FA differed across
levels of consciousness using ANCOVA. The lower the FA
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is, the worse the reduction in the consciousness level is. FA
is often referred to as a marker of fiber integrity in WM.
Therefore, the abnormalities in FA suggested a widespread
structural WM substrate associated with the impairment of
consciousness in DOC patients. Moreover, in most of these
WM deficits, RD increased as the consciousness level
declined across the DOC subgroups, which suggested that
axonal demyelination [24] is the dominant process in the
WM of DOC patients.
In terms of biological validity, the right internal
capsule (retrolenticular part) originates from the lateral
geniculate nucleus of the thalamus, and the cingulum is a
key fiber tract within the DMN because it connects the
posterior cingulate cortex/precuneus and medial prefrontal cortex. The sagittal stratum is a major corticosubcortical WM bundle between the parietal, occipital,
cingulate, and temporal regions with the thalamus. All
these findings are compatible with a recent study
showing significant differences between WM tracts of
the thalamus and DMN brain regions in VS and MCS
patients [10], and the abnormalities in these WM tracts
may provide anatomical substrates for the deficiencies in
thalamo-cortical functional connectivity in DOCs. In
terms of the relationship with functional activity, the
WM deficits revealed in our study are also in accordance
with the deficits of functional connections in DOC
studies [3–5] that are mainly located within the DMN
and thalamus-cortical connectivity.
In addition to these tracts, we identified abnormalities in
parts of the callosal commissure, the splenium and body of
the corpus callosum, suggesting that the impaired consciousness in DOCs is associated with the disruption of
interactions between the two hemispheres. This provides a
structural basis for the disrupted functional connectivity
between the hemispheres demonstrated in a previous study
using functional MRI [13].
Moreover, the abnormalities in the uncinate fasciculus
and fornix as well as in the stria terminalis suggested a
potential role of the hippocampus and amygdala in the
maintenance of consciousness. The uncinate fasciculus is
the WM tract connecting the hippocampus and the
amygdala [25]; the fornix is the major pathway for the
output of the hippocampus, and carries some afferent fibers
to the hippocampus from structures in the diencephalon
and the basal forebrain; and the stria terminalis is the fiber
pathway between the amygdala and the septal nuclei,
hypothalamic, and thalamic areas. The findings in our
study matched well with the known roles of the hippocampus, amygdala, and hypothalamus/thalamus in consciousness. The fornix has also been shown to be severely
impaired in DOC patients [26].
The abnormalities in the superior cerebellar peduncle
were unexpected. The superior cerebellar peduncle is a
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Fig. 2 Correlations between the adjusted mean FA and the clinical
measure of consciousness level, GCS score, for each of the 14 WM
ROIs. Light blue dots, adjusted mean FA of all DOC patients; dark

blue dots, adjusted mean FA of DOC patients after exclusion of those
with a GCS score of 15 (see legend of Fig. 1 for abbreviations).

paired WM structure that connects the cerebellum and the
midbrain. It consists of efferent fibers (cerebellothalamic
and cerebellorubral tracts), and an afferent tract (ventral

spinocerebellar tract). The role of the superior cerebellar
peduncle in consciousness remains unclear.
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Fig. 3 Correlations between the adjusted mean FA and the clinical
measure of consciousness level, CRS-R score, for each of the 14 WM
ROIs. Light blue dots, adjusted mean FA of all DOC patients; dark
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blue dots, mean adjusted FA of DOC patients after exclusion of those
with a CRS-R score of 23 (see legend of Fig. 1 for abbreviations).
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Roles of the White Matter Around the Brainstem
in Consciousness
The brainstem is crucial for regulating the sleep cycle,
respiratory function, cardiovascular activities, and alertness. All these are essential for the maintenance of
consciousness in humans [27–30]. Intriguingly, our results
showed that four WM tracts around the brainstem were
associated with the impairment of consciousness in DOC
patients: the middle cerebellar peduncle, right corticospinal
tract, right superior cerebellar peduncle, and right cerebral
peduncle. This was also reported in a TBI study showing
that brainstem WM integrity is associated with loss of
consciousness [31]. Our findings provide further evidence
of the importance of the brainstem in maintaining normal
consciousness. Since the WM around the brainstem serves
as the main pathway linking peripheral organs and the
cerebellum with the cerebral cortex, our findings suggest
that the disruption of information flow might occur not
only within the brain but also between the brain and the rest
of the body. A plausible explanation would be that the
interactions between the central and peripheral nervous
systems concerning the surrounding environment are
disrupted in DOC patients. This suggests a key role of
these non-cerebral structures in consciousness, and
deserves further investigation.
Correlations Between DTI Metrics and Consciousness Scales
With increasing numbers of patients surviving after severe
brain injuries, it is important to accurately assess the level
of consciousness in DOC patients. GCS and CRS-R are
two of the most popular clinical scales for assessing the
consciousness level. In clinical practice, the accuracy of
evaluating these consciousness scales is greatly limited by
the experience of the person who conducts the evaluations.
Improving the accuracy of assessing the consciousness
level in DOC patients is key to making timely therapeutic
plans and legal or ethical decisions [32]. Therefore,
sensitive and robust neuroimaging biomarkers will greatly
benefit and aid clinical practice [33].
Here, we demonstrated correlations between DTI metrics and consciousness scales (both GCS and CRS-R) in
DOC patients. Even after excluding those participants with
the highest value on the consciousness scales, most of the
correlations between GCS and DTI metrics still survived.
This highlighted the value of DTI in aiding the accurate
assessment of the consciousness level in DOC patients.
However, it is worth mentioning that most of the correlations between CRS-R and DTI metrics did not survive
after we excluded the participants who had the highest
CRS-R score (CRS-R = 23). This might be caused by the
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distribution of the CRS-R, which was much less even than
that of the GCS in our cohort. Due to the much wider value
range of CRS-R than GCS (maximum GCS = 15), even
though our study had a relatively large cohort of DOC
patients, we may still need a much larger cohort with a
more evenly distributed CRS-R to understand this ceiling
effect on correlations between DTI metrics and CRS-R.
Nevertheless, these correlations between consciousness
scales and DTI metrics in those WM deficits identified in
FA ANCOVAs further confirmed our findings that DOC
patients had widespread WM deficits.
Limitations and Future Directions
There are a few issues that should be addressed in future.
First, although the sample size of DOC patients in the
ANCOVA was relatively large, further studies with more
patients in each group are needed to validate and confirm
our findings. Second, the DTI technique is incapable of
quantifying complex micro-structural changes in voxels
with crossing fibers or partial volume effects and therefore
may provide false-negative or false-positive results.
Although the tensor model only needs 6 non-linear gradient
directions plus 1 non-diffusion-weighting image to be
estimated, the number of diffusion-weighted gradient
directions in this study was relatively small for advanced
analysis like tractography. To overcome these issues, a
more up-to-date diffusion MRI acquisition protocol and
advanced diffusion MRI techniques such as diffusion
spectrum imaging [34] should be considered. Also, it might
be useful to eliminate the potential free-water contamination in the fornix with high-resolution data using postprocessing methods, such as super-resolution track density
imaging. This method has been validated in animal data
and provides enhanced tissue contrast [35]. In addition, the
clinical diagnosis of DOC patients is still largely based on
behavioral observations, and this can lead to a high
misdiagnosis rate (up to 40%) [36]. Therefore, an interesting follow-up question would be ‘‘Can these structural
substrates be used as potential targets for aiding the clinical
diagnosis and even predicting the recovery outcomes in
DOC patients?’’. Finally, in the current study, we only
identified abnormal WM regions and it would be interesting to quantify the contribution of the abnormalities in each
specific WM tract to the impaired consciousness level in
DOC patients.

Conclusions
By comparing different subgroups of DOC patients and a
PC group with preserved consciousness using DTI, we
identified widespread WM deficits in DOC patients, and

X. Wu et al.: WM Deficits Underlying the Impaired Consciousness Level

DTI metrics in the abnormal WM areas correlated with
clinical assessments of the consciousness level. These
findings provide novel insights into the roles of WM in
consciousness and indicate that DTI might be a useful
addition to the clinical assessment of the consciousness
level in DOC patients in the future.
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Abstract Visual fixation is an item in the visual function
subscale of the Coma Recovery Scale-Revised (CRS-R).
Sometimes clinicians using the behavioral scales find it
difficult to detect because of the motor impairment in
patients with disorders of consciousness (DOCs). Braincomputer interface (BCI) can be used to improve clinical
assessment because it directly detects the brain response to
an external stimulus in the absence of behavioral expression. In this study, we designed a BCI system to assist the
visual fixation assessment of DOC patients. The results
from 15 patients indicated that three showed visual fixation
in both CRS-R and BCI assessments and one did not show
such behavior in the CRS-R assessment but achieved
significant online accuracy in the BCI assessment. The
results revealed that electroencephalography-based BCI
can detect the brain response for visual fixation. Therefore,
the proposed BCI may provide a promising method for
assisting behavioral assessment using the CRS-R.
Keywords Visual fixation  Brain-computer interface 
Disorder of consciousness  Coma recovery scale-revised 
Electroencephalography
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Introduction
Patients with severe brain injury may suffer from disorders
of consciousness (DOCs), including coma, vegetative state
(VS), and minimally conscious state (MCS). Accurate
assessment of the status of DOC patients is important for
monitoring the effects of treatment and the rehabilitation
process. The proposed behavioral scales for DOC patients
include the Coma Recovery Scale-revised (CRS-R), the
Glasgow Coma Scale, the Full Outline of Unresponsiveness, the Wessex Head Injury Matrix, and the Sensory
Modalities Assessment and Rehabilitation Technique.
Among them, the CRS-R provides a more fine-grained
assessment and has demonstrated significant sensitivity in
differentiating MCS from VS patients [1]. The CRS-R
contains 6 subscales addressing auditory, visual, motor,
oromotor, communication, and arousal processes [1]. Each
subscale consists of several items that are critical for
identifying subtle behavioral markers of recovery of
consciousness, and there are a total of 23 hierarchicallyarranged items. The visual subscale includes five items:
visual startle, visual fixation, visual pursuit, object localization, and object recognition, corresponding to scores of
1, 2, 3, 4, and 5, respectively [2–4].
Visual fixation plays a key role in the differentiation
between VS and MCS, and there are many behavioral
scales available for its assessment in patients with DOCs.
Sustained visual fixation is considered as present when
the eyes change from an initial fixation point and refixate on a new target location for [ 2 s in the CRS-R
criteria. However, it is still a matter of debate whether
visual fixation indicates automatic subcortical processing
or higher-order cortical processing that heralds consciousness. And the different stimuli used in different
behavioral scales may affect the accuracy of the
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diagnosis. Therefore, visual fixation assessment has been
intensively studied in DOC patients [5–7]. Bruno et al.
studied cerebral metabolism in ten DOC patients, five in
a VS without fixation and five presenting visual fixation
but otherwise all criteria typical of the VS. Patients
without fixation showed metabolic dysfunction in a
widespread fronto-parietal cortical network and this did
not differ from the brain function seen in patients with
visual fixation. Recovery rates did not differ between
patients without or with fixation. Their findings suggested
that sustained visual fixation in DOC patients does not
necessarily reflect consciousness and higher-order cortical
brain function [5]. Di et al. assessed visual fixation in 81
MCS or VS patients, and the occurrence of fixation to
different stimuli was analyzed with the v2 test. The
results showed that 40 (49%) of the 81 patients showed
fixation to visual stimuli. Among these, significantly
more patients (39, 48%) showed visual fixation elicited
by a mirror compared to a ball (23, 28%) and a light (20,
25%). Therefore, they concluded that using a mirror to
test visual fixation is a sensitive and accurate method [6].
Naro et al. evaluated the visuomotor integration (VMI)
and visual P300 in DOC patients in order to detect
residual visuomotor network functionality that potentially
sustains aware visual fixation. They found that the MCS
patients showed preserved patterns of VMI and P300,
whereas nearly all VS patients had no significant VMI.
Nonetheless, two fixating VS individuals had a VMI
similar to MCS patients. Their data suggest that some VS
patients showing visual fixation can be aware [7].
However, the assessment of visual fixation is still a
challenging task. First, DOC patients are severely lack of
behavioral responses to external stimuli because of motor
impairment, such that unambiguous signs of fixation can
be difficult to observe or are easily missed [8, 9].
Second, visual responsive behavior for different stimuli
has been shown to differ greatly [6]. Moreover, there are
problems of subjectivity and misinterpretation of the
behavioral response on the part of examiners [10].
Therefore, the challenge of behaviorally assessing visual
fixation may result in frequent misdiagnosis in DOC
patients as reported in previous studies [11–14].
To overcome the above limitations, brain-computer
interfaces (BCIs), which directly detect the endogenous
brain responses to external stimuli in the absence of
behavioral expression, may provide a solution to improve
clinical assessment and complement classical behavioral
observations [9]. Our previous studies applied BCIs to
assist the assessment of two items in the CRS-R scale:
auditory startle and communication [15, 16]. To further
expand that study, here we propose a visual BCI system to
detect visual fixation in DOC patients.
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Materials and Methods
Participants
Five healthy participants (four males; 29 ± 5 years old)
first participated in the BCI experiments to validate the
proposed BCI system. Next, 15 DOC patients (13 males
and 2 females, 13–73 years old) from the General Hospital
of Guangzhou Military Command were assessed by BCI
and CRS-R (Table 1), and the clinical diagnosis was made
according to the CRS-R. The CRS-R evaluation was
performed one week before the BCI experiment. Each
evaluation consisted of five repeated CRS-R assessments
on separate days of a week. For each patient, the CRS-R
scores were based on his/her best responses in the repeated
CRS-R assessments. The CRS-R scores are not given for
patient 15 because he had locked-in syndrome.
The experimental protocols for the DOC patients were
approved by the Ethics Committee of the General Hospital
of Guangzhou Military Command, and complied with the
Code of Ethics of the World Medical Association (Declaration of Helsinki). Written informed consent and authorization to publish individual details in this manuscript
were obtained from the healthy participants and the
patients’ legal surrogates.
Data Acquisition
A SynAmps2 amplifier (Neuroscan Compumedics, El Paso,
TX) was used to record scalp EEG signals at a sampling
rate of 250 Hz and the signals were filtered with a bandpass
filter between 0.05 Hz and 100 Hz. A 32-channel EEG cap
(LT37) that followed the standard 10–20 system was worn
by each participant and the EEG signals were referenced to
the right mastoid. The impedances of all electrodes were
\ 5 kX during data acquisition.
Graphical User Interface and Experimental
Paradigms
Each participant was seated in a comfortable chair (a
wheelchair for patients) 0.5 m from the monitor, which
was 27.38 cm high and 48.7 cm wide. The graphical user
interface (GUI) consisted of a square in the center of the
screen (Fig. 1). The side length of the square was 27.38 cm
(corresponding to a visual angle of 28.7), equal to the
height of the monitor. In this area, four buttons were
arranged at the edge of the square in four locations: left,
right, above and below. In the CRS-R-based behavioral
assessment, the clinician moved a mirror to one of four
locations (right, left, above, and below) in a plus-shaped
tracking pattern. Therefore, four buttons rather than some
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Table 1 Summary of clinical status of patients.
Patient
index

Age

Gender

Etiology

Patient 1

72

Male

NTBI

Patient 2

16

Male

Patient 3

52

Male

Patient 4

35

Patient 5

Time since insult
(months)

Clinical
diagnosis

CRS-R score (auditory-visual-motor-oromotor-communication-arousal)

4

VS

4 (1-0-1-0-0-2)

TBI

2

VS

5 (1-0-2-0-0-2)

NTBI

6

VS

5 (1-1-0-1-0-2)

Female

NTBI

3

VS

5 (1-0-1-1-0-2)

40

Male

NTBI

3

VS

6 (1-1-1-1-0-2)

Patient 6

33

Male

TBI

5

VS

7 (1-1-2-1-0-2)

Patient 7
Patient 8

32
52

Male
Male

NTBI
NTBI

3
4

VS
VS

7 (1-0-2-2-0-2)
7 (1-1-2-1-0-2)

Patient 9

20

Male

NTBI

6

MCS

9 (1-1-4-1-0-2)

Patient 10

13

Male

TBI

2

MCS

9 (1-1-4-1-0-2)

Patient 11

45

Male

NTBI

1

MCS

10 (1-3-3-1-0-2)

Patient 12

69

Female

NTBI

10

MCS

11 (1-3-5-0-0-2)

Patient 13

61

Male

TBI

4

MCS

15 (2-5-5-1-0-2)

Patient 14

42

Male

NTBI

6

EMCS

20 (4-5-6-1-2-2)

Patient 15

73

Male

NTBI

12

LIS

–

LIS, locked-in syndrome; MCS, minimally-conscious state; EMCS, emerging from MCS; NTBI, non-traumatic brain injury; TBI, traumatic brain
injury; VS, vegetative state. In the CRS-R score column, the second numbers in brackets are the sub-scores of visual function. A value of 2 in the
second sub-score means that the patient showed visual fixation in the behavioral assessment.

other number were designed into the GUI to keep the BCI
assessment as close as possible to the CRS-R-based
behavioral assessment. One of the four buttons was
pseudo-randomly chosen as a target location, and then a
button appeared in the center of the square and moved to
the target location to guide the patient to re-fixate the new
target button. The foreground of all buttons was presented
as pictures of a brightly-colored ball, while the background
was traditional black. All pictures were cropped to squares
according to the full size of the monitor screen, e.g., 4 9 4
cm2 in this study.
The paradigm of the proposed BCI system simulated
the behavioral assessment of visual fixation in the CRS-R,
in which the patient’s eyes change from an initial point to
a new target location and re-fixate on the new location for
[ 2 s. As shown in Fig. 1, each experimental trial began
with the visual prompt of a cross lasting 2 s, a target
location was randomly chosen from the four directions,
and a brightly-colored ball appeared in the middle of the
GUI to guide the patient. Then the middle ball moved
from the center to the target location, while the four
buttons at the edge of the GUI did not move. The
movement lasted 2.5 s and the distance between the center
point of the button’s initial location and the center point
of the new target location was 11.5 cm (corresponding to
a visual angle of 13.1). After the moving ball reached the
target location and overlapped with the corresponding
button, the four buttons flashed from the foreground to the

background in random order, the background appearing
for 100 ms at an inter-stimulus interval of 100 ms. In the
stimulation round, each button flashed once. Each experimental trial included ten repetitions of stimulation. When
the ten repetitions were finished (8 s), the BCI algorithm
used the EEG data to determine the button on which the
subject re-fixated. If the target was detected, which
implied that the target was correctly followed and refixated, a tick was presented for 2.5 s in the center of the
GUI. However, no feedback was given for an incorrect
result. The time course of a trial is illustrated in Fig. 1.
After the trial finished, there was a break of 1–10 s before
the next trial began. During the experiment, the patient
was verbally encouraged to fixate on the moving target
and to avoid decreased arousal as assessed by the
clinician.
Experimental Procedures
First, five healthy individuals participated in the BCI
experiment to validate the proposed system. Each participant completed two sessions of the BCI experiment. Each
session consisted of two blocks, a calibration block of 10
trials and an online block of 10 trials.
Subsequently, 15 DOC patients participated in two
different visual fixation assessments: CRS-R-based behavioral assessment and BCI-based assessment. (1) The CRSR assessment was conducted by an experienced clinician.
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Fig. 1 The GUI and the paradigm of the experiment. A square area
was set and four brightly-colored ball buttons were arranged at the
edge of the square in four locations. A trial was started with ‘‘?’’ and
a ball in the middle of the GUI moved to guide the patient to the new

target location that was chosen randomly from the four directions.
When the ball overlapped with the target button, the four buttons
flashed randomly. The stimulation contained 10 repetitions of the
flash.

Following the standard protocol, the clinician held a
brightly-colored ball 15–20 cm in front of the patient’s face
and then rapidly moved to the upper, lower, right, and left
visual fields for a total of 4 trials. The criterion was that the
patient’s eye changed from the initial fixation point and refixated on the new target location for [ 2 s. If at least 2
episodes of fixation were achieved by the patient, he/she
was scored 2 for the visual fixation item, otherwise, the
lower item of visual startle (item score of 1) was given. (2)
The BCI-based assessment was conducted for the 15
patients using the same BCI system as for the healthy
participants. Each patient also completed two sessions of
the BCI experiment as described above.

EEG Data Analysis
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Different event-related potential (ERP) components are
often used by BCI algorithms to select a target from several
interferences, i.e., the other three non-target buttons.
According to previous studies [17, 18], ERP features can
be constructed from filtered EEG signals, and linear or
nonlinear classifiers can be used to determine whether the
target is fixated.
The general ERP-based BCI paradigm includes one
target and K–1 interferences (K stimuli in total). X ¼
ðX ð1Þ ; . . .; X ðKÞ Þ denotes the EEG data epoch after stimulus
onset. In X ðlÞ 2 RCT , C and T indicate the channels and
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time points respectively. If a 2 ð1; . . .; KÞ is the real target
on which the participant fixates, identifying the target from
the interferences can be described as follows:
D
E
fh ðX ðlÞ Þ ¼ W; X ðlÞ þ b
ð1Þ
ðaÞ

efh ðX Þ
ph ðaj X Þ ¼ PK
fh ðX ðlÞ Þ
l¼1 e

ð2Þ

where ph ðaj X Þ is the probability of the related ERP
response after each stimulus. To predict the target, we
maximized the posterior probability pðaj X Þ given X with
respect to a, then the target is the maximum output of the
model fh ðX ðlÞ Þ as follows:
a^ ¼ arc max log ph ðaj X Þ ¼ arc max fh ðX ðaÞ Þ
a

a

Results

f ðX ðlÞ Þ ¼ wT X ðlÞ þ b

ð4Þ

a^ ¼ arc max f ðX ðaÞ Þ

ð5Þ

A linear Support Vector Machine classifier was used to
solve this model with training data. For the online test, the
model (Eq. 4) was applied to predict the target stimulus
that corresponded to a high score. Finally, the ratio of the
number of trials with correct responses to the total number
of trials in online blocks was calculated as the online
accuracy of the BCI assessment
Statistical Analysis
To obtain the significance level of the accuracy, the v2
statistical test was used. Specifically, the v2 statistic was
calculated as follows [19]:
v2 ¼

k
X
ðfoi  fei Þ2
i¼1

fei

chance level that the target was selected was 0.25, whereas
the chance level for selecting a non-target was 0.75.
Considering that 20 trials of the online BCI test were
conducted for each participant, the expected fe1 was 5 and
the expected fe2 was 15. Furthermore, fo1 and fo2 were the
numbers of times that the target (i = 1) or a non-target
(i = 2) was determined in the online BCI test. Using a
significance level of P = 0.05, we obtained a value of 3.84
for the v2 test (degrees of freedom: 1), which corresponded
to 9 hits in 20 trials or an accuracy of 45%. Therefore, a
participant was considered visual fixation responsive in the
BCI assessment if he/she obtained a significant BCI
accuracy.

ð3Þ

In our study, the collected EEG signals for all trials were
band-pass filtered between 0.5 and 20 Hz. The data epochs
corresponding to each stimulus were extracted from 0 to
600 ms after stimulus onset. All epochs were re-referenced
to the mean amplitude in the baseline, 100 to 0 ms before
stimulus onset. We down-sampled the data epoch by a rate
of 6 in each channel and the down-sampled epoch
contained 25 data points. A feature vector X ðlÞ , with a
length of 750 (30 channel 9 25 data points), was constructed by concatenating the data points of each channel.
The vector w was re-shaped from the coefficient matrix W
using a similar process. Therefore, the detection model
becomes:

a
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ð6Þ

where foi and fei are the observed and expected frequencies
of the ith class (i = 1, 2,…,k). In this study, a target was
determined from the four flashing buttons. Therefore, the

Results for Healthy Participants
The averaged online accuracy of BCI assessment in the
healthy group was 84% ± 3.4%. Furthermore, each healthy
participant achieved a significant accuracy (significance
level: 45%, P \ 0.001, v2-test), as detailed in Table 2. The
effectiveness of our BCI system for visual fixation
detection was thus demonstrated.
Offline ERP analysis was performed to further demonstrate the physiological plausibility of the proposed BCI
system. We calculated the temporal ERP waveforms by
averaging the 40 trials of EEG epochs for each participant.
The group-averaged ERP waveforms were also obtained by
averaging them across all 5 participants. The groupaveraged ERP waveforms of healthy participants from
FCz, Cz, Pz, O1, Oz, and O2 are shown in Fig. 2. We first
found a positive component between 300 and 400 ms in
FCz, Cz, and Pz, and a broad positive component between
350 ms and 600 ms in O1, Oz, and O2, which was
associated with P300. There was a negative component at
200 ms defined as the motion-specific visual evoked
potential N200 in the six selected channels. The point-wise
running t-test was also used to compare the difference
between the responses elicited by target and non-target, and
multiple comparison correction with a cluster size of 7 was
used [20–22]. There were remarkable differences between
the responses elicited by the target and non-target stimuli in
the period 300–400 ms in FCz, Cz, and Pz, and in the
periods 200–300 ms and 350–500 ms in O1, Oz, and O2
(Fig. 2A). The N200 and P300 components were clearly
elicited by the target stimuli. The N200 occurred slightly
more than 200 ms after stimulus onset and was significant
in O1, Oz, and O2. The P300 with a latency between 300
and 500 ms was significant in the six channels and was
broad in O1, Oz, and O2. Furthermore, no ERP component
was elicited by the non-target stimuli, and this result
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Table 2 Online results of
healthy participants.
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P value (v2-test)

Healthy participants

Number of trials

BCI online accuracy (%)

HC1

20

80

0.0146

HC2

20

85

0.0035

HC3

20

85

HC4

20

90

HC5

20

80

Mean ± SD

20

84 ± 3.4

0.0035
\ 0.001
0.0146
\ 0.001

Fig. 2 Averaged ERP waveforms and scalp topography of five
healthy participants. A Waveforms from 100 ms before the stimulus
onset to 600 ms after stimulus onset in the six channels (FCz, Cz, Pz,
O1, Oz, and O2). Black bars, time intervals with significant

differences of the waveforms evoked by target and non-target (twosample t-test, P \ 0.05). B Scalp topography averaged from the 5
healthy participants.

coincided with the physiological principles in reported
references [23–27]. The averaged scalp topography of the 5
healthy participants is also shown in Fig. 2B. We found
that the negative component N200 was distributed in the
temporo-occipital and associated parietal areas between
200 and 250 ms. The P300 was distributed in the central
regions between 300 and 350 ms. The online accuracy
rates, the apparent ERP waveforms, and reasonable distribution in scalp topography of the healthy participants
validated the effectiveness of the BCI paradigm.

Results from Patients
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The 15 DOC patients participated in the BCI experiment
over 7 months; their online results are shown in Table 3. In
the BCI assessment, an online accuracy [ 45% was
considered to show visual fixation. In the CRS-R assessment, a visual subscale score (the second sub-score in the
CRS-R scores) of 2 means that visual fixation behavior was
detected by the clinician.
First, among the 15 patients, patients 12, 13, and 15
achieved significant accuracy and were considered to be
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Table 3 BCI online and CRSR results for DOC patients.

Patient

Trials

Patient 1

20

Patient 2

20

Patient 3

Hits

685

BCI online accuracy (%)

P value

CRS-R score

4

20

0.61

4 (1-0-1-0-0-2)

5

25

1

5 (1-0-2-0-0-2)

20

6

30

1

5 (1-1-0-1-0-2)

Patient 4

20

4

20

0.61

5 (1-0-1-1-0-2)

Patient 5

20

5

25

1

6 (1-1-1-1-0-2)

Patient 6

20

8

40

0.24

7 (1-1-2-1-0-2)

Patient 7

20

4

20

0.61

7 (1-0-2-2-0-2)

Patient 8

20

11

55

0.0019

7 (1-1-2-1-0-2)

Patient 9

20

8

40

0.24

9 (1-1-4-1-0-2)

Patient 10

20

7

35

0.61

9 (1-1-4-1-0-2)

Patient 11

20

5

25

1

10 (1-3-3-1-0-2)

Patient 12

20

9

45

0.04

11 (1-3-5-0-0-2)
15 (2-5-5-1-0-2)

Patient 13

20

9

45

0.04

Patient 14

20

7

35

0.61

20 (4-5-6-1-2-2)

Patient 15

20

13

65

\ 0.001

locked-in syndrome

Accuracies [ 45% (P = 0.05, v2 test) are marked in bold.

responsive to visual fixation in the BCI assessment. The
visual subscale scores were 3 for patient 12 and 5 for
patient 13, indicating that higher visual behavior was
detected by CRS-R. Patient 15 (locked-in syndrome) had
recovered consciousness and showed consistent commandfollowing. Thus, the three patients were classified into the
responsive group by both BCI and CRS-R. Second, 9 of the
15 patients (patients 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 9, and 10), who did
not show visual fixation in either the BCI or the CRS-R
assessment, were classified into the non-responsive group.
In this group, patients 1, 2, 4, and 7 failed to show visual
fixation. Clinical assessment showed that these four
patients failed to show eye-blinks in response to threat
and their visual subscale scores were 0 (Table 3), indicating impaired brainstem reflexes. Patients 3, 5, 6, 9, and 10
had a visual subscale score of 1, which implied that visual
fixation was not detected by the CRS-R behavioral scale.
Third, patients 11 and 14 did not achieve significant
accuracy in the BCI assessment but showed higher visual
behavior (patient 11) or cognitive behavior (patient 14) in
CRS-R assessment. Patient 11 showed visual pursuit
behavior, a higher behavior item than visual fixation in
CRS-R. Patient 14 showed higher cognitive functions and
was considered conscious in the clinical assessment.
However, their BCI online accuracy was close to the
chance level of 25%. So patients 11 and 14 were classified
into the non-responsive group by BCI assessment (BCInon-responsive group). Finally and more importantly,
patient 8 showed no visual fixation in the CRS-R measurement before the BCI measurement, but achieved
significant online accuracy in the BCI assessment (Table 3)
and was classified into the responsive group by BCI (BCIresponsive group).

In patients 12, 13, and 15 in the responsive group, the
averaged ERP waveforms and scalp topography were also
obtained by averaging all 40 trials for each patient (Fig. 3).
In patient 12, a broad positive component related to P300
was exhibited in all six channels, and there were significant
differences between the waveforms elicited by the target
and non-target stimuli in the period from 200 ms to 300 ms
in FCz, Cz, and O1 and in the period from 100 ms to 400
ms in Pz, Oz, and O2 (Fig. 3A). In addition, positive
components were found over the whole scalp between 350
ms and 500 ms (Fig. 3A, lower panels). In patient 13, there
were negative components in FCz and Cz, but a tiny
positive peak occurred at 300 ms in Pz, O1, Oz, and O2.
Remarkable differences between the responses elicited by
the target and non-target stimuli were not observed
throughout the period from 100 ms to 600 ms, except at
0 ms in Oz (Fig. 3B). The scalp map showed a negative
component distributed in the lateral temporal and central
areas. After 300 ms, a positive component was generated
from the central and associated occipital sites (Fig. 3B,
lower panels). In the locked-in syndrome patient 15, there
was a significant positive peak in the range 200–300 ms in
Cz and O1, and a broad positive component between 200
ms and 600 ms in Pz, especially in the periods 200–400 ms
and 500–600 ms (Fig. 3C). The ERP component associated
with P300 emerged between 300 and 500 ms and was
distributed in the centro-parietal regions (Fig. 3C, lower
panels). These findings are consistent with the neurophysiological results reported in previous publications [27–30].
However, the patients in the non-responsive group and
BCI-nonresponsive group did not have any visual fixation
response in the BCI assessment. Moreover, there was no
corresponding ERP component in these patients’ individual
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b Fig. 3 A–C ERP waveforms and scalp topography in patients 12 (A),

13 (B), and 15 (C). The waveforms were obtained from 100 ms before
the stimulus onset to 600 ms after the stimulus onset in six channels
(FCz, Cz, Pz, O1, Oz, and O2). The blue solid and gray dashed lines
denote the waveforms evoked by the target and non-target stimuli,
respectively.

ERP waveforms. The clinical results from patients in the
non-responsive group were consistent with the BCI results.
The patients in the BCI-nonresponsive group, including
patients 11 and 14, showed higher visual function but no
visual fixation by BCI assessment.
Interestingly, patient 8 showed no visual fixation
behavior in the CRS-R measurement but achieved significant online accuracy in the BCI assessment (Table 3). He
showed a significant positive peak in the range 200–400 ms
in FCz, Cz, and Pz, distributed in the frontal-central,
central, and related parietal regions, and a negative
component after 350 ms in the occipital area (Fig. 4).

Discussion
In this study, a visual BCI system was developed to assist
visual fixation assessment in patients with DOCs. Specifically, this BCI system was designed to simulate the
behavioral evaluation of visual fixation in the CRS-R, in
which a button (similar to the moving object in the

Fig. 4 ERP waveforms and scalp topography in patient 8. The
waveforms were obtained from 100 ms before the stimulus onset to
600 ms after the stimulus onset in the six channels (FCz, Cz, Pz, O1,
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behavioral assessment) was presented in the center of the
GUI and moved to a new target position. The moving
button aided patients to re-fixate on the target position. The
patients were instructed to follow the moving button and
re-fixate on the new position while their EEG signals were
collected. Based on the EEG data, the BCI algorithm
determined whether the patient re-fixated on the target. The
efficacy of the proposed system was first demonstrated by
an experiment involving five healthy participants. Then, 15
patients with DOCs participated in the assessments based
on the BCI system and the CRS-R. Among the 15 patients,
three who exhibited higher visual function in the CRS-R
assessment were also found to be visual fixation responsive
in the BCI assessment. The corresponding ERP components were evident in their ERP waveforms. However, 11
out of 15 patients did not exhibit visual fixation in the BCI
assessment. Specifically, 2 of 11 patients exhibited visual
pursuit and command following clinical assessment. Nine
of the eleven patients did not show visual fixation behavior
in CRS-R behavioral assessment. More importantly, one
patient did not show visual fixation behavior in CRS-R but
exhibited visual fixation in BCI measurement.
Motor disability poses a practical challenge for clinicians working with DOC patients in terms of diagnosis,
care, and rehabilitation [31–33]. In clinical assessment, the
behavioral scale, which remains the traditional way to
evaluate consciousness in these patients, is highly dependent on motor abilities. The BCI may provide a method to

Oz, and O2). The blue solid and gray dashed lines denote the
waveforms evoked by the target and non-target stimuli, respectively.
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directly detect the endogenous brain response of DOC
patients to external stimuli, independent of behavioral
expression. Recently, the ‘‘command-following’’ or ‘‘communication’’ BCI paradigm has helped to reduce the
possibility of misdiagnosis of those DOC patients who
have severely impaired motor abilities [31, 34, 35]. However, this type of protocol still requires high-level cognitive
abilities, such as language understanding and task switching, compared to behavioral assessment. Therefore, poor
performance and a high rate of false-negatives (patients
showing command-following at the beside but not detected
with BCI; 22%–94%) [36] are well-known limitations of
BCIs for detecting command-following and communication in DOC patients. This issue highlights the current need
to develop more reliable tools for the diagnosis of patients
with DOCs. This study was designed to explore the
feasibility of using visual BCI systems to complement the
visual fixation behavioral assessments. The proposed BCI
system was designed to simulate the behavioral visual
fixation evaluation in CRS-R, the four buttons in different
locations flashed and elicited the time-locked features of
ERP components. The combination of CRS-R and BCI
assessment may help to provide more precise, objective,
and sensitive diagnoses. In this manner, the BCI’s poor
performance can be improved because our system did not
require that the patient have much more capacity than
required by the current BCI for detecting commandfollowing and communication.
For the proposed novel BCI paradigm, the motion of
stimuli embedded into onscreen virtual buttons and the rare
but task-relevant flashes have been applied. Based on the
paradigm, the corresponding ERP components including
the motion-onset visual evoked potential N200 and P300
components were elicited by the stimuli as reported
previously [23, 37]. Compared to the traditional P300based BCI system, the increased ERP component N200
may help to improve the classification accuracy of the BCI.
From the results of healthy subjects, the negative component (between 200 and 250 ms) of the specific N200 was
found in the temporo-occipital and associated parietal
cortical areas, including O1, Oz, and Pz. A clear P300
component emerged in the central and parietal regions,
including Cz and Pz. Furthermore, a positive component
after 500 ms that resembled the late positive component
was exhibited in O1 and O2. There was no negative
component in the ERP waveforms of the patients in the
responsive group, but a broad P300 component was evident
in each patient’s waveform. The differences in ERP
waveforms between the healthy participants and DOC
patients might be due to the severe brain injuries and
limited cognitive levels of these patients.
In summary, among the 15 patients, two (patients 11 and
14) showed visual pursuit (higher visual function) or
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cognitive behavior in CRS-R assessment, but visual
fixation was not detected by the BCI system. Actually,
this phenomenon has been discussed in previous studies of
visual fixation assessment [6]. According to the guidelines
for assessing visual fixation in the CRS-R (e.g., use an
object), many DOC patients fail to show visual fixating
behavior while higher cognitive functions are present [6].
Our BCI system simulated the standard protocol in CRS-R,
using a brightly-colored ball as the visual stimulus.
Therefore, the phenomenon also occurred in our BCI
system for visual fixation assessment; changing the visual
stimulus described in the standard protocol (i.e., a colored
ball or a bright light) may improve the detection of visual
fixation such that the accuracy of BCI assessment is also
improved. More importantly, one patient who did not show
visual fixation behavior was judged to be visual fixation
responsive by the BCI assessment. This result indicated
that the BCI method may assist the clinical assessment of
visual fixation in patients with DOCs and alleviate the risk
of misdiagnosis.
The proposed BCI system aimed to complement the
classical behavioral assessment for DOC patients. Therefore, the score on the visual fixation item should be revised
according to the results of CRS-R and BCI. (1) If the DOC
patient obtains consistent results (positive or negative)
from both CRS-R and BCI, the item score of visual fixation
remains unchanged. Specifically, if a reliable and consistent visual fixation behavior is detected by CRS-R and the
accuracy of BCI is higher than the significance level, the
score of visual fixation is 2. Conversely, if the results from
both assessments are negative, the patient lacks visual
fixation behavior or both methods missed it. The score is
\ 2 and may depend on assessment of the lower item (e.g.,
visual startle) than the visual fixation. (2) If a repeatable visual fixation behavior is detected by CRS-R but the result
of the BCI is negative (missed), then the CRS-R result is
preferred because a proportion of people are BCI illiteracy,
which is that BCI control does not work for a few of users.
(3) If visual fixation behavior is not observed in the patient
by CRS-R but a significant accuracy rate in the BCI test is
achieved, then the BCI result has priority and the score of
visual fixation item is revised to 2.
This pilot study proposed a novel BCI system that
provides assessment of visual fixation in DOC patients. In
contrast to previous studies of BCI detection of consciousness, which still requires high-level cognitive abilities, we
designed a BCI system simulating the visual fixation
behavioral assessment. Combining the CRS-R- and BCIbased assessments may provide a degree of correction for
the behavioral evaluation. In future, some improvements
can be made. First, the averaged online accuracy of healthy
subjects was 84% ± 3.4%, while the highest online
accuracy of responsive patients judged by the BCI system
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only achieved 65%. Four responsive patients in BCI
assessment had specific ERP patterns and showed different
temporal properties. Furthermore, we used no special
method for reducing artifacts in this study, as in many
studies. Future investigators may consider how to design a
feature-selection algorithm (e.g., channel selection) to be
adapted to these patients for improving the detection
performance of our BCI system and the preprocessing
method can be elaborated to reduce artifacts in the EEG
signals. Second, increasing the number of participants is
underway for improving the feasibility of our system in
clinical applications. Third, developing an integrated BCI
system based on several assessment items of the CRS-R
from our previous work is our goal in the future.
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Abstract Whether habit stimulation is effective in DOC
patient arousal has not been reported. In this paper, we
analyzed the responses of DOC patients to habit stimulation. Nineteen DOC patients with alcohol consumption or
smoking habits were recruited and 64-channel EEG signals
were acquired both at the resting state and at three
stimulation states. Wavelet transformation and nonlinear
dynamics were used to extract the features of EEG signals
and four brain lobes were selected to investigate the degree
of EEG response to habit stimulation. Results showed that
the highest degree of EEG response was from the callname stimulation, followed by habit and music stimulations. Significant differences in EEG wavelet energy and
response coefficient were found both between habit and
music stimulation, and between habit and call-name
stimulation. These findings prove that habit stimulation
induces relatively more intense EEG responses in DOC
patients than music stimulation, suggesting that it may be a
relevant additional method for eliciting patient arousal.
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Introduction
Exploring an effective method to help the arousal of
patients suffering from disorders of consciousness (DOCs)
is an ongoing challenge [1, 2]. Sensitive stimulation
treatments, including call-name and music stimulations,
are the most commonly used methods [3, 4]. Habits such as
alcohol consumption and smoking can arouse intense
behavioral responses in normal individuals [5]. These
habits are built on patients’ specific and unique lifestyle
behaviors. The detailed neurobiological mechanisms associated with habits remain unclear. It is still unknown
whether habit stimulation can be applied to DOC patients,
as few studies have compared patient responses to habit
with those to other types of stimulation [6].
Clinical practice indicates that habit stimulation (e.g.
smoking) arouses stronger behavioral responses than nonhabit stimulation (e.g. non-smoking) in DOC patients. For
example, there was no response when vinegar or sauce was
placed on the lips of patients who were alcoholics, but
alcohol caused their lips to start moving in a drinking
movement. Yet these behavioral responses may be subjective, and a quantitative study is needed to explain this
phenomenon. In most cases, qualitative analyses such as
neuropsychological scales [e.g. the Coma Recovery Scale –
Revised (CRS-R) score] are used to evaluate brain
functions in the clinical setting. In order to thoroughly
investigate these behavioral responses, more quantitative
analytical methods are needed to accurately evaluate the
brain responses. Diagnostic tools such as functional
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magnetic resonance imaging [7–9], positron emission
tomography [10, 11], and electroencephalogram (EEG)
analysis [12–17] have been used as auxiliary diagnostic
methods to evaluate the state of consciousness. EEG has
several advantages over the other methods, including low
cost, safety, easy access, and convenience for bedside
evaluation [18–21].
Generally, linear and nonlinear dynamic analysis methods are used to extract the features of EEG signals. In
linear analysis, one of the common methods is timefrequency analysis, including variable-time-interval Fourier transformation, wavelet transformation, and Wigner–
Ville distribution. Among these, wavelet transformation is
a typical time-frequency analysis with multi-resolution and
multi-scale characteristics, which enables the conversion of
a multi-signal from coarse to fine [22]. Wavelet transformation is a mature theory which has been widely used in
the study of EEG signals [23]. Besides linear analysis,
nonlinear dynamic analysis methods have also been widely
used to extract features of EEG signals [23, 24]. Studies
have shown that the human brain is a complex, multidimensional system, and the use of nonlinear dynamic
analysis might accurately reflect brain states [25–27].
In this study, to investigate the response of DOC
patients to habit stimulation, both linear and nonlinear
dynamic analysis methods were applied to measure the
response intensity of the EEG in DOC patients. In addition,
topographic maps of the brain were plotted to evaluate the
degree of response to stimulation in different regions.

Materials and Methods
Patients
A total of 19 patients with alcohol consumption or smoking
habits were examined in this study, including 9 MCS
(minimally conscious state) and 10 VS (vegetative state)
cases assessed by neurologists based on the CRS-R. These
patients were recruited from the Rehabilitation Center of
Wu Jing Hospital in Zhejiang Province, China. Patients
were out of the clinically acute phase, had been in a DOC
state for [ 1 month, exhibited spontaneous breathing, and
had no history of cardiopulmonary resuscitation or neurological disease. The inclusion criteria were as follows:
(a) inability to follow commands; (b) inability to clearly
express words; (c) inability to open eyes even with
stimulation or achieve eye tracking, not due to paralysis;
(d) inability to move arms and legs in a non-directed
fashion; and (e) having a Glasgow coma scale [28] score
B 8 points, and with a score for each item \ 4-5-6-3-2-3
according to the CRS-R [29]. If the total score was C 8, the
patient was diagnosed as MCS; if it was \ 8, the patient
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was diagnosed as VS. The exclusion criteria were as
follows: (a) drug interventions (which could affect the
assessment of brain function) prior to data collection such
as nerve-muscle blockers, depressants, or anesthetics; and
(b) a coexisting disorder such as metabolic disease,
poisoning, or shock that could affect brain activity.
The state of consciousness was diagnosed by experienced clinicians from Wu Jing Hospital using the CRS-R
scale. The regional Review Board approved the use of
human participants in this study. Family members of
patients and the attending doctor gave consent for EEG
acquisition. Patient information is summarized in Table 1.
EEG Acquisition
EEG signals were recorded in single-electrode channel
mode with an Active Two EEG system (BioSemi, Amsterdam, Netherlands). Electrodes were placed over the
entire head according to the 10–20 general international
standard lead system. Signals were recorded from 64
channels; the left and right earlobes were used as
references.
The EEG recording was initiated when the signal had
been stable for at least 2 min. Signals were digitized at a
sampling rate of 256 Hz, a bandwidth range from 0.5 Hz to
70 Hz, and an electrode impedance \ 5 KX.
In the music stimulation, a piece of Chinese classical
music ‘‘Jasmine’’ was truncated into voice fragments and
played for 90 s. In the call-name stimulation, the patient’s
name was called by relatives for 90 s. In the habit
stimulation, patients were stimulated either by wiping
alcohol on the lips for 36 s for alcoholic patients, or by
introducing the smell of cigarette smoke for 36 s for
smoking patients (Fig. 1). The entire process was repeated
three times.
EEG Signal Preprocessing
A time-window of 12 s was truncated from the acquired
EEG data for analysis. IIR filter, an EEGLAB processing
tool (University of California San Diego), was used to
remove interference from the 50-Hz power frequency [30].
A wavelet soft threshold de-noising algorithm was applied
to remove noise [31].
Wavelet De-noising of EEG
Studies have shown that the process of wavelet de-noising
often uses a given threshold for the de-noising paradigm.
The most reliable threshold method is calculated based on
trials and errors [31]. There are several classical threshold
methods: (a) The VisuShrink threshold, also known as the
general threshold, was the first wavelet threshold de-
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Table 1 Patient information.
Disease status

MCS
VS

Number of patients

CRS-R score

Average age (years)

Time after injury (months)

Sex
Male

Female

9

13.7 ± 2.61

39.3 ± 11.9

3.10 ± 1.92

8

1

10

6.2 ± 1.90

51.1 ± 10.2

4.05 ± 1.38

7

3

CRS-R, Coma Recovery Scale – Revised; MCS, minimally conscious state; VS, vegetative state.

Fig. 1 Time-course of EEG
acquisition.

noising method developed. The probability that the coefficient is greater than the threshold is close to zero, so it is
the optimal threshold method based on the minimum
maximum estimation. (b) The Sureshrink threshold, also
known as the Stein unbiased risk threshold, is close to the
ideal threshold. This is an adaptive threshold selection
based on Stein’s unbiased likelihood estimation criterion.
(c) In the Heursure threshold, also known as the Heuristic
Sure threshold, the threshold is chosen as the optimal
predictor threshold, and is a synthesis of the first two
thresholds. (d) The Minmax threshold uses a fixed threshold according to the minimum criteria to select the
threshold.
In order to choose the most suitable threshold estimation
method to analyze the data, Gaussian white noise was
added to the original signal, and wavelet threshold denoising and hard threshold de-noising were performed on
the mixed signal. The VisuShrink, Sureshrink, Heursure,
and Minmax methods were used for threshold estimation.
The signal-to-noise ratio and the root-mean-square error
were introduced as reference indicators (Table 2).
The signal-to-noise ratio was maximal and the rootmean-square error was minimal in the processing methods
of Sureshrink and Heursure threshold estimation. These
results indicated that these two methods were equal and
superior to the others. Therefore, both methods were used
to analyze all our data.

was complex, 0 Hz–32 Hz three-layer decomposition was
taken as an example for the following wavelet decomposition corresponding band diagram (Fig. 2).
The energy value of a certain wavelet coefficient can be
used to represent the energy value of a signal in a band.
Since the wavelet function is an orthogonal basis function
with energy conservation characteristics, the sum of the
wavelet energy values of each band can represent the
energy value of the signal, that is, the wavelet energy value
of the signal:
X  j;n 2
d 
En ¼
l
k

where both n and k are natural numbers and dij;n are wavelet
packet coefficients.
Wavelet transformation was used to calculate EEG
signal features under resting and stimulation states (music,
habit, and call-name). The resting state was considered as
the unified normalized standard of response coefficients.
Therefore, the ratio between the wavelet transform value of
the stimulation state and the wavelet transform value of the
resting state was defined as the wavelet energy value. This
ratio reflected the change of wavelet energy before and
after stimulation. The EEG wavelet energy was calculated
as:
Wavelet energy value ðratioÞ
¼ wavelet energy value of stimulation state=

Wavelet Energy Extraction

wavelet energy value of resting state:

The signal was decomposed into eight layers, and a db3
wavelet base was chosen. As the eight-layer decomposition
Table 2 Comparison of four
threshold estimation methods.

Threshold estimation method

VisuShrink

Sureshrink

Heursure

Minmax

SNR

42.541

72.890

72.890

50.997

1.217

0.037

RSME

0.0370

0.460

SNR, signal-to-noise ratio; RSME, root-mean-square error.
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Table 3 Comparison of wavelet energy values in different stimulation states.
Stimulation

Total (MCS ? VS)

MCS

VS

Music

1.124 ± 0.147

1.139 ± 0.158

1.107 ± 0.116

Habit

1.346 ± 0.198

1.391 ± 0.215

1.296 ± 0.115

Call-name

1.423 ± 0.314

1.489 ± 0.343

1.349 ± 0.128

Fig. 2 Correspondence of wavelet decomposition band diagram.

Nonlinear Dynamic Feature Extraction

Results

Correlation dimension, complexity, entropy, and Lyapunov
exponents are common nonlinear features in EEG signal
analysis. Of these, entropy is the most suitable because of
its small dataset demand and high computation speed,
whereas correlation dimension and Lyapunov exponent
require large datasets and strict dimensions (features that
are unsuitable for EEG analysis). Therefore, in this study,
approximate entropy (ApEn) [32], sample entropy (SampEn) [33], and permutation entropy (PmEn) [34], were
used to determine the patients’ state of consciousness.
A nonlinear dynamic method was used to calculate EEG
signal features (ApEn, SampEn, and PmEn) under the
resting and stimulation states (music, habit, and call-name)
[7]. During feature extraction, ApEn, SampEn, and PmEn
were computed for the EEG data in each time-window
(12 s signal truncated from the EEG data). For each
nonlinear characteristic, the mean of the values from all
time-windows was considered as a feature of the EEG data.
The feature value was extracted and calculated from each
channel. The means of single features were the average
value of all 64 channel features of the EEG data.
The resting state was considered as the unified normalized standard of response coefficients (Rc). Therefore, the
ratio between the nonlinear dynamic feature of the
stimulation state and the nonlinear dynamic feature of the
resting state was defined as the Rc. Rc values are the EEG
nonlinear dynamic feature response coefficients of the
stimulation value, which reflect the changes of a nonlinear
dynamic feature before and after stimulation. The Rc
values were calculated as:

EEG Wavelet Energy Values for MCS and VS
Under Different Stimulations
We first investigated the degree of EEG response to various
kinds of stimulation by comparing the differences in
wavelet energy. The highest wavelet energy of the cases
(including MCS and VS) was for call-name stimulation,
followed by habit and music stimulation (Table 3).
To verify the differences among the three stimulations,
statistical analysis of the wavelet energy values between
the different stimulations were performed. First, differences were analyzed between habit and music stimulation,
then between habit and call-name stimulation, using the
paired-samples t-test. In all cases, there were significant
differences in the wavelet energy both for habit versus
music (P = 0.0065) and for habit versus call-name stimulation (P = 0.0089). In MCS cases, the wavelet energy
differed significantly (P = 0.0074) between habit and
music, but not between habit and call-name stimulation.
However, the VS cases showed no significant differences
in wavelet energy either between habit and music, or
between habit and call-name stimulation (Fig. 3).

Rc value ðratioÞ ¼ feature of stimulation state / feature of resting state:

RcA, RcS, and RcP refer to the Rc values for the three
features ApEn, SampEn, and PmEn, respectively.
Statistical Analysis
Wavelet energy and Rc values were analyzed using the
paired-samples t-test, independent-sample t-test, and oneway ANOVA, using SPSS v.19 software (SPSS Inc.,
Chicago, IL). P \ 0.05 was considered statistically
significant.
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Fig. 3 Difference of wavelet energy values in total cases (n = 19),
MCS cases (n = 9), and VS cases (n = 10) in the three stimulations
(music, habit, and call-name) (error bars, 95% confidence intervals;
**P \ 0.01).
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Further investigations of the differences of wavelet
energy values between VS and MCS cases for the three
stimulations were performed using the independent-samples t-test. There was a significant difference in these
values for habit (P = 0.023) and call-name stimulation
(P = 0.016) between MCS and VS cases, but not for music
stimulation (Fig. 4).

695

among all the cases corresponded to call-name stimulation,
followed by habit and music stimulation.
In order to verify the statistical differences between the
three stimulations, statistical analysis of the Rc values for
habit versus music, and for habit versus call-name stimulation was performed using the paired-samples t-test. In

EEG Rc Values for MCS and VS Under Different
Stimulations
We then investigated the degree of EEG response to
various kinds of stimulation by comparing the nonlinear
entropy values in DOC patients. The Rc values (RcA, RcS,
and RcP) of the three different stimulations are shown in
Table 4. The results indicated that the highest Rc values

Fig. 4 Analysis of EEG wavelet energy value differences between
VS and MCS cases for the three stimulations (error bars, 95%
confidence intervals; *P \ 0.05).
Table 4 EEG entropy values in different stimulation states.
Sample

Rc values
RcA

Total (MCS?VS)
Music
1.044 ± 0.13

RcS

RcP

1.071 ± 0.12

1.004 ± 0.01

Habit

1.262 ± 0.05

1.234 ± 0.09

1.254 ± 0.31

Call-name

1.446 ± 0.24

1.254 ± 0.21

1.394 ± 0.32

1.025 ± 0.15

1.067 ± 0.15

1.004 ± 0.02

MCS
Music
Habit

1.413 ± 0.07

1.377 ± 0.13

1.413 ± 0.23

Call-name

1.668 ± 0.21

1.644 ± 0.19

1.602 ± 0.28

VS
Music

1.061 ± 0.13

1.074 ± 0.08

1.003 ± 0.004

Habit

1.127 ± 0.09

1.105 ± 0.06

1.111 ± 0.36

Call-name

1.247 ± 0.17

1.211 ± 0.15

1.206 ± 0.24

Fig. 5 Rc values of A the total patient population (n = 19), B MCS
cases (n = 9), and C VS cases (n = 10) in response to the three
stimulations (error bars, 95% confidence intervals; *P \ 0.05,
**P \ 0.01).
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Table 5 Analysis of EEG Rc differences (P values) between VS and
MCS for the three stimulations.
Feature value

Music

Habit

Call-name

RcA

0.177

0.006

0.007

RcS

0.894

0.004

0.001

RcP

0.871

0.032

0.003

all cases, there were significant differences in the three Rc
values between habit versus call-name stimulation (RcA,
P = 0.029; RcS, P = 0.034; RcP, P = 0.041). Moreover,
two Rc values (RcA and RcP) remarkably differed between
habit and music stimulations (P = 0.0082, P = 0.0096)
(Fig. 5A). In MCS cases, there were significant differences
in the three Rc values between habit and music stimulations (RcA, P = 0.0097; RcS, P = 0.037; RcP,
P = 0.0088); but only RcS differed (P = 0.038) between
habit and call-name stimulations (Fig. 5B). In VS cases,
there were no differences in the three Rc values either
between habit and music or between habit and call-name
stimulations (Fig. 5C).
Further comparison of the Rc values between VS and
MCS cases was performed using the independent-samples
t-test. RcA and RcS differed significantly (RcA, P = 0.006;
RcS, P = 0.004) between MCS and VS cases for habit
stimulation; all three differed significantly (RcA,
P = 0.007; RcS, P = 0.001; RcP, P = 0.003) between
MCS and VS cases for call-name stimulation; and none
was significantly different between MCS and VS cases for
music stimulation (Table 5).

Table 6 EEG entropy values in
different stimulation states.

Sample

EEG Response in Different Brain Lobes Under
Different Stimulations
Since different stimulations may activate distinct brain
areas, we finally investigated the degree of EEG responses
in the frontal, temporal, parietal, and occipital lobes at
different regions elicited by various types of stimulation.
Among the nonlinear EEG features (ApEn, SampEn,
and PmEn), PmEn measures the complexity of a signal,
with the advantages of being simple, fast, and having a
strong anti-noise property. Therefore, PmEn was used to
measure the nonlinear dynamic feature responses of the
different areas. The differences of entropy values in the
different areas during the three stimulations were evaluated
using one-way ANOVA.
The resulting EEG responses in the different lobes under
different stimulations are shown in Table 6. During habit
stimulation, the RcP values in the frontal lobe were
significantly higher than those in any other areas in VS
cases (P \ 0.05), MCS cases (P \ 0.01), and VS ? MCS
cases (P \ 0.01). During music stimulation, the RcP values
in the temporal lobe were significantly higher (P \ 0.05)
than those in any other areas for VS ? MCS and VS cases,
but not for MCS cases. During call-name stimulation, the
RcP values in the temporal lobe were significantly higher
than those in any other areas for VS ? MCS (P \ 0.05),
VS (P \ 0.05), and MCS (P \ 0.01).
To visualize the results of brain responses under
different stimulations, we used the topographic map
visualization method. Three VS cases and 4 MCS cases
were chosen to plot the maps using the mean PmEn
(Fig. 6). These patients did not suffer from traumatic brain
injury, but from other conditions such as subarachnoid
hemorrhage or diffuse axonal injury. Indeed, in these cases,

Brain area
Frontal lobe

Temporal lobe

Parietal lobe

Occipital lobe

Total (MCS?VS)
Music

0.986 ± 0.097

1.048 ± 0.105*

1.003 ± 0.079

0.985 ± 0.103

Habit

1.452 ± 0.132**

1.116 ± 0.097

1.179 ± 0.099

1.294 ± 0.154

Call-name

1.378 ± 0.112

1.530 ± 0.101*

1.315 ± 0.101

1.393 ± 0.145

MCS
Music

1.014 ± 0.059

1.024 ± 0.062

1.005 ± 0.050

0.972 ± 0.057

Habit

1.664 ± 0.163**

1.215 ± 0.099

1.280 ± 0.104

1.492 ± 0.138

Call-name

1.601 ± 0.068

1.730 ± 0.110**

1.447 ± 0.126

1.631 ± 0.162

Music

0.973 ± 0.122

1.072 ± 0.135*

0.967 ± 0.101

0.998 ± 0.135

Habit
Call-name

1.240 ± 0.103*
1.155 ± 0.139

1.018 ± 0.100
1.331 ± 0.092*

1.077 ± 0.099
1.183 ± 0.064

1.096 ± 0.165
1.154 ± 0.099

VS

*P \ 0.05, **P \ 0.01.
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Fig. 6 EEG topographic maps
of the mean PmEn under the
three stimulations. The colors
reflect the intensity of the EEG
response. MCS and VS results
for music stimulation (upper
panels), habit stimulation (middle panels), and call-name
stimulation (lower panels).

the brain integrity was conserved and the mapping was not
influenced by injury of the lobes.
With the music stimulation, in both MCS and VS cases,
the darkest area was located in the temporal cortex,
denoting a significantly more intense EEG response than in
other regions. Furthermore, the EEG responses in MCS
cases were more intense than those of VS cases. The results
of music stimulation showed that, in the selected cases, the
temporal region was the most responsive.
With the habit stimulation, in both MCS and VS cases,
the darkest area was located in the prefrontal region, which
had significantly more intense EEG responses than other
regions. The EEG responses of the MCS cases were more
intense than those of the VS cases. The results of habit
stimulation demonstrated that, for the selected cases, the
frontal brain region was the most responsive area.

With the call-name stimulation, in the MCS cases, the
darkest areas were in the left temporal and right occipital
areas, which had significantly more intense EEG responses
than other regions. In the VS cases with call-name
stimulation, the darkest area was in the temporal area,
which had significantly more intense EEG responses than
other regions. The EEG responses of MCS cases were more
intense than those of VS cases.

Discussion
In this study, using EEG wavelet transformation and
nonlinear dynamics analysis, we studied the EEG
responses of DOC patients under different stimulations to
determine whether habit stimulation is clinically useful.
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We found that, with the three types of stimulation (music,
habit, and call-name), the EEG response under habit
stimulation was higher than that under music stimulation,
but lower than that under call-name stimulation. In
different consciousness states, the MCS response to habit
stimulation was more pronounced than that for VS patients.
These results provide preliminary evidence for the effectiveness of habit stimulation. Concerning the spatial
distribution of EEG responses, the brain maps showed a
more intense response in the frontal lobe during habit
stimulation and in the temporal lobe during music and callname stimulation. These results may reflect positive neuralrelated activity evoked by the stimulations.
Results from current studies suggest that habit stimulation can arouse brain responses; however, the detailed
neurobiological mechanism underlying habit remains
unclear but could be involved in the addiction mechanism.
Existing research shows that the mesolimbic dopamine
system (MLDS) is the neurobiological basis of the addiction
mechanism [35]. The MLDS is a pathway by which
dopamine is carried from one area to another. Dopamine
is the major molecule released by the brain’s reward centers.
Dopaminergic neurons are mainly located in the ventral
tegmental area, and also have projections into several parts
of the brain, including the nucleus accumbens, prefrontal
cortex, hippocampi, and amygdala. The MLDS is the
common neural pathway of the reward mechanism, and is
involved in the physiological process of addiction [36]. In
nicotine habit stimulation, the MLDS is thought to be the
key site of its action. However, nicotine also increases the
extracellular dopamine concentration by stimulating
dopaminergic neurons. In alcohol habit stimulation, it has
been reported that alcohol stimulates addiction, triggers
dopamine release, enhances brain activity, and stimulates
the reward system. Rose [37] proposed that nicotine and
alcohol have positive reinforcement in the MLDS. The
specific neural mechanisms involved in habit stimulation
need to be further clarified using imaging techniques such as
fMRI combined with EEG, as well as neuropsychological
scale methods. Future investigations need larger samples.
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Abstract In recent decades, event-related potentials have
been used for the clinical electrophysiological assessment
of patients with disorders of consciousness (DOCs). In this
paper, an oddball paradigm with two types of frequencydeviant stimulus (standard stimuli were pure tones of 1000
Hz; small deviant stimuli were pure tones of 1050 Hz; large
deviant stimuli were pure tones of 1200 Hz) was applied to
elicit mismatch negativity (MMN) in 30 patients with
DOCs diagnosed using the JFK Coma Recovery ScaleRevised (CRS-R). The results showed that the peak
amplitudes of MMN elicited by both large and small
deviant stimuli were significantly different from baseline.
In terms of the spatial properties of MMN, a significant
interaction effect between conditions (small and large
deviant stimuli) and electrode nodes was centered at the
frontocentral area. Furthermore, correlation coefficients

were calculated between MMN amplitudes and CRS-R
scores for each electrode among all participants to generate
topographic maps. Meanwhile, a significant negative
correlation between the MMN amplitudes elicited by large
deviant stimuli and the CRS-R scores was also found at the
frontocentral area. In consequence, our results combine the
above spatial properties of MMN in patients with DOCs,
and provide a more precise location (frontocentral area) at
which to evaluate the correlation between clinical electrophysiological assessment and the level of consciousness.
Keywords EEG  Mismatch negativity  Disorder of
consciousness  Vegetative state  Minimally conscious
state
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Recently, several electrophysiological studies have shown
that event-related potentials (ERPs) can be applied to
investigate auditory discrimination and its disorders in
neurological patients [1]. In particular, mismatch negativity
(MMN), a negative component of the ERP, has been used
to assess the function of the auditory cortex in patients in a
minimally conscious state (MCS) or in a vegetative state
(VS) [2, 3]. MMN is a relatively automatic response to an
occasional mismatched deviant stimulus that differs from
repeated standard stimuli; it has a latency of 100 ms–250
ms at frontocentral and central scalp electrodes, and
assesses whether the auditory system discriminates the
different sounds [4, 5]. Compared with other ERP components, the advantage of MMN is that it can be recorded
without attention, implying that it can also be recorded in
unconscious patients.
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The VS is a severe neurological syndrome caused by
traumatic brain injury, hypoxia, or other etiologies [6, 7], in
which behavioral signs of awareness are absent [8]. The
MCS is described as a condition of minimal consciousness
but with definite behavioral responses, and is distinct from
VS [9]. The diagnostic criteria for VS and MCS are
generally based on behaviors such as visual fixation and
pursuit tracking. The CRS-R is usually used for the clinical
assessment of patients with DOCs [10]. However, the
diagnoses are extremely subjective, and have a low
resolution in assessing consciousness [11]. MMN, as a
functional brain investigation, should be used for accurate
assessment of the level of consciousness (LOC) [12].
Several studies have used MMN to assess markers of
cognition in VS or MCS. Fischer et al. applied an auditory
stimulation paradigm, which consisted of standard tones,
duration-deviant tones, and a novel stimulus to 27 patients
with permanent VS or MCS, and found that some patients
(mainly not due to anoxia) may be able to process sound
deviance or novelty [3]. Boly et al. recorded MMN in 21
brain-damaged patients (8 VS and 13 MCS) and 22 healthy
controls during a roving MMN paradigm, and found clearly
different responses among controls and patients in MCS
and VS [12]. Several statistical parametric maps of
differential group responses over different time-windows
were included to illustrate the significant interaction
between the response amplitude and the LOC. Another
study has shown that MMN increases with the recovery of
consciousness, which implies that it can be used to predict
the ability to recover from VS [13]. In the patient group,
MMN was examined every 2 weeks during recovery from
VS, while the normal group was only assessed once. And
there was a negative correlation between LOC and MMN
amplitude.
Although the latency of MMN is usually in the 100 ms–
250 ms range, it may appear at a longer latency. Earlier
studies that focused on the latency and amplitude of MMN
showed that they are affected by the magnitude of the
physical difference between the deviant and standard
stimuli, and reflect the accuracy of perception [14].
Kotchoubey et al. compared the MMN between sine tone
and complex tone stimuli in 79 patients with extremely
severe brain injuries [2], and found that sine tones elicited
an MMN of longer latency and smaller amplitude than
complex tones. Risetti et al. recorded MMN in an auditory
oddball paradigm in 11 patients diagnosed with VS and
MCS [15]. All patients but one (due to anoxic etiology)
showed MMN, and the MMN in VS patients occurred at a
longer latency (339.2 ms ± 155.6 ms).
To date, in almost all studies of DOCs the participants
were presented with only one type of deviant stimulus,
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which meant that analysis could only be performed
between the responses to standard and deviant stimuli.
However, the important differences in MMN properties
between the responses to stimuli of different magnitudes of
deviation were ignored (i.e. larger deviant stimuli elicit a
larger MMN peak at a shorter latency) [16]. Furthermore,
the paradigm with multiple types of deviant stimuli has
been widely used on healthy participants [16–18] and has
provided a comparison between different magnitudes of
deviation [16]. Based upon this, in the present study we
used two types of frequency-deviant stimuli to evaluate the
MMN component as the outcome of the LOC. On the other
hand, some studies have reported a correlation between
behavioral index and MMN amplitude, but without topographic maps of the correlation coefficients as supporting
evidence, and without revealing the spatial properties of
MMN in experiments on patients with DOCs. In this study,
we explored the correlation between MMN amplitude and
clinical behavioral assessment for each electrode among all
participants and revealed the spatial properties of the
correlations between MMN and CRS-R scores in patients
with DOCs using MMN as an index of the LOC.

Methods
Patients
Thirty patients were consecutively recruited at the PLA
General Hospital. Patient #11 was excluded due to extreme
CRS-R scores (Table 1, the score was not normally
distributed), and patient #21 was excluded due to the
extremely noisy electroencephalograph (EEG) data. Consequently, 28 patients with severe brain injury aged
between 18 and 66 years (mean age ± SD, 44 ± 13) were
enrolled. The time between the onset of coma and the
evoked potential recording ranged between 1 and 12
months (mean 5 months).
To determine the LOC of patients, we used the CRS-R
scale to assess the behavioral scores [19]. The CRS-R scale
is the most reliable and easiest to apply in routine use,
comprising auditory, visual, motor, verbal, communication,
and arousal functions, with a total score ranging between 0
(coma) and 23 (emergence from MCS). The patients were
classified into 3 levels [20] (MCS?, MCS–, and VS; details
in Table 1, as rated by clinicians).
Based on previous studies, MCS patients were subcategorized into MCS– (only showing non-reflex behavior
such as visual pursuit, localization of noxious stimulation,
and/or contingent behavior) and MCS? (showing command following).
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Table 1 Detailed information about patients.
Patient

Gender (M,F)

Age (years)

Etiology

1

M

29

Cerebral hemorrhage

3

7

VS

2

F

40

Traumatic brain injury

11

7

VS

3

M

32

Cerebral hemorrhage

7

7

MCS–

4

M

40

Cardiac arrest

1.5

5

VS

5

M

40

Cardiac arrest

2.5

9

MCS–

6

M

55

Cardiac arrest

1.5

5

VS

7

M

33

Brainstem hemorrhage

1

8

MCS–

8

F

29

Cerebral hemorrhage

6

7

VS

9

F

53

Cerebral hemorrhage

2

16

10

M

25

Cardiac arrest

6

12

MCS–

11
12

M
F

64
36

Aneurysm rupture
Cardiac arrest

2
9

23
7

MCS?
VS

13

F

60

Cerebral hemorrhage

3

7

VS

14

M

66

Traumatic brain injury

4

6

VS

15

M

65

Traumatic brain injury

4

6

VS

16

F

61

Cardiac arrest

2

6

VS

17

M

48

Cerebral hemorrhage

12

12

MCS?

18

F

48

Cerebral hemorrhage

4

10

MCS–

19

M

51

Brainstem hemorrhage

3

6

20

F

60

Postoperative ramus myeloma

3.5

9

MCS–

21

M

53

Cardiac arrest

3

1

VS

22

M

38

Traumatic brain injury

3

7

VS

23

M

45

Bilateral vertebral artery occlusion

4

9

MCS–

24

M

18

Drowning

4

7

VS

25

M

29

Cardiac arrest

12

7

VS

26

F

53

Traumatic brain injury

1

3

VS

27
28

F
F

53
30

Traumatic brain injury
Cardiac arrest

5
5

6
5

VS
VS

29

M

61

Cerebral infarction

9

7

VS

30

M

42

Cerebral hemorrhage

3

9

MCS–

Stimulus
We used an oddball paradigm to elicit MMN; it consisted
of one type of standard stimulus and two types of
frequency-deviant stimulus. In each of the blocks, 1000
pure sound stimuli (lasting for 200 ms) with stimulus onset
asynchrony of 1011 ms were presented to a patient in order
to elicit the MMN ERP response. The standard sound
stimuli (1000 Hz) were presented with a probability of
80%, that of the small deviant stimuli (1050 Hz) was 10%,
and that of the large deviant stimuli (1200 Hz) was 10%.
There were at least 3 standard stimuli between two
consecutive deviants. Stimuli were uninterrupted and
pseudo-randomly presented (Fig. 1). The whole experiment lasted for *17 min. Stimulus sequences were
programmed in the E-Prime 3.0 software (Psychology
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Months from event

CRS-R

Diagnosis

MCS?

VS

Software Tools, Pittsburgh, PA), and delivered through
headphones.
EEG Data Acquisition
Scalp EEGs were recorded at 21 electrodes (Fp1, Fp2, F3,
F4, C3, C4, P3, P4, O1, O2, F7, F8, T3, T4, T5, T6, Fz, Cz,
Pz, M1, and M2) according to the 10/20 International
System using a Nicolet amplifier by Natus Neurology Inc.
Data were sampled at 500 Hz with an online 0.1 Hz–100
Hz bandpass filter. Impedances were \10 KX and in most
cases \ 5 KX. Data were referenced online at the CPz
electrode and re-referenced offline with the mean potential
at the mastoids on both sides. Three channels were used to
mark the onsets of the stimuli.
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Fig. 1 Stimulus sequences.
1000 pure sound stimuli (lasting
for 200 ms) with SOA of 1011
ms were presented to a subject
in order to elicit the MMN ERP
response. The frequencies of
standard, small deviant and
large deviant stimuli were 1000
Hz, 1050 Hz and 1200 Hz, and
the numbers of trials were 800,
100 and 100.

Data Processing and Analysis
Preprocessing
EEG data were preprocessed with the EEGLAB toolbox
[21]. The preprocessing consisted of rejecting artifacts in
the time and frequency domains. Raw data were visually
inspected by an experienced data analyzer to remove major
artifacts caused by body movements. Channels with
excessive artifacts were interpolated by the four nearby
good-quality channels. Basic filters were applied in the
following order: 50 Hz notch, 1 Hz high-pass, and 30 Hz
low-pass filters.

90, 90, 90, and 89. After artifact rejection, the remaining
trials were averaged according to the stimulus type for each
patient. The difference wave is widely used to record
MMN [18, 23]. To obtain a stable MMN, the deviant sweep
minus the standard was used to calculate the difference
wave.
Wavelet Filtering
Wavelet filters are widely used to further improve the
signal-to-noise ratio of MMN [24, 25]. Cong et al.
provided a detailed introduction to wavelet filter design
[26]. With regard to the number of levels for decomposition, the criterion was:

Independent Component Analysis (ICA)

L  log2 Fs

ICA is a well-known algorithm to remove electro-oculogram artifacts (blinks and eye movements). ICA was
carried out on preprocessed data using the InfomaxICA
algorithm [22]. The data from all 28 patients were spatially
filtered by ICA to remove blink and eye movement
artifacts.

where Fs is the sampling frequency, and L is the number of
levels. Our sampling frequency was 500 Hz, and the
number of levels for the wavelet decomposition was set to
9.
The roughly-defined bandwidth at a given level in
wavelet decomposition is related to the sampling frequency
and the corresponding frequency level [27] as:

Extracting Epochs, Averaging, and Calculating
the Difference Wave

B ¼ Fs=2lþ1

Epochs were extracted after ICA. The EEG data were
segmented into epochs of 700 ms, time-locked to stimulus
onset, and included a pre-stimulus period of 100 ms
(baseline). Then, the baseline was subtracted from each
trial. Trials with an amplitude exceeding ± 75 lV were
rejected. To balance the signal-to-noise ratio, only the
standard stimuli before the deviant stimuli were averaged.
In consequence, four sweeps were obtained, a small
deviant sweep with the standard sweep before it, and a
large deviant sweep with the standard sweep before it. The
mean numbers of trials remaining for each stimulus were

ð1Þ

ð2Þ

where l = 1, …, L.
Table 2 shows rough estimates of the bandwidth at each
level. The coefficients for D8, D7, D6, D5, and D4 were
retained to construct the 1 Hz–30 Hz bandpass filter. We
selected a reverse biorthogonal wavelet of the order of 6.8
to filter the difference wave [28].
Statistical Analysis
MMN peak values and latencies were measured from the
most negative peak occurring at 200 ms–300 ms after
stimulus onset. Then, the mean amplitude within the time-
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decomposition.
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Decomposition level

Decomposition label

9

D9

0.48–0.94

0.48

8

D8

0.97–1.95

0.97

7

D7

1.95–3.90

1.95

6

D6

3.90–7.81

3.90

5

D5

7.81–15.62

7.81

4

D4

15.62–31.25

15.62

3

D3

31.25–62.5

31.25

2

D2

62.5–125

62.5

1

D1

125–250

125

window - 20 ms to 20 ms centered on the latency of the
peak MMN component in the grand averaged waveform
was taken as a feature for statistical analysis. Two-tailed ttests were conducted to determine whether the MMN
amplitudes with conditions (small and large stimuli)
differed significantly from baseline and whether the
MMN latency differed significantly among conditions.
The mean amplitude within the fixed time-window among
all 19 electrode nodes (the two reference electrodes M1 and
M2 were excluded) was calculated as the MMN value. A
repeated-measures analysis of variance (RMANOVA) was
conducted with the conditions and electrode nodes as the
factors to assess the differences in mismatch responses
across conditions in each electrode. Follow-up t-tests were
conducted to determine whether the conditions 9 electrodes interactions were significant, with the level of
significance set at 0.05, and Greenhouse-Geisser corrections were applied where appropriate. Pearson’s linear
correlation was used to calculate the correlation coefficients between MMN amplitudes at each electrode and
CRS-R scores among all patients, with the level of
significance set at 0.05; Bonferroni correction was applied.

Results
ERP Results
The grand averaged waveforms of the standard and deviant
responses, along with the difference waves are shown in
Fig. 2A–C. All the MMN amplitudes elicited by small and
large deviant stimuli differed significantly from baseline
(tsmall = 5.208, Psmall \ 0.05; tlarge = 5.996, Plarge
\ 0.05).As noted in the data processing and analysis, the
baseline was equal to zero after baseline correction.
RMANOVA revealed a significant conditions 9 electrodes
interaction (F = 2.525, P = 0.038). Follow-up t-test
comparisons indicated that small deviant stimuli had
significantly smaller mismatch responses at the frontocentral recording sites (Fp1, Fp2, Fz, F3, F4, F7, Cz, and C3;
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Frequency range (Hz)

Bandwidth (Hz)

t [ 2.071 for all, P \ 0.05 for all), but no significant
difference at the other recording sites (P3, P4, Pz, T3, T4,
T5, T6, O1, O2, F8, and C4; t \ 1.756 for all, P [ 0.05 for
all) (Table 3). In terms of latency, there was no significant
difference between the different magnitudes of deviation
(t = – 1.074, P = 0.292), and the grand averaged latencies
to the small and large deviant stimuli were 239.61 ± 36.90
ms and 251.58 ± 38.36 ms. In terms of spatial distribution,
the MMN component was mainly centered at the frontocentral area (Fig. 2D).
Clinical and ERP Correlations
The total CRS-R scores were obtained before each ERP
recording. The topographic maps of the correlation coefficients between MMN amplitudes and CRS-R scores are
shown in Fig. 3B. A significantly negative correlation
between CRS-R scores and MMN amplitudes elicited by
large deviant stimuli was also found in the frontocentral
area (Fp1, Fp2, Fz, and Cz; P \ 0.05 for all, Table 3).
Accordingly, as the CRS-R score increased, the absolute
value of MMN amplitude became larger. The most
significantly negative correlation was located at electrode
Cz (r2s = 0.06, P = 0.08; r2l = 0.24, P = 0.007; r2s and r2l are
the correlation coefficients between peak amplitudes of
MMN components elicited by small and large deviant
stimuli and CRS-R scores at electrode Cz, see Fig. 3A).
However, such a significant correlation was not found
between CRS-R scores and MMN amplitudes elicited by
small deviant stimuli.

Discussion
Here, we investigated the correlations between ERP
components elicited by an oddball auditory paradigm in
patients diagnosed with DOCs and the outcome of the
clinical behavioral assessment, using every electrode to
determine the spatial properties of such correlations. In the
experiment, we adopted a two frequency-deviant oddball
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Fig. 2 Grand averaged waveforms and topographies. A Grand averaged waveform of responses to small deviant stimuli and the sweep
before it at electrode Fz. B Grand averaged waveform of responses to
large deviant stimuli and the sweep before it at electrode Fz. C Grand

Table 3 Statistical parameters
of the spatial properties of
MMN.

Channel name

t value

averaged difference waves (at electrode Fz) of large (black line) and
small (blue line) deviant stimuli. D Topography of mean MMN
amplitude within the time window (time window of small deviant:
189 ms–229 ms; time window of large deviant: 258 ms–298 ms).

rho of large deviant

rho of small deviant

Fp1
Fp2

3.00*
2.39*

0.15*
0.24*

0.03
0.06

F3

2.21*

0.13

0.06

F4

3.50*

0.11

0.03

C3

2.27*

0.08

0.08

C4

1.38

0.09

0.03

P3

0.80

0.03

0.07

P4

1.00

0.08

0.07

O1

-0.44

0.10

0.11

O2

0.54

0.13

0.14

F7

2.07*

0.05

0.01

F8

1.76

0.10

0.01

T3

0.49

0.02

0.07

T4

0.50

0.00

0.00

T5

-0.54

0.00

0.01

T6
Fz

-0.65
2.08*

0.01
0.14*

0.03
0.04

Cz

2.17*

0.24*

0.06

Pz

0.93

0.10

0.09

First column, electrodes; second column, t-test results of small and large deviant stimuli at each electrode;
third and fourth column, correlation coefficients between MMN amplitudes induced by large and small
deviant stimuli and CRS-R scores (*P \ 0.05).

paradigm to elicit MMN components, and used the CRS-R
score as the outcome of the LOC. The main findings can be
summarized as follows: (1) there was a significant interaction effect between conditions (small and large deviant
stimuli) and electrode nodes centered at the frontocentral
area; (2) topographic maps of correlation coefficients

between MMN amplitudes and CRS-R scores were generated; and (3) a significantly negative correlation between
the MMN amplitude elicited by large deviant stimuli and
the CRS-R scores was also found at the frontocentral area.
ERPs are routinely used as the outcome of the clinical
electrophysiological assessment of patients with DOCs
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Fig. 3 The correlation between
MMN amplitude and CRS-R
scores. A The correlation
between MMN amplitude at
electrode Cz and CRS-R scores
(rl2/rs2 represents the correlation
coefficient between MMN
amplitude derived by large/
small deviant stimuli and CRSR scores). B The different
shades on the topography represent the degree of association
between the MMN amplitude
across different electrode sites
and CRS-R scores.

Fig. 4 Spatial properties of the correlation between MMN and the
CRS-R scores. A Statistical parametric maps showing scalp regions
where there is a significant interaction effect between conditions
(small and large deviant stimuli) and electrode nodes, with the
threshold at P \ 0.05. B Statistical parametric maps showing scalp
regions where there is a significantly negative correlation between the

MMN amplitudes elicited by large deviant stimuli and the CRS-R
scores, with the threshold at P \ 0.05. C Topography showing scalp
regions where both the interaction effect (between conditions and
electrode nodes) and negative correlation (between the MMN
amplitudes elicited by large deviant stimuli and the CRS-R scores)
are significant.

[3, 29, 30]. The first step to evaluate the feasibility of using
MMN as the clinical outcome of LOC was to determine
whether the MMN component was successfully derived. In
terms of amplitude, there were significant differences
between the MMN amplitudes elicited by both small and
large deviant stimuli and baseline, implying that both the
small and large deviant stimuli successfully elicited the
MMN component in patients with DOCs.
Previous studies have demonstrated an important MMN
property in healthy individuals—there is a significant
interaction between conditions (different magnitude of
deviation) at electrode Fz and the magnitude of deviation
[16]. We adopted a two frequency-deviant oddball
paradigm and found a significant interaction effect between

conditions (small and large deviant stimuli) and electrode
nodes in patients with DOCs, especially in the frontocentral
area (not only at electrode Fz). As a result, we concluded
that the first spatial property of MMN was a significant
interaction effect between conditions and electrode nodes,
specifically at frontocentral recording sites (Fz, Cz, F3, and
F4, Fig. 4A). In practice, there is a great need to apply
multi-deviant oddball paradigms to enrich the method of
analyzing MMN data from patients with DOCs. However,
it is difficult to evaluate whether an MMN paradigm with
multiple deviant stimuli works. Conversely, the first spatial
property potentially provides a feasible method to solve the
above difficulty. Namely, a feasible paradigm with multiple deviant stimuli should meet both rules that the MMN
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component is successful derived and the significant interaction effect between conditions and electrode nodes
specifically appears at frontocentral recording sites.
With the aim of using the MMN component to assess the
LOC, the correlation between MMN amplitudes and
behavioral assessment plays a fairly important role. Based
on the results of the correlations between the peak
amplitudes of MMN and CRS-R scores at each electrode
among all patients, the topographic maps of the correlation
coefficients between MMN amplitudes and CRS-R scores
suggested that such correlations are centered at distinct
areas (Fig. 3B). Based on the results of statistical analysis,
we concluded that the second spatial property of MMN was
that the significantly negative correlation between the
MMN amplitudes elicited by large deviant stimuli and the
CRS-R scores was also located at the frontocentral area
(Fig. 4B). From the above analysis, it was clear that not all
electrodes had an interaction effect significantly correlated
with the CRS-R scores, which has not been reported
previously. We believe that the precise spatial features of
MMN elicited by multiple deviant stimuli paradigm should
meet both of the above spatial properties, namely a distinct
area with a significant interaction effect between conditions
and electrode nodes, and a significantly negative correlation between the MMN amplitudes and the CRS-R scores.
As a consequence, we combined these two spatial properties and found a distinct area of correlation between
MMN and the CRS-R scores in patients with DOCs
centered at the frontocentral area (Fp1, Fp2, Fz, and Cz;
Fig. 4C), which is a more precise location for evaluating
the correlation between clinical electrophysiological
assessment and LOC. Given such spatial properties, two
further conclusions can be drawn: (1) they provide an
efficient spatial indicator to monitor the effectiveness of
training programs and predict the LOC; and (2) given that
it is always difficult to record EEG signals with a large
number of electrodes in patients, our study revealed that
fewer electrodes can be used to measure MMN, which
greatly improves efficiency.
However, the results of small deviant stimuli partly did
not support our hypotheses. First, the latency of the small
deviant tended to be shorter than the large deviant. As
shown in Fig. 3, the grand averaged waveforms fluctuated
in patients with DOCs and the peak amplitudes were
almost the same within a time-window, which made it
difficult to accurately identify the MMN component.
Furthermore, the latencies and peak values of MMN
among patients differed considerably, which may have
resulted in a difference in latency. Second, the mismatch
responses elicited by small deviant stimuli showed no
significant correlation with CRS-R scores. Compared with
the large deviant stimuli, these results implied that the
frequency difference between standard and deviant stimuli
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is a key parameter for assessing the LOC of patients with
DOCs. In our study, the small deviant stimuli (50 Hz
difference in frequency) was able to elicit a minor MMN
component, but could not be used to evaluate the LOC, but
this can be adjusted in future. Another minor limitation of
our study was that gender and age were not meticulously
classified. With additional data, more stable and reliable
results could be acquired.
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Dear Editor,
Coma, the vegetative state (VS), and the minimallyconscious state (MCS), often collectively referred to as
disorders of consciousness (DOCs), typically occur after
severe traumatic or non-traumatic brain injury [1]. The
boundary between awareness and unawareness remains
elusive, making it difficult to correctly distinguish MCS
from VS patients. It is possible to employ noninvasive
neuroimaging techniques, such as functional MRI (fMRI)
[2] to assess residual cognitive processing as well as
consciousness. However, the causal link between neural
activity in specific brain areas and specific behavioral tasks
is hard to dissect using fMRI [3]. Therefore, detecting
residual cognitive function and consciousness in patients
surviving severe brain injury remains extremely
challenging.
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The Coma Recovery Scale-Revised (CRS-R) is an
important diagnostic tool for diagnosing DOCs and a
widely accepted tool for distinguishing MCS from VS
[4–6]. The scale is designed to detect subtle changes in
multiple neurobehavioral signs of awareness and has led to
the development of standardized approaches for diagnostic
assessment and predicting outcomes for DOC patients [7].
The visual function subscale accounts for a substantial
extent of the global scale difference between VS and MCS
patients. A primary part of this subscale, the response to a
visual startle, is designed to elicit the blink reflex by
suddenly thrusting a fingertip towards a patient’s eyes from
the periphery [4]. The visual startle response is considered
intact if there is either partial or complete closure of the
eyelids. In the bedside test of the visual startle response, we
found that several VS and MCS patients produced a reflex
blink to a flashlight (weak or bright light) rather than a
fingertip. Here, we focused on the sensitivity of different
stimulus conditions (bright light, weak light, and fingertip)
to induce a visual startle response in patients with DOCs.
This study began in January 2012 and ended in August
2016. The study protocol was approved by the Clinical
Research Ethics Committee of the General Hospital of
Guangzhou Military Command and was conducted in
accordance with the Declaration of Helsinki. All patients’
guardians were informed about the experimental procedures and signed consent forms. All the DOC patients were
recruited from the Coma Recovery Unit at the same
hospital. The inclusion criteria were as follows: age
[ 18 years; diagnosed as DOC, including VS and MCS
(mainly determined by the motor subscale) with spontaneous open eyes, but no blink to visual threats (i.e., visual
subscale score = 0); and no sedative drugs during the test.
The exclusion criteria were as follows: significant ophthalmic disease that impeded light detection; nuclear and
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peripheral facial nerve lesions, as well as diseases of the
neuromuscular junction, and myopathies involving the
orbicularis oculi. We established a unified nursing schedule
to guarantee the stability, repeatability, and accuracy of the
test. Nursing, feeding, and treatment procedures, and time
schedules were consistent for all patients. All were given
daily basic nursing care before 09:00 and after 16:00.
Mealtimes were set at 07:30, 12:30, and 17:30. Treatments
were given after the test during the morning and afternoon
to reduce the interference of confounding factors, in
compliance with the unit schedule [8]. The visual startle
reflex was tested at two predetermined times (10:00 and
15:00), as these times have previously shown to produce
the most sensitive responses in patients [8].
In accordance with the CRS-R [7], a fingertip, a beam of
bright light, and a beam of weak light were tested in
random order, which was designed in advance using a
statistical analysis system. Bright light was defined as a
beam of LED light at an intensity of 4500–5000 lux, and
weak light was defined as a beam of ordinary light at an
intensity of 1500–1800 lux. To assess the visual startle
reflex to an object, an examiner quickly passed a fingertip
one inch in front of one of the patient’s eyes, while
avoiding the eyelashes or creating a breeze [7]. Each
stimulus condition was tested four times for each eye; if at
least two trials produced a positive response, we recorded
‘‘yes’’, otherwise ‘‘no’’ was recorded. If a visual startle
reflex stably occurred on each stimulus and consecutively
for three successive days, the test protocol was terminated.
The CRS-R global score was assessed by specially-trained
professionals on admission and at the end of the protocol.
One year after discharge, we called each patient’s relatives
to determine the outcomes according to the Glasgow
outcome scale [9]. Randomized block analysis of variance
was used to compare the three stimuli (bright light, weak
light, and fingertip), and the time from DOC onset to the
appearance of a positive reflex blink (in days) in response
to the three stimuli were analyzed using the v2 test. All
statistical calculations were performed using IBM SPSS
19.0. A two-tailed P \ 0.05 was considered statistically
significant.
We recruited a total of 21 DOC patients, whose
demographic characteristics and CRS-R scores are shown
in Table 1. Among the 21 patients, 16 (76.2%) were
diagnosed as VS and 5 (23.8%) as MCS. At the beginning
of the protocol, the visual startle reflexes were absent in 3
MCS and 12 VS patients; the other DOC patients had a
blink reflex induced only by bright light. At the end of the
following three months, 3 VS patients appeared to have a
reflex blink only to bright light, while the other 2 VS
patients had a reflex blink to bright and weak light but not
to a fingertip passing across the eye. Each patient was
followed up for one year after discharge. Seventeen
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patients ultimately regained consciousness, while the
others remained in a DOC state, although their Glasgow
outcome scale and CRS-R improved. The time (in days) it
took for a reflex blink to occur was considered as an
independent variable, while the three stimuli were considered as three independent groups. The data were then
analyzed by randomized block analysis of variance, and the
results indicated significant differences (F = 20.144,
P \ 0.05) among the three stimuli. In addition, the mean
time for a reflex blink to occur from the different stimuli
also reached statistical significance (P \ 0.05). The Student-Newman-Keuls (SNK) test showed that the time to the
positive blink startle in the fingertip group was significantly
longer than those in the other two groups (P \ 0.05), and
the time to a positive startle blink in the weak light group
was significantly longer than that in the bright light group
(P \ 0.05). Ordinal logistic regression analysis showed
that the time to the positive startle blink for different
stimulus conditions predicted the Glasgow outcome scale
(P \ 0.001; Table 2).
Our results indicated that assessment of the visual startle
response depends on the type of stimulus used. To the best
of our knowledge, this is the first study to assess
stimulation sensitivity for the visual startle response in
the CRS-R. We found that a visual startle response in DOC
patients occurred most frequently when a bright light was
used, followed by a weak light, and then a fingertip.
It is known that the visual startle response to light or an
object (a finger) requires an intact optic nerve and
connection to the pretectum [10]. When light or an object
signal stimulates retinal ganglion cells, the information is
transmitted via the afferent pathway along the optic nerves
to the optic chiasma, where it is then transmitted along the
optic tracts to synapses in the pretectal nucleus in the
midbrain, rather than in the superior colliculus. From there,
fibers are sent via the tectospinal tracts to the facial
nucleus, where the efferent pathway originates and where
the facial nerve sends motor fibers to the orbicularis oculi
muscles, leading to eyelid closure [11]. This process is
called the protective blink reflex or blink to visual threat. If
the afferent and efferent pathways are functioning properly,
the eyelids should react equally to light or finger stimulation input to the retina. An absent blink to a threat reflex
could result from a lesion in the afferent visual pathway by
interrupting the presentation of a full array of visual
information from the eye to the brainstem and cerebral
cortex [12]. Alternatively, a defect in the efferent pathway
to the orbicularis oculi may also abolish the ability to blink.
An absence of all blink reflexes occurs when clinical signs
of anatomical or functional disorders of the medullary of
the pontine-medullary region are found. The pretectal
nucleus in the midbrain is regarded as the neural regulation
center participating in the visual startle response.
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Table 1 Clinical characteristics, CRS-R, time to appearance
of visual startle for different
stimulus conditions, and Glasgow outcome scale scores of
DOC patients.

Patients

Gender

Age (years)

711

Etiology

CRS-R

Visual startle (days*)

A

Bright light

D

Weak light

GOS
Finger

VS1

Female

67

Hypoglycemia

3

3

103

None

None

2

VS2

Male

40

TBI

6

13

96

108

121

3

VS3

Male

45

TBI

6

10

104

105

None

3

VS4

Female

66

TBI

2

8

66

71

81

3

VS5

Male

51

TBI

5

8

44

49

68

3

VS6

Male

23

TBI

5

14

19

21

23

3

VS7

Male

45

ICH

4

9

48

98

106

3

VS8

Male

19

TBI

4

4

57

70

78

2

VS9

Male

27

TBI

3

14

31

34

35

3

VS10

Female

56

TBI

7

17

8

16

19

3

VS11
VS12

Male
Male

43
49

TBI
TBI

5
5

16
8

29
23

30
30

33
46

3
3

VS13

Male

32

TBI

6

14

93

98

113

3

VS14

Male

37

TBI

6

14

121

None

None

3

VS15

Male

40

TBI

3

7

54

75

None

2

VS16

Male

45

TBI

7

8

806

None

None

2

MCS1

Male

16

TBI

8

10

150

190

223

3

MCS2

Male

21

TBI

8

9

40

58

65

3

MCS3

Male

25

Electrical injury

11

18

27

32

47

3

MCS4

Male

49

TBI

5

8

23

30

46

3

MCS5

Male

22

TBI

8

20

55

60

70

3

A on admission, CRS-R Coma Recovery Score-Revised (score range, 0–23), D on discharge, GOS Glasgow
outcome scale (score range, 1–5; outcomes can be classified as VS (score: 2) or severe disability (score: 3)
[8]), ICH intracerebral hemorrhage, MCS minimally-conscious state, TBI traumatic brain injury, VS
vegetative state.
*Time from DOC onset to the appearance of a positive reflex blink.

Table 2 Association between different stimulus conditions and
Glasgow outcome scale by ordinal logistic regression.
Variables

b

Threshold

- 3.121
1.557

X

Wald v2

P

0.108

830.524

\ 0.001

0.062

630.476

\ 0.001

Sb

b regression coefficient, Sb standard errors of regression coefficient,
X visual startle stimulus (finger, 0; weak light, 1; bright light, 2).

Therefore, in DOC patients, the visual startle response
should be distinguished from other reflex blinks, which are
mostly brainstem-mediated, such as the orbicularis oculi
reflex, the corneal blink reflex, and the cochleopalpebral
reflex.
Of note, the visual startle response is not present in
neonates, and does not emerge until 2–4 months of age.
Therefore, the protective blink reflex is believed to be a
learned response in non-DOC patients [12], and suggests
that the visual startle response is not a primitive reflex, but
one that requires higher-order cortical processing of a
stimulus more complex than touching the cornea. Moreover, the parieto-occipital and parieto-temporal areas may

be necessary for the reflex blink to visual startle stimuli
[13]. Several reported cases of cortical blindness and
unilateral parietal lesions have also demonstrated the
absence of blink to visual startle stimuli, suggesting that
attentional mechanisms are important for this response.
Besides, the posterior parietal lobe, frontal lobe, and
cingulate gyrus are instrumental in the proposed cortical
networks for directed attention. Certain PG (located in the
lateral parietal region) neurons are responsive to visual
startle stimuli and are capable of coupling perception of the
threat in the striatal cortex with the motor pathway for
blinking. Thus, the absence of a visual startle response in
DOCs may not only indicate a visual field deficit, but also
reflect a defect in visual attention.
Whether the visual startle response indicates ‘‘automatic’’ subcortical processing atypical for MCS, or a
higher-order cortical activation and partially recovered
consciousness remains unknown [12]. Yet, the responses,
such as those to the stimulus conditions tested in the
current study, are conventionally regarded as indicative of
surviving modules of functional brainstem-cortex interactions that are thought to sustain consciousness in the
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wakeful subject and are altered in the VS and MCS [14].
Ordinal logistic regression analysis showed that the time to
the appearance of a positive blink startle for different
stimulus conditions predicted the score on the Glasgow
outcome scale. Nevertheless, the requisite visual modalities
for the reflex blink to visual threat have not been
thoroughly studied. Based on the current knowledge we
infer that the properties (shape, brightness, or luminance)
of a finger and a beam of light may be important for DOC
patients. It is important to stress, however, that the results
presented here should be taken as proof-of-concept, and do
not allow any inference concerning the prevalence of this
kind of ‘‘brain behavior’’ in the population in general [4].
This pilot study describes an interesting phenomenon
that light is more effective than a finger to trigger a startle
blink in DOC patients. This may be influenced by the
etiology, injury severity, and the length of time post-injury.
Nevertheless, due to the limited sample size, we did not
stratify patients by etiology or stage of disease during data
analysis, which may have biased the results. Therefore,
cohort studies of larger samples are warranted. Systematic
monitoring of these variables would supplement these
preliminary findings, and identify correlations or cycles of
possible relevance in the investigation of VS and MCS
patients.
Overall, our findings emphasize the clinical importance
of using light when performing bedside testing of localization to visual startle stimuli in patients with DOCs.
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Following severe traumatic brain injury (sTBI), patients
may remain in a coma, vegetative state (VS), or minimally
conscious state (MCS), all of which are also clinically
termed disorders of consciousness. Patients in a coma show
complete disability in the arousal system and fail to
achieve awareness spontaneously; yet true coma represents
a transient state and rarely lasts longer than a month [1].
The VS (also known as unresponsive wakefulness syndrome), characterized as a state with spontaneous or
stimulus-induced eye-opening but the patient appears
totally unaware of self and environment, may persist for
months or years [2]. In contrast, the MCS is evidenced by
preserved and reproducible signs of awareness as well as
sleep-wake cycles, suggesting better recovery than coma
and VS. Considering that no signs of consciousness are
detectable, patients in a VS suffer from a high rate of
misdiagnosis [3].
The molecular mechanisms involved in sTBI have been
an intense area of investigation; however, no Food and
Drug Administration-approved biomarkers are available
for clinical use. In the field of proteomics technology, a
growing number of studies have shown that potential
biomarkers may be more sensitive and reliable in diagnosing and predicting recovery after sTBI. Emerging
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proteomic studies have been conducted in the acute phase
after trauma, but little is known about the protein
biomarker profiles and pathophysiological conditions
underlying the chronic stage. Since patients with disorders
of consciousness can be acute and chronic, transient and
permanent, reversible and irreversible, it is a great
challenge for clinicians to recognize and identify biomarkers in the VS.
In this issue, Tang and colleagues [4] analyzed tear
proteins differentially expressed in patients in a traumatic
VS and healthy controls. Fifty-seven proteins were upregulated and 15 were downregulated in patients relative to
controls. The differentially-expressed proteins were predominantly involved in the wound response and immune
response signaling pathways. Similar to our previous study,
sTBI patients showed a persistent immune response during
the chronic stage [5]. Furthermore, the integrity of the
blood-brain barrier, a mediator between the peripheral
circulation and the central nervous system, is frequently
damaged after severe brain injury, and this is accompanied
by a secondary injury cascade [6]. Subsequently, seven
promising tear proteins (CTSB, PRSS1, S100A7, GSTP1,
CFH, KNG1 and ORM1) and ORM1 were further validated
using ELISA kits. All seven proteins showed a strong
ability to distinguish traumatic VS patients from healthy
controls. These results may provide potential biomarkers
for patients in a traumatic VS.
The diagnostic criteria of traumatic VS are currently
based largely on the observable behavioral features, which
provide an unreliable proxy for distinguishing patients with
VS and MCS [7]. In fact, nearly 40% of VS patients retain
some degree of consciousness. To date, diagnostic errors
have been common and a ‘gold standard’ to precisely
define and evaluate VS is lacking. Recent applications
using functional neuroimaging such as fMRI and
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electrophysiological techniques such as EEG have been
designed for detecting signs of residual conscious awareness, providing information for the prediction and prevention of VS. However, false negatives are difficult to avoid
in view of the possibilities of deficiency in arousal, noncooperation, auditory and visual inability, or incomprehension of the instructions during the scan [8]. In addition,
both the clinical and neuroimaging findings are insensitive
to small changes in disease progression.
It is well established that the early detection of
biomarkers further facilitates the management of patients
in a traumatic VS by providing a more accurate diagnosis
and prognosis. Protein biomarkers, as economical and noninvasive measures, provide a novel option for assessing the
outcome and guiding treatment in clinical trials. Nowadays, blood (serum and plasma), cerebrospinal fluid (CSF),
and brain tissue are commonly-used samples for sTBI
proteomics studies [9]. One of the body fluids, tears are
complex with many proteins, and have been widely used
for disease-related protein analysis [10]. Tang et al. were
the first to analyze the tear proteome of patients with sTBI.
This study revealed several strong candidate proteins for
distinguishing sTBI patients and controls. Several limitations in this study should be noted, such as the limited
number of samples and the lack of prognostic information
for these markers. Moreover, the protein candidates were
not independent of clinical measurements, so further
validation in larger patient cohorts is necessary in future
research.
The complex, heterogeneous properties of sTBI make it
difficult to categorize and guide long-term treatment for
non-responsive patients. Proteomics studies have described
altered protein profiles related to specific pathophysiological conditions, which may propel molecular biology and
develop therapeutic strategies. Therefore, we believe that,
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in the near future, the identification of biomarkers in
unconscious patients will yield important findings for
clinical guidelines.
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